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The Eighth International Conference on Mobile, Hybrid, and On-line Learning (eLmL 2016), held between April 24 and April 28, 2016 in Venice, Italy, continued bringing together federated views on mobileLearning, hybridLearning, and on-lineLearning. eLmL 2016 was dedicated to educators, eLearning experts, and students to exchange their ideas, experiences and lessons learnt in different facets of modern learning.

eLearning refers to on-line learning delivered over the World Wide Web via the public Internet or the private, corporate intranet. The conference was intended to provide an overview of technologies, approaches, and trends that are happening right now. The constraints of e-learning are diminishing and options are increasing as the Web becomes increasingly easy to use and the technology becomes better and less expensive.

As the ease of execution increases, more and more institutions are discovering the benefits of delivering training via the Web. Interest in e-learning is at an all-time high, and the workshop wants to serve as a stimulus to accelerate collaboration and dialog among the e-learning providers, trainers, IT researchers and the lifelong, self-directed learners. Such business trends as an increased global economy, the pressures for rapid development, and the necessity of teamwork are shaping the present state and the future of eLearning.

Employees are increasingly aware that they must continue to update and advance their skills if they want to understand the state-of-the-art technologies and remain valuable to their organizations. This means that learners will be more and more self-directed, and they will want access to what they need when they need it. The Internet based educational materials and the e-learning providers have to meet this demand.

The conference focuses on the latest trends in e-learning and also on the latest IT technology alternatives that are poised to become mainstream strategies in the near future and will influence the e-learning environment. Ubiquitous systems proliferate quickly due to the latest achievements in the industry of telecommunications, electronics, wireless, and economical globalization.

Wireless and mobility allow any user to timely use resources using various access technologies under (assumed) secured and guaranteed privacy. The family of mobile devices expands dramatically, allowing a user to have a portable office everywhere, every time. Mobile learning became a fact, due to the technical accessibility and Internet communications. Many online classes, learning systems, university curricula, remote education, and virtual training classes are now part of the corporate education and use.

Progress is made in user modeling and adaptive learning models. The generalization of successful practices on mobile learning is favored by many national and international projects and policy synchronization boards. Adaptation implies also the use of the classical methods, still in use and useful in some contexts and for some categories of users. Hybrid learning is an increasing trend in education today. The traditional classroom learning has been historically proven beneficial. Hybrid learning is rather a series of different learning strategies going from
teacher-centric to student-centric. This improves the critical thinking, creativity, self-management, self-study, and advance problem solving thinking of the student.

The conference had the following tracks:
- Tools and platforms
- Hybrid learning
- Mobile learning, teaching, and training
- Online learning
- Challenging technical aspects

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the eLmL 2016 technical program committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to eLmL 2016. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the eLmL 2016 organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.

We hope eLmL 2016 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of mobile, hybrid and on-line learning. We also hope that Venice, Italy, provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the unique charm of the city.
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Micro Note-Taking on Smartphone: The Learner Experience

Maram S. Al-Zaidi, Mike Joy, Jane Sinclair
Department of Computer Science
University of Warwick
Coventry, UK
{M.S.Al-Zaidi, M.S.Joy, J.E.Sinclair}@warwick.ac.uk

Abstract—Note-taking is considered as one of the main activities for students during lectures in the classroom. Indeed, many educators have suggested that note-taking can significantly improve students’ educational performance. Therefore, there are many systems available to capture what the teacher presents or explains during the lectures. However, less attention has been paid to the great potential of integrating Web 2.0 technologies with the learning process at universities for note-taking purposes so as to make it more effective. As such, the purpose of this paper is to extend understanding of learners’ experiences specifically when short text – the 140 characters, often used in social networks – was used for note-taking. The paper presents findings on learners’ experiences of using such a “micro” note-taking approach involving just 140 characters and suggests a feature list for a future note-taking system. The qualitative approach focuses on learners from one university in the UK. The learners were at postgraduate level, and data were collected through focus groups with the learners. Findings indicate that the use of a short text feature leads to a positive learning experience.

Keywords—micro note-taking; smartphone; social media; UK.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a considerable increase in the number of students carrying one or more mobile devices into lectures. These include laptops, smartphones and tablet devices. Sharples [1] highlighted the growth in using mobile phones amongst students as well as across all educational areas. New generations of smartphones support fast Internet connections through 3G and 4G wireless technologies in addition to faster Wi-Fi connections. Moreover, with new iPhone and Android phones providing millions of applications, there has been a dramatic increase in the interest level in using these devices for educational purposes [2]. Indeed, in the last decade, and due to these advances, researchers have shown an increased interest in using new technologies and computing devices for taking notes.

When it comes to capturing notes using traditional tools, many different forms of learners’ behaviour can be observed. The majority of students intend to capture what the teacher presents or explains during the lecture, and these notes could either include specific details, or may simply record the most important points [3]. In line with this, some students attempt to capture everything presented by the teacher, while others attempt to select relevant points and a few indulge in a certain amount of doodling whilst they listen [4].

Note-taking is one of the common techniques used by learners during lectures [5], and, traditionally, this course of action is usually conducted either manually (i.e., pen and paper) or electronically, using electronic devices such as tablet PCs and PDAs. However, given the massive uptake in the use of information and communication technologies, there is great potential for integrating Web 2.0 technologies with the learning process at universities for the purposes of note-taking so as to make it more effective.

To give just a few examples of the value and benefits that can be delivered through the use of SMS features, and more specifically Twitter, in the practice of note-taking, it was found that one of the advantages of using Twitter in a classroom setting is that it offers students an additional channel for communication [6]. Scornavacca et al. [7] also found that, for the purposes of handling questions in a large classroom, using text messages is more practical and efficient than the traditional method of raising hands. However, a survey of faculty members, guests, and students on a pharmacy management course that was conducted by Fox and Varadarajan [8] showed that, although 80% of the sample found that Twitter facilitates class participation, 71% and 69% of the sample, however, indicated that Twitter was distracting, and prevented note-taking, respectively. Hence, using Twitter during lectures to get involved in classroom activities may be annoying for instructors leading classes [9]. In line with this, Cherney [10] argued that students who use Twitter will lose the necessary space for thinking in depth compared to when they are taught by traditional teaching methods in classrooms. This research, therefore, contributes to the use of Web 2.0 technologies, and, more specifically, the features of Twitter, in the educational process so as to make it more effective than has been the case hitherto.

This paper reports the evaluation of a new approach which is mainly based on mobile and Web 2.0 technologies, and which relies primarily on the employment of micro note-taking, or so-called micro-blogging, a form of communication that allows people to generate content by posting short messages limited to 140 characters [11] [12]. To gain insight into the concerns of this paper, discussions with the learners who took part in the experiment were analyzed, in particular regarding their experience while using the micro note-taking approach.
The research presented in this paper aims at extending our understanding of what university-level learners’ experiences are in terms of note-taking, when using just 140 characters on (Android) smartphones. Moreover, the nature of and reasons for the preferences of using this new format of notes in an educational environment was examined, as was how this prototype could be improved to support learners’ note-taking practice in a classroom environment. In short, this paper describes experiences and lessons learned from a class activity that incorporated the micro note-taking approach which is mainly based on mobile and Web 2.0 technologies. It identifies the main positive and negative features of the proposed micro note-taking application and provides ideas and general design guidelines applicable to this approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the second section describes the methodology used, the third section describes the experiment itself. In the fourth section findings and interpretations are covered. In the fifth and last section the conclusion closes the article.

II. METHODOLOGY

The goal in this section was to present learners’ in-depth perspectives of their experiences with using a micro note-taking application. Specifically, this study aims to explore students’ opinions about the main positive features and limitations of the proposed micro note-taking application, and of how the application could be improved to support their note-taking practices. Therefore, the decision was made to use a focus group due to the fact that it is a feasible way to represent the participants’ feelings, beliefs and experiences [14]. The focus group is part of an evidence-based qualitative approach, which emerged as a distinctive approach, and which also involves in-depth interviewing, observation and projective methods among others [15]. This paper reports in depth the qualitative findings generated from two focus groups consisting of participants in an experiment aimed at enhancing the understanding of the user experience using the micro note-taking application. The two focus groups consisted of 14 users who participated in 45-minute discussions. The focus groups were audio recorded but only after all participants approved the recording. Data were then transcribed and subsequently analyzed using qualitative data analysis techniques as described by Guest et al. [16]. The main objective of the analysis was to transform data into findings but, more importantly, to make sense out of it. During the analysis, as a list of ideas emerged, those ideas were grouped based around significant headings to form the concepts. Next, related concepts were aggregated in categories to form the themes that constitute the results. The emerging themes were then examined based on their intensity, depth, and specificity with the research questions, with additional emphasis given to comments that were frequently repeated or refuted by the interviewees. NVIVO 11.0 software was used to analyse the qualitative focus group data. NVIVO is a computer assisted qualitative data analysis package (CAQDAP), settled by QSR International [21]. This software offers a set of functions that support the coding and recovery of text. Another remarkable privilege is that it assists researchers to write down memos during the analysis process [22]. In an attempt to conquer reliable and informative data out of the interviews, each single focus group has skillfully created a transcript that was saved in a distinct word processor document (i.e. two documents). This has enabled sustaining fertility of the interviews data. Afterwards, the two documents were imported in NVIVO for reading, analysis and coding. The main objective of the analysis was to transform data into findings, but more importantly was to make a sense out of it. During the analysis, recurring ideas, patterns of beliefs, and salient themes were extracted with relevant quotations that demonstrated support for these themes. The emerging themes were then examined based on their intensity, depth, and specificity with the phenomenon of interest, with additional emphasis given to comments that were frequently repeated or refuted by the interviewees [23]. The results are then presented in a narrative form granting detailed insights into the main issues related to micro note-taking practice.

Since this micro note-taking is still at the evaluation stage, some background information was required, such as language, mobile experience and Twitter experience, to see whether or not these features could influence the generated results. The participants had different levels of experience in using mobile applications as follows: 25% had no experience, 63% had experience of less than 5 years and 13% had experience of more than 5 years. Furthermore, 38% of the total participants were not very familiar with Twitter in particular. The participants were from different backgrounds and English was not the first language of most of them.

III. EXPERIMENT

The main method of data collection for learners’ perspectives was focus group interviews. The experiment was conducted at the University of Warwick with the help of 14 learners’ studying courses entitled “Cyber security” and “Innovation”. The learners’ ages ranged between 20 years and 25 years. The only commonality among the participants was that they were part of a community of interest who were following postgraduate courses in the related fields just mentioned. They were expected to have enough experience and exposure to new IT-based note-taking tools to interactively take part and subsequently convey pertinent responses during the discussion. The learners volunteered to take part in the experiment, which was conducted within 45 minutes for each session. The participants in the focus group were divided into two groups, and were of mixed gender comprising 6 males and 8 females. The two sessions of the discussion were moderated by the main researcher.
During the experiment, an average of 14 participants were randomly assigned to one of the note-taking approaches defined as: traditional pen-paper, micro note-taking and electronic Microsoft word where requested to use the different approaches to take notes while viewing the video. The participants were exposed to the different approaches over the experiment time. The note-taking experiment was based on video played like a lecture. The use of these approaches emphasized the effect of the proposed micro note-taking.

The focus group participants were approached after using a micro note-taking application in the experiment. An open ended approach, which was related to the use of the micro note-taking approach, was conducted. The discussion was kept focused around the proposed micro note-taking application. The research aimed to answer the following questions:

- a) What are the positive features of the mobile micro note-taking approach?
- b) What are the negative features of the mobile micro note-taking approach?
- c) Would you prefer using 140 characters for writing your notes, and why?
- d) What are the difficulties you faced when using the mobile micro note-taking application in lectures?
- e) Do you think that other learners would find the application appealing, and why?
- f) What other features would you recommend to add to the mobile micro note-taking application?

IV. FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS

As mentioned earlier, data were gathered from the focus group interviews and analyzed using a thematic approach [16]. Each theme addresses an issue related to the use of the proposed micro note-taking application and reflects the experience of learners regarding their use of the application. Discussion was centered on these areas in order to ensure coverage of only key areas that were closely related or clearly relevant to the study.

A. Perceptions of positive features of the mobile micro note-taking application

Initially, participants were asked about the positive features they found using the prototype of the mobile micro note-taking application that is described in [11]. The results were consistent with those reported in the current state of the art as in [17], where learners reported as positive features the ease of use and that it is a "handy tool". For example, participant 1 described the proposed micro note-taking application by saying that "it’s simple, no previous experience required, affordable, easily accessible, all have a mobile in class". Participant 4 also agreed with this by stating that "there is no previous experience required".

Participant 7 mentioned “it’s an easy tool for note-taking”. Another positive point that emerged from the analysis is that the proposed tool is useful and handy, and participant 3 confirmed this point by stating “you don’t need a paper and pen also there is no need to carry the heavy laptop to start typing, really handy”. Participant 13 affirmed what his colleagues said “it’s simple to your eye, anyone can use it even people who don’t have experience”.

Another positive feature is the applicability of using the micro note-taking application for quick revision. This capability has been explicitly expressed in the words of Participant 10, who stated: “self-revision, jotting down important notes and bringing them before the examination, quick review, revision of any last minute study or some test”. Participant 2 affirmed what his colleagues said: “I think it’s good for revision for a quick review of any last minute study or some test, something like that is good”.

Most people use a mobile device such as a smartphone to support their personal and professional functions [17]. Technology is becoming a ubiquitous part of the academic environment generally and the process of note-taking in particular [18]. Mobile devices can be valuable in academic areas for higher education [17], and the results of a study by Ward and Tatsukawa [19] suggest that taking notes using such a system is feasible. Another study by Motiwalla [20] highlighted the fact that learners liked the ease-of-use and convenience of using mobile applications in learning. Consistently, in this paper, participants also revealed that the main positive feature of the mobile note-taking application is that the application is affordable, convenient and accessible. Participant 9 said that: “it’s very affordable and is easily accessible because we all have mobiles, but nowadays mobiles are present everywhere. So like it’s affordable; it’s the best thing that I’ve had”. Participant 3 confirmed this point by saying “mobile micro note-taking is affordable”. As for accessibility, participant 12 stated: “… read the thing and you can do it anywhere even on the bus or when travelling”. Participant 6 also concurred: “Because it’s mobile, it can be easy to carry wherever you go”, as did participant 14: “Because it’s mobile, it can be easy to carry wherever you go. So I think it’s appealing to the young generation because they only use or bring their mobiles everywhere”. These positive features of the mobile note-taking application also have been explicitly expressed as Participant 1 stated: “I think people feel comfortable using phones to take notes these days, and they are easy to carry around rather than the laptop or pen and paper and it’s faster to take notes on. So it’s easier to capture what you exactly want. I think it could be useful to have something like this. Definitely”.

B. Perceptions of negative features of the mobile micro note-taking application

When the participants were asked about what the limitations of the micro note-taking application are, they reported that, although the application includes many positive features, it does have a number of limitations. These include the small interface size and lack of a usable keypad on some actual smart phones, and also difficulties such as...
slow typing that can be connected to usability issues (although they had stated earlier that the application is easy to use). Moreover, they suggested that this tool may lead to students being distracted during a lecture and that there are usability issues due to lack of experience. For example, Participant 7 stated: “on the device itself, the keyboard is quite small to type actually”. Participant 11 also gave his opinion “I think because we’re not used to typing quickly, I’m speaking for myself, but otherwise it’s okay especially I think with the new generation they are quicker in typing”. Similarly, Participant 8 said that: “because when I concentrate on listening, and I just continue typing, I did not realize that actually the limit is already 140. So, when I look back, actually there’s some missing words or sentences already”. Participant 6 found it might be a source of distraction during lectures and expressed these reservations by stating: “make sure that they take it seriously and they are just not playing around with it”. Participant 13 concurred with this by saying: “I found I was constantly having to look at what I’m doing so I lost a bit of concentration. That’s because it was more distracting”. Only one student, Participant 8, mentioned that the lack of experience about how to use a micro note-taking application could lead to limited use of such application, she mentioned that: “I think the difficulties I faced just because it’s the first time to use it. So, I face a lot of problems and most of my notes wouldn’t save because I’ve just done a mistake, so I didn’t save or I just put back and then it’s not saved. So I think just because we’re not familiar with most of the difficulties”. To overcome this limitation, Participant 6 suggested: “I think we need to do some kind of an introduction to the system before get to take notes”. Based on these results, we can conclude that unfamiliarity with using the micro note-taking application and Twitter is what leads to such negative outcomes.

C. Perceptions of using 140 characters for writing students’ notes

Based on the analysis, two perspectives have emerged when the participants were asked about their preference for using 140 characters for writing their notes. The majority of participants explained that the limited notes of only 140 characters (i.e., similar to Twitter posts) could improve the ability to take short notes that can be easily managed and recalled later. For example, Participant 1 stated that: “using just 140 characters helps us to think of what we want to write”. Participant 14 was also totally in agreement: “I was not distracted as there was no option but to take only important points with limited words”. However, a few participants found that the restricted notes of only 140 characters might affect notes in terms of continuity. This concern has been explicitly expressed by Participant 10: “For me it’s the continuity of our notes because it’s only 140 characters, so if we write something, you know, the sentence would be hanging”. Therefore, participant 5 suggested: “… during a lecture I prefer more than 140 characters because during the lecture we just take any notes the lecturer speaks, so we don’t have time to think about what is important and what is not – just take any notes”.

According to the findings of this study, it can be said that a 140 character note was a generally useful format for note-taking practice by learners, providing a positive note-taking experience but with some important reservations.

D. Suggestions to improve the mobile micro note-taking application

The participants were asked to share their experience about the micro note-taking application and suggest additional features so that it can be improved. Based on the analysis, Table 1 shows a list of the valuable features and functionalities that have been suggested by participants. All participants’ suggestions were taken into consideration in the updated version of the micro note-taking application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Suggested by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use visual presentation that represents certain words. So each picture has correlated notes</td>
<td>Participant 5: “Just make it a bit more appealing because it’s very abstract from a point a view and you can use this drag-and-drop thing, like you can give them pictures and this can open up instead of just making it as simple and abstract as ... give them more options, more features and make them on icon thing so they just touch it and a note opens up or, for example, an annotation opens up, or a shape opens up.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a feature to organize notes (e.g. folders or according to subjects)</td>
<td>Participant 3: “I’m not sure if the pictures are already there or not but may be if it would be helpful if you could organize a note in folders or according to subjects because it seems if you have like different subjects, you could organize all the notes in one folders so it will be easy to access – I think this is one thing.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotate the content itself by providing different shapes based on the type of content. For example, for learner’s notes, it is a rectangle, for lecture notes, it is a circle...</td>
<td>Participant 2: “Basically we’re talking about annotating the content itself, because sometimes you need to post somewhere and put a note there. So I think shapes make more sense. Beforehand you can divide the content into shapes and based on shapes we can take notes and annotate that directly on the shape or the subject or the idea within the class, just to making random notes and then putting...”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. SUGGESTED FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITIES
Table 1 highlighted the features that should be considered to improve the note-taking system. These features are mainly related to the interface and functionalities.

V. CONCLUSION

The main aim of conducting the focus group was to extend the understanding of the learner’s experience of using the proposed micro note-taking application, as an approach for note-taking practice in lectures. The findings of this study reflected the perspectives of students regarding their experiences of using such a tool. Positive features, limitations and suggestions for future improvement were identified. Based on the analysis, positive features of the micro note-taking application include: ease of use, the applicability of using the application for quick revision, improved access everywhere, any time (i.e., ubiquity) and affordability. However, as with all applications, the micro note-taking application is not free from limitations, which include: usability issues, learners’ distraction during lectures, and lack of experience regarding how to use the application. The limitations of the current application provide opportunities for further improvements, and students suggested valuable functionalities that could be added to improve the proposed tool. These include: integrating Web 2.0 features such as sharing and hashtags, providing options to have short notes and long notes, providing a feature to organize notes into folders, and visually presenting notes in symbols. The proposed approach discussed qualitatively through the paper suggested an innovative approach for note-taking. The findings of this research add value to the current state of the art concerned with connecting mobile learning with the social feature of limiting the note taking to 140 characters using Twitter like states. This finding would have an impact on the academic areas to consider applying modern technologies for the current learners’ age and facilitating their learning. However, as with all studies, this study is not free of limitations. The major limitation is derived from the sample size and the geographical location of the sample which is limited to only 14 participants located in the UK.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many western countries, the population is ageing. This fact poses several challenges to the society. One of these challenges is to keep senior citizens in good health as long as possible. It is known that social interaction and sufficient physical activity have a positive influence on health. For example, the longitudinal creativity and ageing study by Cohen et al. [1] revealed positive effect of community-based interventions on improved ratings of physical health, reduced medication use, improved social interactions and less loneliness, and even fewer health problems compared to the control group. Further research [2][3] shows that even 30 minutes of daily moderate-intensity physical activity may significantly reduce the risk of chronic diseases. Recent research also suggests that digital technologies can be used with benefits with elderly people when they are properly designed, as shown by Ijsselsteijn et al. [4]. The work by Assad et al. [5] reports that well-designed games have a positive influence on Parkinson’s disease patients. Furthermore, the proportion of senior citizens who use digital technologies has been growing worldwide. Duplâa et al. [6] report that from 1208 persons aged 55 or more declaring playing games in Canada about half of them answered that they also play digital games. The study by Ledger and McCaffrey [7] shows that the percentage of persons tracking fitness data through a smartphone has grown rapidly during the last two years.

The aim of the fMOOC (fitness Massive Open Online Course) project is to assess the use of e-learning and mobile devices to take up the social challenge of healthy ageing. More specifically, its aim is to develop an online course on fitness that integrates wearable activity trackers for senior citizens in such a way that these two aspects, social interaction and enhanced physical activity, are addressed. This kind of approach is novel; an online-course targeting senior citizens and integrating wearable activity trackers has not been realized so far. The targeted learners are older citizens who have some familiarity with information technology and are in relatively good health, though they might have some minor impairment, but who could improve their physical condition by doing more exercises and moving more daily. As exposed in Buchem et al. [8], the conceptual design of the MOOC course includes digital content on weekly physical exercises and the integration of wearable activity trackers connected to the course to help seniors engage in physical activities. The conceptual design includes also forums for sharing and commenting, and for community-based exercises to enhance social engagement and a sense of belonging together of senior participants. Community-based exercises should allow for various learning and physical training scenarios, such as a group-walk for participants living in the same neighbourhood. After the walk, participants should be able to synchronize their wearable devices, so as to store the number of steps recorded by the system. Therefore, the course has to be accessible from mobile devices, such as smartphones. Furthermore, inspired by the work of Ijsselsteijn et al. [4] gamification elements are also part of the conceptual design to support and foster user engagement, as argued by Buchem et al. [9]. Gamification is the use of elements normally found in games like rewards or badges in another context like here in a learning context. In the spirit of agile development and following principles exposed Martinez-Maldonado et al. [10] to support learners better, specific user requirements were designed with potential senior users aged 65+ and tested iteratively. The online course has been tested with 20 senior participants.

This contribution presents the online course and its implementation in section II. The context of the evaluation is given in section III, which is followed by the analysis of the users’ digital interactions in section IV. Section V concludes with discussion and future works.

II. THE ONLINE COURSE

Essentially, the online course provides to participants physical training for four weeks, communication forums,
as well as an overview of their achievements. Participants are expected to wear an activity tracker that counts the steps they walk, presently the tracker Vivofit from Garmin [11].

The instructional design of fMOOC combines elements of Online learning with elements of gamification and principles of seamless learning. The fMOOC architecture integrates wearables, mobile and learning technologies to capture and share fitness data and learning/training content with other senior learners. The fMOOC can be accessed via the “fMOOC App” using a laptop, a tablet or a mobile phone phone. The fMOOC software includes a gamification service to incorporate rewards and playful elements in the course, including badges and battles, as argued by Buchem et al. [8][9]. The user interface has been designed to take into account specificities of older people, which includes among others simple vocabulary, short texts, big buttons and fonts, as exposed by Kurniawan and Zaphiris[12]. We first explain the course as a learner sees it, and then describe how the system has been implemented.

A. Learner View

Fig. 1 left shows the screen that a learner sees right after logging in. At the top right of the screen, the help button (Hilfe) gives a hotline number where to call in case of problems. Below, the number of steps a learner is expected to walk daily is reminded, 5000 steps (5000 Schritte) and the number of steps already walked in the current day (Schrittzahl von heute:) is shown. The button synchronize your steps (Schritte synchronisieren) reminds participants to synchronize their tracker, so that the fMOOC system pulls their data from the Garmin host. For synchronization, a mobile application of the provider of the wearable activity tracker has to be installed on the smartphone and needs to run in the background. A user has to hold his/her tracker near enough to his/her smartphone and press the “synchronize” button. The transmission is automatic, but can last a few seconds. When the transmission is successful, the number of steps walked in the current day is almost immediately updated in the fMOOC system and displayed on the start view. The button show battle (Wettbewerb anzeigen) is to show the current status of the battle; this gamification element will be explained below. The three buttons at the bottom are always visible except when a user is in the process of completing a training day. The home button (Startseite) allows the user to come back to this view anytime. The button Training gives access to the training plans, while the button Achievements (Erfolge) allows the user to check her/his achievements.

The physical training has been developed according to medical recommendations as exposed in [13]. In particular, training begins with a warming up exercise and finishes with a cool down exercise. Further, endurance, strength and flexibility exercises are mixed properly. Each week is made up of three training days and four rest days (Erholungstag), as participants should not over-exercise; the interface shows a “–” in front of each day which is not completed. Fig. 1 middle-left shows an overview of the training plan at the beginning of a week. A learner can complete the training days in the order he/she wants. The intensity of the exercises vary as to fit 3 levels of fitness. Each exercise is explained with a sequence of 2-3 photos or a video of 1-2 minutes, and 1-2 lines of instructions. The user interface follows known principles of web navigation, see for instance [14], to guide users through the different exercises till the training is finished, then to make users rate the training and finally comment it. Participants can complete the training at their own pace. After completing the last exercise, they touch the finish button. At that point, the system records that this training has been performed with a timestamp. The next screen invites participants to rate how s/he feels and how s/he liked the training. The next screen invites participants to write a feedback on the training, to read / answer messages of others and to give “likes” to feedbacks of others.

To support engagement and motivation, the instructional design integrates gamification elements in the form of badges and battles. Participants can earn four kinds of badges, and in each category they can earn four badges:

A “training” badge can be earned at the end of each week if participants have accomplished a perfect training, doing every single training day of the week and leaving a rest day between two consecutive training days. Contrasting with the “step” badge below, there is no partial reward. A “step” badge, to encourage movement every
day, can be earned at the end of each week as well. A step badge comes in three colors: bronze, silver and gold. A bronze badge is earned if the learner has walked at least 5000 steps 5 days of the week, a silver badge for at least 5000 steps 6 days and the gold badge for at least 5000 steps each single day of the week. The four “comment” badges can be earned any time as soon as a learner has written enough messages in some discussion thread (each training day has its own thread). The first badge goes with 2 messages written, the second with 4, the third with 6 and the last badge with 8 messages written. Similarly, four “like” badges can be earned anytime as soon as a participant has received enough likes from others on his/her messages. The first badge goes with 3 likes, the second with 6, the third with 9 and the last with 12.

Battles have been designed as a group competition, presently between female and male users, based on the number of steps walked by the whole group. As soon as some user has synchronized her/his tracker, the status of the battle is updated too. Participants can check their achievements anytime. The design follows the principle “overview first, details on demand” of Schneideman [15]. With the show steps button (Schritte anzeigen) a user can see how many steps s/he has walked during the current day, or during the current week or since the beginning of the course by touching the corresponding button for these details. With the show battle button (Wettbewerb anzeigen) users can check which group currently leads. Fig. 1 right shows 4 badges: perfect training (Perfektes Training), steps (Schritte), posts (Kommentare) and like (Gefällt mir). By pressing the corresponding look (Anschauen) button, the four badges of that category are shown. The background colour indicates for each badge whether the user has already earned it or not, or whether the badge is in progress. By pressing an individual badge, learners can get details: how much they still need to do to earn that badge.

B. Implementation

The fMOOC course has been implemented as a Web application in responsive design using the platform Moodle as backend to store the content (training days) and to provide the forums, see Fig. 2 for the overall architecture.

As already mentioned, the design of the user interface has adopted an agile methodology, testing most of the elements with senior users before implementation. In order to allow for a potentially “massive” opening of the fMOOC system beyond the scope of the user group envisaged in the pilot study, the user interface was developed as a mobile web application based on recent HTML5 standards [16]. It can be run on any browser installed on a reasonably modern smartphone regardless of whether it uses Android, iOS or Windows as an operating system. As for the backend components of the system, the application is currently deployed on a single server, but the overall architecture was designed according to the stateless paradigm of a RESTful architecture [17], which provides a solid basis for scalability.

As for the tracking service provider, the current version of the fMOOC system has only been integrated with the service of Garmin so far, which had been selected at the beginning of the project given the usability requirements of the user group. An agreement with Garmin allowed access to its backend service infrastructure through a specific connector. As structure and access to data collected by fitness trackers has not been subject to industry standardisation so far, commercial activity trackers and services are relatively “closed” system infrastructures, and providers differ with respect to how access may be realised by third party systems like fMOOC. For this reason, the fMOOC system has been designed as independent of any particular tracking provider, where different providers can be integrated by implementing a backend-side connector to the particular tracking service. Hence, also with regard to the tracking service, openness of the fMOOC system has principally been foreseen.

III. CONTEXT OF THE EVALUATION

The evaluation has been conducted in a blended learning approach consisting of two face-to-face meetings separated by the four weeks online course. Twenty volunteers not possessing any wearable activity tracker have been recruited, 10 men and 10 women aged 62 to 75.

During the first face-to-face meeting, participants were introduced to the whole course. They received a properly installed smartphone and an activity tracker each. Learners were introduced to smartphones, had a chance to try the course, the activity tracker and the synchronization procedure. Their fitness level was determined so that they would receive the proper level of exercises, and their physical condition recorded. This included, among others, measuring balance ability, strength, the distance they can walk in 6 minutes and the percentage of body fat. During the second face-to-face meeting, the physical condition of the users has been recorded again. Further, participants filled anonymously a questionnaire regarding their overall experience with the course.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DIGITAL USER INTERACTIONS

The usage of the interface has been analyzed using the piwik web analytics tool [18]. First, we analyse logging in the App and synchronisation, then the physical activities through training and steps badges and the rating of the trainings, then the social activity through the comment and like badges and finally how often users have consulted their achievements.
A. Logging in the Web App and Synchronisation

A learner eager to complete all physical activities of the course should log in at least once every day to synchronize the activity tracker, and possibly more on a training day. Table I shows how often users have logged in the App and how often they have touched the synchronize button during the 4 weeks. The large standard deviations indicate that users differ greatly; a closer look at the data gives two outliers: one with 90 log in and one with 702 synchronisation actions. An inspection of the weekly data shows that two users out of the 20 gave up after two weeks, which means nobody gave up right at the beginning of the course. The high number of synchronize interactions compared with log in might indicate some problem when synchronizing the activity tracker. This is confirmed when inspecting the sequential actions of individual visitors’ log files: quite often the synchronize button is pressed twice in a row, or alternate with the help button.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. LOGGING IN THE WEBA APP AND SYNCHRONISATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log in 44 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization 129 152.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The help button has been pressed 100 times during the 4 weeks, 40 times during the first 3 days and 62 times during the first week. The hotline has been called 32 times by 16 users, including the numerous calls by one user for whom some setting needed to be redone. These interactions indicate some usability issues with the synchronisation of the activity tracker, which made users feel insecure in the first week of the course.

B. Physical Activity

The badges earned in the category “training” and “steps” assess whether participants have accomplished the training properly and included enough movement in their daily life.

Taking the training days perspective and counting how many stars each training has received, one cannot notice any training that stands out as particularly excellent or bad: the average goes from 2.44 till 3.4 for the liking-rating, and from 1.64 to 1.72 for the wellbeing-rating (scale 2, best, to 0, worst).

The majority of the users have earned a “step” badge each week, which results in 89.5% of the badges earned, when taking into account that two users abandoned after week 2 and aggregating all colors. The flat curve of Fig. 5 shows that each week three participants did not achieve 5000 steps on at least five days. These figures include the two participants who abandoned. Aggregating training and step badges shows that 19 participants earned a training badge or a step badge or both in the first week.
C. Social Interactions

The course has been designed to encourage social interactions by prompting feedback in the form of comments and likes after the completion of each training.

![Figure 6. Number of learners who earned “comment” badges.](image1)

**Figure 6.** Number of learners who earned “comment” badges.
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**Figure 7.** From left: number of read and written messages and number of likes given.

Fig. 6 shows that every user has written in some discussion thread, as 20 badges for writing at least two comments have been earned; the numbers on the horizontal axis: 2, 4, 6 and 8, are the numbers of comments a learner has to write to earn the corresponding badge. All together 76.25% of the “comment” badges have been earned. Fig. 6 shows also that only 11 participants have written 8 comments or more, which suggests that participants differ in their social interactions. This is confirmed by the box plots of Fig. 7 that show the number of times users have touched the read button to read a message, the write button to send a message, and the number of times they have given a like to a message. One finds again well known behaviors also observed Cobo et al. [19] or Merceron [20] in online courses: participants read more than they write, and a few outliers write more than the majority. Users have not given many “likes”. As a consequence, less learners have earned “like” badges resulting in only 21.25% of the “like” badges being earned.

D. Consulting Achievements

The systemic gamification design has been implemented through two main elements: badges and a battle. How often have users looked at the current state of the battle or at their badges? Here too, behaviors vary greatly. With a median of 60, battle is the gamification element which has been the most consulted. These high figures are confirmed when analyzing the views that are accessed right after the start view of the app: the battle view has the highest proportion of moves, followed by the training view, where users can start their training, followed by the achievement view, where users can look at the badges they have earned, see Fig. 1 left. Remarkably, this pattern stays stable in each of the four training weeks.

The medians for consulting the badges lie around 10 with a peak of 17 (Training) and a depression of 6 (Steps). This indicates that 50% of the users have consulted their badges about 2 times a week on average. These figures suggest that participants have been interested in playing the game of the battle. They have appreciated the other badges, but might not have been eager to collect them.

V. Discussion and Conclusion

The analysis of the digital interactions has shown that users could log in, synchronize and use the fMOOC App during the four weeks. The two users who abandoned gave the following explanation: one found the training exercises too laborious, and the other lost interest. Therefore, one can conclude that the online course on a smartphone is easy to use. This has been confirmed by the interview of the second face-to-face meeting: the majority rated the App as easy to use. The synchronization procedure has posed some problems, as the analysis of the interaction data has shown. It has been confirmed by the calls received on the hotline: the worries mainly concerned synchronization. A better feedback in the App in case of an unsuccessful pulling of the data is necessary. However, one should also notice that after the first week users have learned to adjust.

Most of the users have learned to train properly and to include a minimum of 5000 steps in their daily life, as they have earned the corresponding badges. Inspecting the daily number of steps, one notices big differences between learners. This suggests replacing the common goal of 5000 steps by a personalized goal to be adapted each week.

The training proposed in the course is effective. Indeed, the physical condition check during the two face-to-face meetings has shown that all users who completed the course improved their physical condition and the improvement was statistically significant as shown by Steinert et al. [21]. Further, users reported that they felt fitter after the course.

The gamification elements have been introduced to support motivation and engagement of users. Users have consulted their achievements regularly, though they have consulted the battle most. During the second face-to-face meeting, participants confirmed that the battle was exciting, and indicated a moderate interest in the other badges, their main interest being to complete the physical activities.
Summarizing, the analysis of the interaction data enriched with the answers of the users during the second face-to-face meeting and the pre- and posttests concerning physical condition shows that the fitness online course provides an enjoyable user experience, that participants have learned how to exercise more in a sound manner and that the health-related goal is met, as participants who completed the course have an improved physical condition.

A future work is to run this course massively and openly. This slightly changes the targeted population, as participants will be expected to have their own activity tracker but not necessarily a smartphone, as the course can run on a personal computer. A digital introduction and physical condition check will be needed, to replace the two face-to-face meetings of the evaluation. An enhancement that is highly desirable is to develop connectors for other tracking providers, in order not to be limited to wearable activity trackers from Garmin. Though there is no technical difficulty to implement this enhancement, since the present system architecture has been designed to allow for it, the realization might be tedious because there is no standard. Further, with an increased number of learners, the conditions to earn comments and like badges need to be revised.
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Abstract— The aim of the ongoing research project “Smart Learning in Vocational Training” is to introduce a novel mobile Learning Companion App in order to support a blended-learning approach in the energy consultant training. Thereby, students can keep track of their individual predicted knowledge level on different learning objects at every point in time and get personalized learning recommendations based on the determined learning need value. Moreover, teachers make use of Learning Analytics in order to get an overview of students’ progress and so, be aware of possible weaknesses. This work in progress paper introduces the main ideas of the overall architecture and technical concepts in that project.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Career advancement requires employees to continuously update their skills and, in many cases, to document their up-to-date knowledge with a certificate. In Germany, the Chamber of Crafts provides numerous vocational trainings that lead to the obtaining of a certificate. Trainees are full-time working professionals. Till now most of the trainings are fully face-to-face. The aim of the project “Smart Learning in Vocational Training” [1] is to introduce a blended-learning approach in the energy consultant training. Learning material is being currently structured and developed using different digital media: texts, animations, screencasts, videos, etc. During face-to-face phases trainees learn hands-on with a professional. To prepare and to review face-to-face learning, they can access online what they need when they need it with the help of a novel mobile web application called the Learning Companion App (LCA).

LCA provides trainees with access to learning materials and stores user interactions according to an opt-in procedure. In that respect, it is similar to a learning management system (LMS) that can also run on desktops or mobile devices. However, LCA makes use of a set of server-side software components. The full system integrates a recommendation engine and a learning analytics module. Based on the stored interactions and making use of the recommendation engine, LCA shows trainees their progress and recommends them learning material after calculating their current learning need. This feature of actively guiding learners in their learning through the learning material by means of recommendations distinguishes LCA from common LMS. A learning analytics module is being developed for instructors/ instructional designers. As LMS do, LCA differentiates between users according to their role. Instructors can use LCA to access dashboards that provide them with an overview of learners’ progress. Thus, before face-to-face meetings for example, instructors can review the advancement of trainees and adapt their teaching. Other dashboards show the progress of learners when completing self-estimation of learning objectives before and after completing a learning unit. These dashboards, also accessible through LCA, are useful for instructional designers to judge and, possibly, review the quality of learning objects (LO).

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces related work on recommendation techniques and analytics for education. Section III explains the overall architecture of the currently implemented components and Section IV focuses especially on the Learning Companion App and the underlying techniques, recommendation and learning analytics modules. The paper concludes with a short summary and an outlook on the planned evaluations.

II. RELATED WORK

Many modern web services, such as movie portals and e-commerce services, but also online learning courses, offer a vast amount of items. So, users quite often lose the overview and get buried in information. A recommendation engine aims at identifying the most relevant items for a specific user that fit his/ her individual needs and thus, makes his/ her interaction on that web service more efficient.

Manouselis et al. describe learning and recommending learning objects in a digital environment, such as in Mobile, Hybrid and On-line Learning, as “an effort that takes more time and interactions compared to a commercial transaction. Learners rarely achieve a final end state after a fixed time. Instead of buying a product and then owning it, learners achieve different levels of competences that have various levels in different domains” [2]. The learner shall find appropriate content for the preparation of a lesson in order to: 1) Be motivated, 2) Recall existing knowledge and 3) Illustrate, visualize and represent new concepts and information [2]. Moreover, recommender systems in On-line Learning can also be used for actual teaching as well as knowledge evaluation and assessment. In a closed corpus, such as a course, students have to learn all relevant objects in
order to pass the final exam, no matter if they are interested in it or not.

Therefore, recommendation engines shall also respect the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of students. The “Moodle Recommender System” [3] showed the significant role of learning paths and completion rates of learning objects that are of interest for recommender systems to assist other learners. In [4], Pelanek et al. evaluated the closed correlation between multidimensional student skills and the timing of problem solving in intelligent tutoring systems that is “useful for automatic problem selection and recommendation in intelligent tutoring systems and for providing feedback to students, teachers, or authors of educational materials” [4]. Manouselis et al. listed an existing set of learning recommenders, but more than half of these systems were still at a concept or prototyping level [2]. Only 10 of the listed systems have been evaluated with real participants and most of the systems focus on past user behavior or preferences and interests in order to predict new learning content. Unfortunately, it seems that in the area of mobile and online learning, no recommender system covers the time aspect of changing knowledge levels - even though it seems to have great impact. LCA will continuously track the learning behavior of individual users over the whole course period, forecast learning need on specific LOs at every point in time and recommend appropriate learning objects.

Learning dashboards to support teachers in different teaching contexts have been proposed by different authors. All dashboards provide some form of visual summary of the use of learning materials by learners [5][6]. The visual summary proposed in [6] is particularly interesting: All interactive exercises and questions in the course have been tagged with learning objectives. Based on students’ performance the Learning Dashboard provides instructors with an overview of all learning objectives represented by a bar chart. The proportion of green, yellow and red in the bar reflects the proportion in the class; the grey portion of the bar shows students with too little activity to enable a classification of their performance. As argued in [8] it is essential to establish a dialogue with future users of dashboards while designing them. Adopting such a user-centered approach and re-using analyses developed in the LeMo tool [6] dashboards are being developed that adapt elements of the overview proposed in [6] to the bigger variety of learning objects present in LCA.

III. Architecture

One focus of the Smart Learning project is to provide a reusable generic infrastructure for various users with different client devices, for different courses covering several topics - not restricted to institutions like chamber of crafts, but also usable by universities and adult education centers. While users are still managed in the LMS, learning objects are stored only once and can be shared by and accessed from various learning management systems.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture and interworking of the core components. Each component is encapsulated and only connected to the so-called middleware, which, in turn, exchanges contents and metadata in standardized formats via standardized interfaces. Components are described in turn.

The Learning Companion App plays a key role. It is the entry point for students to access courses, learning objects and lecture dates as well as to get recommendations for the next best contents to be learnt and triggers the tracking of all relevant user interactions. It is a responsive web application to be displayed on regular modern desktop web environments, but especially on smartphones and tablets to enable mobile learning. The application gives everywhere-and-everytime-access to all learning objects. Students can optimize their time by filtering the most important items that fit in the available time period - for instance when waiting for the bus or going to class. Moreover, teachers use the LCA to get access to the Learning Analytics module.

The LMS is used to register and manage all users and offers discussion forums. In order to allow a consistent interaction with all components, the students (and teachers) credentials of the existing Learning Management Systems are required to authenticate at the Learning Companion App. This kind of single-sign-on approach is implemented in the

Figure 1. Architecture of the Smart Learning Project
middleware and transparent to users.

The repository acts as a digital asset store, which essentially holds course structures, learning objects and their metadata. At the lowest level, a learning object is a simple document (technically in HTML), a video, a screencast, a test and so on, all with at least one learning objective. Low-level LOs are stored as LTI-Tools [9] as to integrate them with different LMSes. Moreover, questions and tests are specified according to the IMS QTI specification [10]. Low level learning objects can be bundled into bigger learning objects, and this iteration can be repeated. In the current energy consultant course, low-level LOs are combined in learning units, learning units in sections and a few sections make up the course. That way low level LOs can be reused in several courses. A so-called manifest file is created to bundle the LOs together. A player that is presently stored in the repository renders the learning units and QTI specified tests. Further, the player generates automatically self-assessments questions using the learning objectives contained of a learning unit. The metadata associated to a low level LO contains among others its learning objectives, at least one as mentioned above, average study time defined by instructors and prerequisite LOs. These data are stored using the LOM specification [11]. When LOs are combined, the metadata of the whole are generated automatically from the parts. A course structure is stored following the IMS Common Cartridge standard [12].

Different editors have been implemented as easy to use web applications for instructional designers. A LOM-Editor allows to specify the metadata of any existing LO and to store the corresponding file in the repository. A QTI-editor allows creating questions, to bundle them into tests following the QTI specification and to store them in the repository too; presently seven types of questions are available: choice, choice multiple, extended text, text entry, numeric, matrix and order. Finally, a LO-Editor allows bundling LOs into bigger ones and generating automatically the metadata file as written above.

Users’ interactions with any LO are stored according to the opt-in procedure chosen by the user. Interactions are persisted using the xAPI specification [13] in the free learning record store called learning locker[^1].

The recommendation engine and the learning analytics service load the needed interaction data in regular intervals in order to determine students’ performance. The Smart Learning Recommender aims at identifying the next best, most suitable learning object for the requesting student based on the calculated knowledge level and learning need for that item. The learning analytics service, in contrast, is designed for other stakeholders. So, teachers can observe the overall progress and performance of students and figure out weaknesses in learning and understanding.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND LEARNING ANALYTICS IN THE LEARNING COMPANION APP

A key role in connecting the users’ interaction in LCA with the learning analytics service or recommendations engine is attributed to the formal and informal activity statements reflecting the collected user data. In recent years, the Experience API [13] with its xAPI statements continuously moves in the academic focus supporting long-term data mining. A typical statement consists of the three properties: “Actor”, “Verb” and “Object”. An xAPI statement can also carry the optional properties “Context” and “Results” containing more information for new insights like in the following statements:

- **“StudentA (Actor) completed (Verb) Question1 (Object) in the context of Quiz1 in Course1 and the result of success with 2 attempts based on the raw score of 80 with a max score of 100 and a scale of 0.8”** or
- **“StudentB stopped VideoY started at position 00:01:30 in the context of LearningUnit2 of Course1 resulting in duration of 00:01:42”**.

The player mentioned in the preceding section as well as the app trigger the xAPI statements.

A. Learning Need and Recommendations for Students

In the Smart Learning Recommender [14], we relate each student with each available learning object in the taken course and aggregate all xAPI statements with time information into a relationship, called user-item-time-triplet. This triplet consists of various factors supported by different statements, and represents the personal knowledge level on a LO on a range from [0,1], where 0 is the lowest possible knowledge and 1 the highest. This triplet determines the learning need, which is inverse proportional to the knowledge level - the lower the knowledge level, the higher the learning need and so relevance of the current item for a student at the given time and vice versa. Presently, we consider the following factors that influence the learning need and so implicitly the recommendations:

- **Interaction** with a learning object: How much of the LO has been consumed?
- **Processing time** of a learning object compared with the pre-defined duration of the metadata and average consumption time of others.
- **Self-assessments** for this learning object.

[^1]: [http://www.learninglocker.net/](http://www.learninglocker.net/)
• Performance in related exercises.
• The forgetting effect; the knowledge level decreases over time until learning has to be repeated.
• Pre-requisites of the underlying learning objects.
• Timely relevance for face-to-face lectures.
• Exam relevance in contrast to optional contents.
• Collaborative learning needs to offset under-estimations of the current student.

At the end, all single-factor values (each in range of $[0,1]$, as well) are weighted. The weightage of all factors describes the total learning need of the learning object for that user. A learner can see at any time the factors calculated by the system as well as her learning need, see Figure 2. The recommendation engine predicts the most relevant items by comparing the single learning need values and retrieves an ordered list of Top-N learning objects for a student.

B. Learning Analytics as Feedback for Teachers

As mentioned in the introduction, the main dashboard should allow instructors to obtain an overview of learners’ progress and receive details on demand [15]. In our context, several instructors teach in the same training program, each being responsible for specific training units. Thus, inside a course, the overview has to be at the learning unit level. It offers details on the selected learning object. We follow the approach of [6] in associating a bar to each object with the colors green, yellow and red. Taking the example of a test made of several questions green represents how often the test has been completely solved, yellow how often it has been partially solved and red how many students have not solved it at all. Details on each question of the test show the number of correct answers, partially correct and wrong answers following a similar scheme and adapting it to the question’s type. Filters allow to chose particular time periods for the dashboard.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We introduced a novel Learning Companion App, which allows learners to access standardized learning objects everywhere and any time. Thereby, each user interaction will be persisted and processed in order to predict the individual knowledge level of students, recommend the most important learning contents for a user and allows to analyze the overall performance in the course with the learning analytics service.

As a next step, studies with trainees enrolled in this 5 months training at the chamber of crafts will be conducted with two consecutive courses in order to improve the system iteratively; the first one begins in April 2016 and the second in September 2016. These studies evaluate real world learning behavior: how LCA performs and how users accept digital learning media and individual learning recommendations. Moreover, teachers will adapt their traditional courses to a LCA supported blended-learning approach with the help of the information provided by the learning analytics module. This component will be developed further to include analyses appropriate for instructional designers.
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Abstract—In a pilot project, a blended-learning course “Research and Development” was developed. This course is taught according to the flipped classroom principle. To develop the course, the ADDIE-model (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation) was used. During the evaluation phase, we wanted to learn how satisfied students were with the newly developed course. More specifically, student satisfaction regarding the digital material, the lessons in the classroom, and the course as a whole, was studied. During the last lecture a focus group meeting was conducted. In the case of the questionnaire, the respondents agreed, on average, mostly with the positive statements or they answered neutrally. We can conclude that the respondents were reasonably positive about the course. The teaching method was not unfamiliar to the students. However, they felt a need for a better digital infrastructure, more variety in teaching methods and a more directive teaching style.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, the educational concept of Blended Learning has drawn considerable attention in the educational literature [1][2]. In 2015, a number of pilot projects were carried out at Windesheim University of Applied Sciences in the Netherlands, to integrate this concept into Windesheim’s curricula and to gain further experience with it. In one of the pilot projects, a blended-learning course “Research and Development” was developed. This course is taught according to the flipped classroom principle [3][4].

Due to the fact that both concepts, blended learning and flipping the classroom, are relatively new at Windesheim, the teaching staff involved wished to gain insight in the learner’s satisfaction with the newly developed course. As part of this course, a survey was carried out and a focus group meeting was conducted to learn more about the students’ experiences. The work presented here is therefore initially intended as an effort by the faculty to evaluate its work in order to improve its educational skills, as well as the developed learning material. However, the lessons learned may be more widely applicable.

In Section II this paper first goes into the development of the course. After that, the evaluation method and results are presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. Finally, in Section V, conclusions are drawn, along with a number of lessons learned.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

To develop the course Research and Development, the ADDIE-model was used [5]. This well-known model comprises five phases: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation, hence its name.

In the first phase, a needs analysis, a target audience analysis as well as a task and topic analysis was carried out. This elective course aims at third and fourth year students who have already followed one of Windesheim’s Computer Science programs. During the course, they train the necessary skills by carrying out a small project of their own choice. The course takes approximately 84 hours of study.

The students are expected to carry out their research projects outside the classroom. Moreover, they are supposed to acquire the necessary knowledge by studying the e-learning material, prepared for this course, independently. This creates an opportunity to talk in class about the progress and results of the student’s projects including specific topics such as an evaluation of the (Internet) sources found by the student groups. Based on these ideas, the design phase yielded an overview of the assignments which should be carried out outside the classroom and an overview of the necessary e-learning content to support these assignments. Moreover, a detailed plan was made for the lessons.

During the development phase, the online educational resources and face-to-face lessons were prepared, including 17 instructional videos (1.5 hours in total) to which existing material, such as YouTube videos, were added. The e-learning component, available through the institution’s virtual learning environment, was developed using eXeLearning [6]. The virtual learning environment contained a forum to exchange ideas and information.

The first employment of the course took place in Autumn 2015, with 20 students attending, working together in teams of between two and five students.

III. EVALUATION METHOD

During the evaluation phase, we wanted to learn how satisfied students were with the newly developed course and to gain further insight in the advantages and disadvantages of the applied concepts. More specifically, student satisfaction regarding the digital material, the lessons in the classroom, and the course as a whole, was studied [7][8][9].

During the penultimate lecture, twelve students completed a questionnaire with 39 Likert items, using a 5-point scale, and one open question. Each Likert item
TABLE I. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents are satisfied with:</th>
<th>Disagree much (%)</th>
<th>Disagree (%)</th>
<th>Neutral (%)</th>
<th>Agree (%)</th>
<th>Agree much (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form of study material</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User friendliness of digital material</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity of digital material</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of meetings in class</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction in class</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of student teams</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom regarding products</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation work in class / assignments</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred for other courses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students welcomed the opportunity to present their work and to receive feedback in class. They considered attending presentations of their fellow students as less meaningful because the discussions in class were not always beneficial for their own work. Assignments in class were also not favorable because of lack of depth due to the short time available in class. Students would prefer to discuss more examples of excellent or poor research projects.

Sometimes it appeared to be difficult for students to organize necessary team meetings due to scheduling problems. A number of students, for instance, had internships at the same time as they were following the course Research and Development. Generally, they were reasonably satisfied with the course, but they would appreciate suggestions and instructions regarding planning and papers. The students would rather favour a mix of the flipped-classroom model with a more traditional teaching style. In contrast to our expectation they appeared to be rather familiar with the applied teaching methods.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

In this paper we treated the development of a blended course together with an evaluation in which the teaching staff studied student satisfaction regarding the digital material, the lessons in the classroom, and the course as a whole.

From the results, we may conclude that the respondents were reasonably positive about the course. However, they felt a need for a better digital infrastructure, more variety in teaching methods and a more directive teaching style. The teaching method was not unfamiliar to the students.

The evaluation presented in this paper has its limitations. Although all the students who took part in the first deployment of the course were invited to fill in the questionnaire, eventually only 12 of the 20 students took part in the evaluation. This number is too limited to draw general conclusions. Moreover, the staff developing the course also taught and evaluated the course. Therefore, some biases may have influenced the results.

Despite these limitations a number of lessons learned may be identified. We acquired experience in developing a
blended-learning course. We experienced the value of a model such as the ADDIE-model for creating instructional materials. We also benefitted from Richard Mayer’s guidelines for developing e-learning materials [10]. Finally, we experienced the (extra) amount of time necessary to develop these materials, which can be substantial.

Teaching the course, we learned that the quality of the digital infrastructure is a key factor for students. User friendliness, reliability and the possibility to download materials (for use off line, for instance in public transport) are important factors. The flipped classroom principle was applied strictly: students were expected to acquire all the necessary knowledge outside the classroom. During discussions in class and while grading the student products the impression arose that not every student was sufficiently acquainted with the theory. Therefore, a mix of the traditional knowledge transfer together with training, exchanging experiences and providing feedback in class may prove beneficial.

In our evaluation we focused on learner’s satisfaction, which corresponds to the first level (Reaction) of Kirkpatrick’s Four-Level Model [11]. An obvious next step would be to evaluate the increase in knowledge and skills, corresponding to the second level (Learning) of Kirkpatrick’s model. Future work may therefore focus on the role blended learning plays in acquiring knowledge and skills which are relevant in the course Research and Development.
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Abstract— Education is changing deeper than at any other time with the constant improvement of information and communication technologies. Particularly, the last five years have brought a fast inclusion of mobile technologies in education at all educational levels. This work presents a modern vision for a numerical methods course for engineers integrating mobile applications into a blended learning strategy. It currently combines class, Web and mobile activities to reinforce and to develop the basic knowledge proposed in the curricula. A five years follow-up is developed to evaluate its performance. Outcomes suggest moving the design into pure online learning to introduce new improvements in the course goals. The improvements are realized by the inclusion of a research-based learning component. The proposed approach could become a differentiated and flexible scheme of instruction powered by mobile applications, but introducing a new version based on project-oriented learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, several educative tendencies are identified with the acquisition of technological skills as part of a successful professional life. Today, new generations have based their learning expectative on some kind of technology. Prensky [1] states that today’s students are native speakers of the digital language of computers, video games and the Internet. Instead, people born before, digital immigrants, have a limited dominion of these technologies. It sets a natural division among these generations. Technology is related to a more accessible and cheaper education. Today, the low quality perception of education based on technology is decreasing, while increasingly it is being considered more engaged and personalized [2].

Currently, mobile technology is the real option to be connected with the world and the information. In 2013, mobile technologies became the main media to reach the Internet [3]. Consequently, it is evolving into a creative medium where education can reach effectively the people. In terms of sensory stimulation and learning styles being privileged [7], several authors have stated deep relations between the general history of distance learning and the chronology of the generations involved [4][5][6]. Johnson et al. [8] described the impressive short time of adoption of mobile technologies, including in education. Today, many apps and tools allow the development of educational products directly; the perspective is open to educative innovation based on technology. Members of university faculty have been reluctant to adopt educational technology, but this situation is changing very fast.

Numerical methods course is mandatory in engineering programs. This discipline has evolved in the last decades, together with information technologies. It has changed its traditional teaching with the spread of computer systems and their implementation in the universities. Therefore, the specific course presented in this paper has transitioned from a numerical analysis course into a computer simulation course in only ten years. It includes the computer visualization of technical and scientific problems to boost the research abilities [9]; curriculum integration, use of technology, and development of higher level skills. In this evolution, several technologies have been used to state its mobile management and to carry out a mobile learning approach [10].

The aim of this paper is to report the advancement of technology in the numerical methods course in the last five years while the mobile revolution was developed. A detailed analysis of the online evaluation is given together with the usage analytics of the current resources included. The results suggest alternative and flexible instruction schemes for the basic skills acquisition. This flexibility proposes the next step in the evolution course as an open online course still combined with face-to-face sessions to conduct challenge integrated problems under an open research scheme. Section II describes the mobile learning strategy using activities delivered through several media and tools. Section III analyses the efficiency of online evaluation predicting the basic skill development based on the usage of these activities. Section IV discusses the potential design to evolve the course into a Small Private Online Research (SPOR) supported by mobile learning and a series of research problems to be solved in class. Finally, Section V includes the conclusions and the future work.

II. COURSE DESIGN AND MOBILE DEVELOPMENT

A. Historical course description

Requirements for engineering education are based on the technological advancement, imposing the adoption of new technologies. The numerical methods course depicted here has evolved this way. Ten years ago, it sparsely contained a
limited use of Fortran or C++ as a programming language, a limited time of programming practice, and applied problems were rarely included. Since then, the use of technology has increased significantly: Mathematica [11], Python [12] for programming and visualization, as well as Blackboard [13] to deliver digital course materials and online activities. Those technologies boosted the Problem Based Learning (PBL) and Project Oriented Learning (POL) [14][15] strategies in the course, reducing the gap between academic and professional engineering [9]. It was the course stage in 2008, before mobile and blended learning were introduced.

B. M-learning transitions and current design

In 2011, the author was involved in an institutional effort to develop and promote the use of mobile technologies in all higher education faculties [16]. Then, after Blackboard, leaner technologies were used to replace this tool with tailor-made tools such as Winksite [17], Weebly [18], Google drive [19], Jotform [20], Wolfram Alpha [21], Socratic [22] and Classmarker [23]. Another key element was a public YouTube channel for the course, including screencasts for each topic in the course. Digital programming codes were included and then followed by the students at their own pace. Surprisingly, most of the users became informal users in other universities and countries, gathering almost one hundred thousand accesses in three years. These technologies allow to deliver the media resources and the online activities directly on mobile devices dealing with some weaknesses in the curricula and carrying out periodic computer quizzes in class or online. In 2008, an e-book was prepared for the course. It began to be distributed on Amazon and i-store as a new mobile version in 2014. Finally, in the newest version of the site, the programming component of the whole course can be followed online, theme by theme, through sixty screencasts.

Despite some of last developments required necessarily the use of laptops in the beginning (in particular for PDF documents and Mathematica files involving homework, resources, etc.), in the current time, the technology evolution has generated PDF mobile viewers and the development of Wolfram Cloud (deployed in the version 10.0 of Mathematica), allowing a complete transition into mobile management using cellular phones or tablets, the final target for which began to be prepared some years ago.

Figure 1 depicts the course evolution into m-learning in terms of the technology added, spaces and management. All of them were deployed to set the schedule of online activities, delivery, and feedback. It includes evaluation with online quizzes and exams, which substitute some of the in-class evaluations. Other elements and activities give the assessment in programming and numerical implementations.

Despite the fact that these activities were primarily introduced to provide support in some weak learning areas, they grew to become naturally integrated on an official mobile site (Figure 2). Inclusively, some of them, as assessment or evaluation have replaced some face-to-face practices with good performance [10]. Under this blended scenario, the impact of the online activities should be evaluated in order to determine if they are a strong replacement of some traditional elements in the learning process.

III. EFFECTIVENESS OF MOBILE RESOURCES

The numerical methods course evolution in the last ten years introduced technology in the classroom as a mandatory policy [10]. Due to this improvement, students are expected to be more skilled. It has required additional support to face-to-face instruction to scaffold the programming practice. In addition, several years ago, the inclusion of integrated scenarios in PBL and activities based on POL promoted the curriculum integration, seeking a more professional practice to develop engineering competencies [24]. Unfortunately, two last improvements have a time conflict in the course with respect to the necessary coverage of the contents. For these reasons, the mobile revolution began providing resources to address such conflict [9]. Today, the course is fully reached and covered by mobile devices (an achievement of the last five years), so a concrete assessment about their increasing intervention in terms of basic knowledge assurance is in order. This evaluation could suggest moving the basic coverage of theory into online instruction, the centre of attention of this work. This action could free time in the face-to-face sessions to solve integrated and complex problems related to the basic contents, in particular, short engineering and science research problems requiring analysis and visualization.

A. Research objectives

When the online activities were gaining terrain, including evaluation, the following question arose: could m-learning
materials replace parts of the face-to-face instruction? There are sufficient structured materials for that: repositories, class videos, programs, theoretical class lessons in slides, mobile management, and continuous online evaluation. Most of them are open to the students to improve their performance in the course. But, what is the interest to substitute the face-to-face instruction by a mobile one?

B. Effectiveness of online evaluation

On the course site, formative and summative evaluations are carried out with Socrative and Classmarker tools. It includes the access and the delivery of those evaluations through the forms developed in Jotform and integrated with GoogleDrive to submit the associated Mathematica files. In the last two years of the period considered in this work, partial evaluations have substituted the in-class evaluation. The final evaluation continues to be an in-class exam. This aspect is linked to the first research objective.

To address the corresponding analysis, the grades for the students in the last two years (2014-2015) will be considered. The results are presented in Figure 3 and the methodology is as follows. The ratio $I/T$ between the averages of individual online work and online teamwork is considered for each student (it helps to discriminate the case when bad performance students obtain good teamwork grades). Then, $I/T$ is related to the average of online evaluations in Socrative and/or Classmarker, but grouping students in three classes as a function of their final total grade (on a 100 point scale) and then deployed in Figure 3: a) less than 70, the students failing the course (black), b) between 70 and 85, the average students (red), and c) more than 85, the good performance students (green). Figure 3 includes three elliptic shades showing the mean and standard deviation for each axis parameter in each group. The horizontal dotted line marks the institutional limit to fail the evaluation. For the students with good performance, this graph exhibits a deep consistency between online individual work and teamwork together with a clear consistency in the online evaluations and the final grade.

Figure 2. Views of numerical methods course site: (a) Section resource site, and (b) Evaluation section.

In numerical methods, the application of knowledge to challenge open problems is a more valuable educative task than just to learn the basics. Despite this, the first stage is normally reached when the second one is effectively done. Not all the numerical methods in the course are significant for all disciplines (and normally in the current professional practice some specialized software is used to solve attained problems). Thus, a combined structure including knowledge of numerical methods, programming and applications is finally more representative in terms of skill development. The main research question in this work is about the current mobile elements showing effectiveness in the teaching task of basic knowledge to address the face-to-face sessions into challenge problems solving.

A mobile implementation requires a deeper analysis of elements included and, in particular, from the evaluation conducted there. Currently, there are not sufficient criteria and specific analytics introduced in the mobile site to evaluate that. Despite this, there are historical usage analytics and quantitative information about for the online evaluation to get an introspective evaluation of those resources. Thus, the research objectives in this work have been settled as: a) to compare the effectiveness of online evaluation versus in-class evaluation, and b) to analyse the actual usage data to inquire the assigned value to the resources.
For the students who failed, the dispersion is wider and the promotion is only barely predicted by the online evaluation, suggesting to keep the final in-class exam as a differentiating element.

C. Analysis of usage statistics

As was stated by [10], the mobile technology was first used to scaffold the potential learning weaknesses in the course. The repositories (simulations, programming codes, projects and applied complex problems) are constructed to follow the face-to-face sessions and the e-book content. Particularly, screencasts in the YouTube channel are integrated on the site as part of a three stages based learning methodology: a) online notes and lectures (in slides), b) screencasts, and c) downloadable Mathematica materials (as support to each screencast). They were primarily used to replace the face-to-face instruction for the students missing the session with a minimum of teacher tutoring. In addition, the daily class notes are downloadable files in another section. Finally, individual work and teamwork normally are online activities where a Mathematica file should be submitted. Class announcements and scheduled activities are published on the site. The blog contains questions, answers, and discussions about the course topics. The second research question can be addressed through the access analytics introduced in the last resources. They record the formal and informal students accesses (identified as the overseas students in the analytics) to each site section, revealing the demand on the open access resources.

![Figure 4. A utility index based on the percentage of visualization time versus Demand for each screencast on the mobile site.](image)

The methodology to analyse this question was split into two parts. The first one is represented in Figure 4, where the average fraction of visualization (the part of the screencast effectively viewed) for all accesses is represented on the horizontal axis as a measure of the resource utility (1 means the best utility and 0 the worst), while the radius of each dot represents the relative percentage average with respect to the total accesses. Thus, the non-linear equations screencast is highly useful and strongly reviewed by a great number of students. While, for instance, the Jacobi method screencast is a resource highly reached by the students, it appears it is of little use because only a small part is effectively reviewed. The second part of the analysis is based on the usage of the different sections on the mobile site as a blended support to the face-to-face instruction for the formal students, as well as online resources for the informal ones. Data are shown in Table I for the 2014 users (near of 2000 accesses), where percentages were calculated for their own group. It reflects that the resources are valuable for both groups, as expected. Statistics for formal users show the Resources section as the most requested, while Resources and Daily notes sections are the most requested by informal students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. ACCESS STATISTICS FOR FORMAL AND INFORMAL STUDENTS BASED ON THEIR OWN GROUP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announcements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Discussion

Summarizing the previous analysis, it suggests the online evaluations can substitute the whole basic knowledge evaluation, opening a wider horizon of flexibility based on a selective substitution of the traditional face-to-face sessions by the mobile learning resources (notes, screencasts and support files). The methodology discriminates which screencasts are being effectively used and which should be improved. Statistics suggest the importance given to these resources; nevertheless a deeper monitoring is still needed with more precise and linked analytics. Comparison between the two current communities (formal and informal) measures how the resources are valuable inclusively for the non-enrolled students.

Last outcomes are pretended to be taken as a support to use the mobile resources as a genuine space of online instruction to make room for a different learning approach oriented to solve open research and curriculum integrated projects. The new approach should address the course goals, taking care of the effectiveness of online learning strategy for the basic contents, still in the course basements.

IV. SMALL PRIVATE ONLINE RESEARCH APPROACH

Some years ago, the inclusion of complex integrated problems began in the course. Then, the development of the ability to solve applied and contextual problems (settled on engineering sciences) was shown in terms of deepness and knowledge usability (more than in grades improvement) [9]. This experience has been barely included, due to the limited time. Currently, the mobile scaffolding for the basic knowledge acquisition (materialized in the last years as
concrete resources) opens an approach based on short research projects. The current section depicts this briefly.

A. Curriculum integrated education

More than fifteen years ago, the author was involved as a teacher in a curriculum integrated educative program in engineering. There, students had developed lifetime skills in research [14]. This practice has been carried out in other scenarios as single courses applying curriculum integration. The numerical methods course has been settled as this kind of courses due to its position in the curricula (after math and sciences courses and together with the beginning of engineering sciences courses in all engineering programs) [9][10]. Philosophy of curriculum integration matches research problems as a central goal in a course or group of courses. They normally should be solved with a multi-approach discipline based on the past, current and future curricula. This approach requires being considered as the main guideline in the course while basic knowledge apprehension becomes a subsidiary activity. Thus, mobile scaffolding can work a subjacent learning support to this implementation, if the previous conditions are fulfilled. Some pitfalls should be prevented [14]: a) the absence of basic knowledge spaces being included to clarify contents; b) the omission of a modified evaluation to include this kind of new skill development; and c) the absence of flexibility to fulfill a basic knowledge evaluation agenda.

B. The SPOR approach

As was stated before, the explicit development of technical skills related to numerical methods could be based on the use of mobile technology as scaffolding to substitute the face-to-face instruction for the basic contents. It frees most of the class time to introduce the open scientific or engineering problems solving based on research. This approach is referred to as Small Private Online Research (SPOR) due to the fact that the main contents are covered online, but the emphasis is on the research conducted in the face-to-face sections in a controlled size group. In it, a curriculum integrated approach should conduct the learning goals (instead of the dominion of basic knowledge), warranting a personalized evaluation of performance.

Due to the diversity of engineering programs attended in the course (industrial, mechanical, electrical, chemical and biotechnological), SPOR approach will require several parallel contextual problems based on the interest area of the students. The learning of basic knowledge rests on the online activities, requiring a deep effectiveness of the mobile resources, including the associated evaluation. This orientation requires to restructure the current mobile site into a more concrete modular scheme, including resources and evaluation on each main topic in the current syllabus. This structure prepares and evaluates each student at a minimum allowed performance. The evaluation should be completed considering the contextual problems assigned in the course (individually or in teams). Results in the present work suggest widely this new step in the course evolution is affordable, but it requires the inclusion of more precise analytics and an effective evaluation to measure the learning outcomes at the basic knowledge level. Clearly, if students work in teams on the contextual problems, a differentiated evaluation should be required.

Currently, a semester deployment of this approach is running. There, a repetitive evaluation of basic knowledge in the course is applied together with a skill evaluation through the net of research projects. A complete mobile coverage of contents is developed through detailed screencasts and maker-based activities. Online evaluation of the basic contents of each course unit is applied up to three times at the own pace of each student to let him/her improve. Most of the face-to-face sessions are oriented to present, develop and work on open research problems based on scientific visualization.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Numerical methods courses have been evolving in the last decades by their natural approach to technology. Currently, the numerical methods course presented here is being developed and improved by sharing and discussing initiatives with colleagues in the faculty (who already have adopted the use of the computer lab and developed similar mobile resources). Faculty is prepared with a stronger training in new technologies to introduce blended learning scenarios. The potential developers of SPOR approach shares the interest to adopt the online-based instruction for the basic knowledge to then adopt the open research scenarios to guide the covering of contents.

For the numerical methods course depicted, the proposed improvement means not only to design a set of contextual research problems, but also a directed group of activities through several tools and channels covering the proposed learning objectives and supporting the individual monitoring of each student. The outcomes in the current work present a preliminary design of a mobile site with five years of mobile development. It includes elements working in the online education arena, but now being used under a different blended strategy. The analysis has shown that they can work under a pure online orientation in a controlled scheme introducing more specific analytics to assess their performance in the learning process. This change will free the face-to-face sessions to set the SPOR approach, a course version aligned with STEM initiatives [25].

Future work in the last direction should prepare more robust blended strategies linked with a net of parallel research problems covering the different interests for engineering students enrolled in the course. For the faculty, it is an opportunity to move the learning impact into professional standards. The innovation proposed should change the teacher position into a more professional role. For the student, a self-directed performance is expected. In this trend, it shows an approximation to the new education trends supported by technology being required in the world.
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Abstract—We are developing an electronic textbook for a basic chemistry-experiment for university students in which reaction mechanisms are shown by Computer Graphics (CG). The CG of chemical reaction was made based on empirical molecular orbital calculations. The CG included following reactions as a model of Walden’s inversion where drastic change in structure takes place; hydroxylation of methyl chloride, formation of 2-butyl alcohol and 1-butyl bromide. The CG can simultaneously demonstrate the nature of the reaction such as structural change by the space-filling and ball-and-stick models in addition to providing an image of energy change by the reaction profile. The electronic textbook also displays pictures of apparatus and flow-charts of small-scale experiments. Therefore, students are able to conduct experiments smoothly and safely while studying dynamical reaction mechanism shown by the CG. The electronic textbook on a tablet could be used to integrate the experimental observable level and the molecular world.

Keywords—Computer graphics; Visualization; Reaction mechanism; Electronic textbook; Chemical experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to understand the observed phenomena, chemists imagine and explain observations in terms of molecules. Observed phenomena and molecular level models are then represented in terms of mathematics and chemical equations [1], [2]. Student’s difficulties and misconceptions in chemistry are from inadequate or inaccurate models at the molecular level [3]. A molecular structure visualized by the computer graphics (CG) provides a deeper understanding of a molecule [4].

It is our aim to produce a CG teaching material based on quantum chemistry calculations, which provides realizable images of the nature of a chemical reaction [5], [6]. We have reported that the CG on tablet was effective to provide images of chemical reaction, such as, “Energy” change, “Structure” change and “Migration of Electron” [7]. If the CG is linked with textbook for college chemistry-experiment, students could observe the reaction from the three thinking levels [1], [2], namely, phenomena in the observable level, the CG in the molecular level, and chemical equation in the symbolic level. Our ultimate goal is to produce an electronic textbook of chemistry experiment, which integrates these three thinking levels.

An electronic textbook has several advantages over the paper textbook. For example, realistic images can be shown by photograph, movie and CG. These images may include experimental procedures, molecular structures and reaction mechanisms. In addition, programmable capability [8], hyper-link and networking features provide interactive operation. Many electronic textbooks of chemistry exist, but most of them are almost identical to the paper book, and very few are related to the chemical experiment [9]. Moreover, tablet applications, which include CG movie of reaction mechanism related to student laboratory experiments, are not available.

In Section II of the paper, an approach to developing an electronic textbook for college chemistry-experiment, which tries to integrate the observable level experiment and the molecular world, is described. In Section III, the features of the proposed textbook are described. We conclude in Section IV.

II. PROCEDURE

The flow chart used to develop the electronic textbook for chemical experiment is shown in Figure 1. The chemical reaction was selected based on its importance in fundamental chemistry. To exhibit phenomena (left side), the experimental condition was optimized for college level small-scale chemistry-experiment.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of Developing Tablet for Chemistry-experiment](chart.png)
reaction path was produced by the software DIRECTOR (ver. 8.5.1J, Macromedia, Inc.) following the display of the bond order of the structures of the reactants in each reaction stage, which was drawn by SCIGRESS (Fujitsu). The obtained CG was combined with the reaction profile in the same reaction stage. It was confirmed that the drawn CGs of the molecular models of reactants moves smoothly. A ball, which indicates progress of the reaction, was arranged on the reaction profile and simultaneous movements of the ball and the reactants were confirmed. The created movie file was converted to the Quick Time movie for iPad by the Quick Time PRO (ver. 7.66, Apple, Inc.). After the combination of the experimental section and the CG section, the electronic textbook was produced with iBooks Author (ver. 2.1.1, Apple, Inc.) and was saved to tablet (iPad, Apple, Inc.) by using iTunes (ver. 11.2.1, Apple, Inc.). In order to use the electronic textbook on the lab bench, it needed to be covered with a waterproof, Zip-lock type, case.

III. PRESENTATION ON TABLET

In the experimental section, enlargeable-photos and flow charts were used for easier understanding of the procedure, in addition to regular text-base description. Supporting information, such as properties of reactants, was also included. The electronic textbook could acts as an individual electronic tutor.

The CG movie, shown in Figure 2, can simultaneously demonstrates the nature of the reaction, such as structural changes by the space-filling model and by the ball-and-stick model, in addition to providing an image of energy change by the reaction profile. Students are able to rotate the molecule freely and observe molecular geometry by touching 3D-CG on the right side of the text. Students are expected to obtain the image of an “umbrella reverse” like motion in the Walden’s inversion while they are watching the actual reaction progress. This way, the experimental observable level and the molecular world could be integrated.

IV. CONCLUSION

We developed computer graphics teaching material for university students, concerning chemical reactions with drastic change in the structure of reactants. The following chemical reaction was an example of Walden’s inversion: hydroxylation of methyl chloride, formation of 2-butyl alcohol and 1-butyl bromide. The CG could demonstrate the drastic change of the structure and the reaction profile can provide an image of the energy change during the reaction. The textbook could display the picture of apparatus and a flow-chart of the experiment in addition to CG. From the preliminary study, students were able to obtain images of structural changes and conduct experiments smoothly and safely with the electronic textbook inserted in the Ziploc type plastic bag. The developed electronic textbook on the tablet could be used to integrate the experimental observable level and the molecular world.
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Figure 2. CG movies and 3D-CG of 1-bromobutane formation
GreedEx Tab: Tool for Learning Greedy Algorithms on Mobile Devices
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Abstract— This paper describes the process proposed in order to develop the GreedEx Tab mobile application for the Apple iPad. This application will handle the technology of this device to help the user learn greedy algorithms. This addresses the problems detected in the literature on the understanding of this programming schema by students and also the issues with the former desktop application Greedex. Thus, the application allows a student to perform the simulation with greedy algorithms for several problems related with knapsacks. After this simulation, the state of the knapsack will be shown in three dimensions and so will the data generated as a result. Preliminary results on the use of this tool show an improvement in the performance of the students using Greedex Tab over the results achieved with the previous development, named Greedex.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Statement of the Problem

GreedEx [17] is a Java application developed by the University Rey Juan Carlos of Madrid (Spain) within the LITE (Laboratory of Information Technologies in Education) research group, whose objective is to facilitate the learning of greedy algorithms [2].

A greedy algorithm is a strategy that works well on optimization problems with the following characteristics:
1. Greedy-choice property: A global optimum can be obtained by selecting a local optimum.
2. Optimal substructure: An optimal solution to the problem contains an optimal solution to subproblems.

This kind of algorithms are difficult for students to understand [12].

This application has been evaluated by the CHICO (Computer Human Interaction and Collaboration) research group of the University of Castilla-La Mancha (Spain), in collaboration with the LITE research group of the University Rey Juan Carlos, using an eye tracking device available in the CHICO usability laboratory of the College of Computer Science Engineering of Ciudad Real.

The results of this evaluation [5] [6] have identified a number of shortcomings in the graphical user interface and in the learning methods that suggest that a more interactive tool could improve this learning. In [6] with the aim of improving the learning experience of students with the former Greedy system, we have carried out two experiments in order to assess the representations that this system supports. In these experiments, the information collected by means of subjective perception and motivation questionnaires was combined with the information obtained from an eye-tracker device.

For example, one of the conclusions reached was that the students preferred the tabular representations because the graphical representations were more complex and less representative, when it should be the other way around. In addition, the graphical representations lacked an interactive nature, which is an added difficulty.

Therefore, it is interesting to make an application where graphical representations take a greater role and actually help in learning greedy algorithms, improving, among other things, the interaction with the representation of the results.

B. Objectives of the Work

The main objective of this research is to implement a new version of the GreedEx application for iPad (Greedex Tab [14]), in order to improve and solve the problems encountered in the studies conducted on it.

This new version has to take advantage of the convenience of use and the ability of interaction, visualization, and animation of mobile devices, in order that users can learn the behavior of greedy algorithms. In this way, we intend to improve the learning of greedy algorithms as well as directly and objectively measure this improvement through eye tracking techniques.

Among the mobile devices currently available, we have opted for the iPad tablet, since the technology provides the necessary resources to develop this application. In addition, the GreedEx application is available only for conventional computers. Therefore, it is intended to extend the learning possibilities through this tool for other devices, such as mobile devices (in this case, the iPad).

C. Target of the Application

The developed application is targeted for use in university teaching in specialties and/or degrees of computing, in the field of learning of greedy algorithms. The subjects involved have different names at different universities, but the contents are framed in the typical algorithmic schemes that all computer engineering degrees have.
Furthermore, it is expected to be used by research groups in their work or part of it is based on the study and teaching of greedy algorithms, as is the case of the research groups of CHICO of the University of Castilla-La Mancha and LITE of the University Rey Juan Carlos.

Thus, this application is expected to have some impact on these areas and its use leads to the improvement of learning and research relating to greedy algorithms, as well as emergence of new applications related to this field and improvements/updates in the application in question.

In the present course 2015/2016 this application is used in several subjects of the Studies on Computer Science at the University of Castilla-La Mancha. Preliminary results show that the application fits the requirements needed in order to understand the complexity of the greedy algorithms and test over satisfaction and eye tracking studies will measure the improvement of this application in comparison with the former application Greedex. Some of these preliminary results could be shown at [15].

This article is structured into the following sections: first, in Section II we present the state of the art of this work. Section III focuses on presenting the working method used to develop the work. In Section IV we explain the Results obtained from our approach. Finally, in Section V, we discuss the conclusions arising from this work and the future work derived from it.

II. STATE OF THE ART

A. Greedex

The name of the GreedEx application is based on the acronym “GREEDy algorithms EXperimentation”.

The GreedEx application is oriented to help in the learning of greedy algorithms. To this end, it gives support to interactive experimentation with different selection functions for a given problem, which is solved with a determined greedy algorithm.

The interactive experimentation on a particular problem allows the user to enter the data, execute greedy algorithm to reach a solution, and compare the obtained results.

In its current version, Greedex supports six optimization problems. One is the problem of selecting an activity, while the other five consist of exercises of the knapsack.

Among these exercises of the knapsack, the fractional knapsack, the 0/1 knapsack, and the variants of these exercises can be found. Each of these exercises has some selection functions with which the corresponding solution can be reached.

In Figure 1, the screen that shows GreedEx after solving a specific problem can be observed. In this case, it is the problem of the maximum number of objects, which is a variant of the exercise of 0/1 knapsack.

Figure 1. GreedEx screen after solving a specific problem with a greedy algorithm.
B. Development Technologies

Firstly, the device on which the development of the application in question has been carried out is the iPad, over iOS 9. The larger size of the device, which has a bigger screen, has been one of the motives for choosing this mobile device, since the representations to display will be seen much better and will be much more practical to orient the development, for example, for iPhone.

Secondly, to develop applications for iOS, it is necessary to use an integrated development environment (IDE). In this case, it is Xcode [18]. This is the integrated development environment of Apple, specific to developing applications for iOS and OS X.

Lastly, Objective-C as a programming language has been chosen. This is one of the major programming languages in Xcode to develop applications for iOS and OS X.

III. WORKING METHOD

A. SCRUM as Management Methodology

The research project development requires an agile management methodology, light, and, of course, flexible, due to the few people involved in it. We used a combination of OpenUp and SCRUM [10] methodologies and our methodology CIAM [4] [7] and CTTE [8] for task analysis, following a common schema in our CHICO Laboratory.

It is noteworthy to mention that SCRUM was conceived from the idea of following the Manifesto for Agile Software Development [1], and this has been one of the main reasons that motivated the choice of this methodology.

For our development users are teachers and students involved in the classes of subjects in Advanced Programming.

B. OpenUP as Development Methodology

As is the case with SCRUM, OpenUP [16] is also an agile methodology and was designed with the idea of following the Manifesto for Agile Software Development [1], and these are, again, the main reasons why OpenUP has been chosen as the development methodology.

Although sufficient and complete, OpenUP continues to be a variant of RUP (Rational Unified Process) [3]. That is why it retains some of their aspects, as is the structure of the life cycle divided into four phases (initiation, elaboration, construction and transition).

However, OpenUP refines the concepts inherited from RUP, to treat only basic aspects of project development, together with new concepts oriented toward facilitating the development of small projects.

All these reasons led us to choose OpenUP as the development methodology for the research.

C. Application of the Working Method

Based on the selected methodologies (SCRUM and OpenUP), the research was managed by Sprints with a duration of one week each, while the development was carried out by iterations according to a sequence of methods achieved through microincrements.

Although our aim is to do some research in order to facilitate the study of the greedy algorithms, in this paragraph we will use the term “Project” to refer to our research because these phases relate to the development of the application itself.

For the full development twelve Sprints were carried out, which are divided into four phases. The aspects that have been covered in each of these phases are initiation, elaboration, construction and transition.

In the transition phase, already having the final version of the application, the work was based on carrying out all necessary steps to finish the project and launch the final version of GreedEx Tab. Thus, a verification of the software quality was performed, performing black- and white-box testing, such as usability testing using the eye tracker with various students of the College of Computer Science Engineering of Ciudad Real, all in order to confirm if the expectations and objectives of the project had been met.

IV. RESULTS

In Table I, the features of GreedEx Tab can be observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. FEATURES OF GREEDEX TAB APPLICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functionalities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Allow selection between different knapsack exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Allow manual or random introduction of the necessary data for simulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Allow selection of different selection functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Allow making step by step, all steps at once, and intensive simulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Allow the state the state of the knapsack to be viewed in three dimensions after a simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Allow access to historical simulations where the data and results thereof can be observed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Having an “About” section, where information about the application is displayed, along with help about the function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Allow a connection with iCloud, in order to store and load data from different simulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Graphical User Interface</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Allow navigation between the theoretical information of an exercise of the knapsack, the data used for simulation, the simulation of the exercise, and the historical data with the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Provide the necessary mechanisms to allow the introduction of the necessary data for the simulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Graphically and textually show the items in the knapsack (or knapsacks), as well as those who are still out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. When the knapsack is represented in three dimensions, display a legend about items by which it is formed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Provide differentiation between elements of different kinds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Provide feedback from those events that occur, that are in progress, or errors that may arise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Follow the principles of Human-Computer Interaction, at no time using the application must become a tedious task.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Performance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perform simulations within reasonable limits of time and memory for this purpose.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Different example views of the *GreedEx Tab* application are shown in Figures 2 to 13, and there how it is developed, how it works, its graphical interface, etc., can be observed.

### A. Application Startup

At the startup of *GreedEx Tab*, the initial screen of the application is displayed, as shown in Figure 2, from which a user can start to interact with it.

From this view, we can see information about the version of the application (“Greedex Tab v1.3”), get access to the information and available help about the application (using the button “About Greedex Tab”), or select a specific knapsack exercise about which the simulation will be performed (among other features).

### B. Theory of an Exercise View

Figure 3 shows the view displayed when a specific knapsack exercise is selected.

In that view, by default, the text and the code of the selected exercise, namely the theoretical part of the exercise, are displayed. The text and the code appear in different views with their own representation formats. The text appears on a laid paper, while the code is displayed in an OS X window. In this way, the essence of these parts is transmitted a little better to the user.

With this view of a knapsack exercise, in the bar at the bottom, a user can navigate to the different functionalities: “Theory”, “Data”, “Simulation”, and “History”. Each of these tabs has a symbol (in addition to the identification name in question), easily identified by the user.
C. Data Creation View

Once the user has read and understood the corresponding theory of the exercise, to execute the simulation, the user must access the “Data” tab, where the data of the knapsack capacity, the maximum benefit by object, and the number of objects to create must be established, as shown in Figure 4.

In case of the exercise of two knapsacks, the view also includes a part to establish the capacity of the second knapsack.

Once the necessary data have been established, the result is the one shown in Figure 5.

Note that the data for the simulation can be entered manually or generated randomly by using the “Random data” button.

D. Simulation Objects View

Once the data of the objects established, these will appear created in the view of the “Simulation” tab, as shown in Figure 6.

In this view, when choosing a specific selection function, the objects created appear on the screen sorted by this selection function.

The selection functions are different depending on the knapsack exercise chosen. In Figure 7, the selection functions based on the available knapsack exercises are shown.

For example, in Figure 8, the objects created, ordered by the selection function “Increasing volume” are shown.

To carry out the simulation that will introduce the objects in the knapsack and generate a series of results, there are three possibilities: step by step, all the steps at once, and intensive.

Firstly, using the example of sorting of the selection function chosen in Figure 8, when the step by step execution in the simulation (using the button “One step”) is performed, the first object is inserted into the knapsack, which will reduce its remaining capacity, as can be seen in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Introduction of an object in the knapsack when executing a step in the simulation.

Secondly, instead of carrying out the step by step execution, all the steps of a particular selection function can be performed at once, using the “Final” button, which will introduce all remaining objects following the order established, as shown in Figure 10.

Finally, the user also has the option to make an intensive execution (using the button with the same name). It is, therefore, not necessary to choose a selection function, since it is made with all the selection functions available in the exercise.

Note that the simulation view in the exercise of the two knapsacks differs from the rest because, logically, it contains two knapsacks to introduce objects and, therefore, two remaining capacities, as can be seen in Figure 11.

E. Three Dimensions Knapsack View

After carrying out the execution of “One Step” or “Final”, the user can view the status of the knapsack in three dimensions by pressing the button “Knapsack in 3D” which can be found in the “Simulation” tab, which will display the view on the screen shown in Figure 12. The user can interact with this knapsack in three dimensions, being able to rotate it and view it in its entirety.

It is important to note that this representation of the knapsack in three dimensions has been implemented using the OpenGL graphics library [13].

F. Historical Data of Simulations View

All executions that are performed for a specific exercise in a session are recorded and appear in the “Table of execution” of the “History” tab along with the data and information relating to them, such as the selection function, the candidates and selected objects, the remaining capacity of the knapsack, and the result.

In this view of historical data of simulations, a functionality allows a user to store and load data from any simulation in iCloud.

Whether the data are from local executions during the current session, or loaded from iCloud, the success rates of selection functions and other affected results will be updated.
The user is notified of any access to iCloud, or whether there has been a change of data in the “Data” tab.

Figure 13 shows the view displayed in the “History” tab, in which, by way of example, the result of different executions with various selection functions is shown.

In this view, we can see the available buttons for the functionality that allows a user to upload and store the data of the executions on iCloud. These buttons, located in the upper right, are represented with their characteristic symbol and with the function that they perform.

G. Internationalization

The application has full versions in English, Spanish and German, which will appear if these are the native languages installed on the iPad of the user.

H. About the Application

It is important to note that GreedEx Tab has been developed following the golden rules of Ben Shneiderman [11], which establishes the eight basic principles of usability in the interfaces design. In addition, the principles of designing applications for iOS established by Apple have also been followed, as well as the usability patterns for mobile devices defined by Jacob Nielsen [9].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The GreedEx Tab application is born with a strong didactic nature, as it is a very useful tool in learning greedy algorithms for users who are studying such algorithms.

Throughout the implementation, we have tried to make the GreedEx Tab an intuitive and a fast application that allows the user to interact in the simplest way possible, giving him the functionality that he needs so that learning does not become a complicated and tedious task.

An aesthetically elegant and attractive application has been created, allowing the user to focus on functionality, characteristics that define the lines of development that Apple follows nowadays in all their applications.

A. Usability Tests

To analyze the usability improvements added to the application and check the resolution of the problems found in preliminary studies about GreedEx, a series of tests was carried out [15].

These tests were performed with students of the College of Computer Science Engineering of Ciudad Real, and consisted of raising a series of activities to do in the GreedEx Tab application with the iPad device, while registering and recording all activity with the eye tracker.

Before and after performing the tests on the application, the participants had to fill out a questionnaire about their knowledge of greedy algorithms and their experience with the application. After collecting all the information, the comparison and the analysis of the data collected was carried out through the questionnaires and the eye tracker.
After analyzing all the information, it can be determined that the shortcomings in the graphical user interface and in the learning methods detected in preliminary studies of the GreedEx application [5] [6] have been resolved.

The tabular representations have taken a back seat and now the graphical representations are the most consulted and most representative. Furthermore, the interaction with knapsack in three dimensions has become an attraction at the time of learning the functioning of greedy algorithms with this application.

B. Future Work Lines

Firstly, the GreedEx Tab application has been limited to its implementation only for iPad, but it could also be implemented for other types of mobile devices, not necessarily of the Apple brand, or also for conventional computers. The more mobile devices or computers of different brands and operating systems that can run GreedEx Tab, the faster the application could expand.

Therefore, a version of GreedEx Tab for web could be developed, to be accessible from all types of mobile devices or computers of any kind and any operating system.

Secondly, the application could be improved by increasing the available knapsack exercises, allowing for the simulation of more types of exercises.

Thirdly, considering that users of the application will belong to the field of computer science, and more specifically, they will be teachers and students from an engineering college or a professional training center, the implementation of a cooperative environment would be a marked improvement. In this environment, students and teachers could simulate knapsack exercises together and access the simulation data, so that they could discuss what the best solution is.

Furthermore, instead of each user having an individualized space on iCloud, this space could be common for all students in a class, allowing each student to contribute their efforts to better understand greedy algorithms.

Fourth, following this line, the application could also perform knowledge tests to demonstrate to the teacher that the students understand the concepts of greedy algorithms. For example, verify that the student knows how to anticipate the corresponding simulation algorithm and knows which object will be inserted into the knapsack, or, given a particular exercise of the knapsack, the student knows how to estimate which selection function will fulfill its purpose better.

Finally, GreedEx Tab has been developed in Spanish, English and German. Additionally, they could be implemented in more languages, such as French, Italian, etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a way to improve learning, the research community in educational science has promoted the concept of Active Learning [5][11]. Learning-centered evaluation indicates that it must be continuous, and feedback essential to guide students in the learning process. In order to give response to learning-centered evaluation, the formative assessments contribute to know the learning of the students during the teaching process [3][6][10]. This is in contrast with the summative assessment, which is usually made at the end of a learning unit, and tries to measure how much the student learned. The main purpose of formative assessment is learning and the main purpose of summative assessment is the qualification. Formative assessment is probably one of the best "innovations" in education to improve learning. However, for that to happen there must be feedback as soon as possible. Using Classroom Response Systems (CRS) helps transform classroom dynamics, allowing learning focused assessment. In other words, a CRS, can be used to increase the frequency of questions and reduce response times in the formative assessment, so to have improved and faster feedback. The CRS can help the student-centered learning and active learning in general, but it depends on how the teacher uses it. The CRS is a tool and not “the solution”. A CRS can be used in many different ways and many of them questionable, such as taking attendance in classes [8][12].

However, the most of the CRS only support multiple choice questions, true/false question and short texts [8][17]. To support more types of questions it was necessary to develop a new CRS called Mobile QTI [1][18]. Mobile because use mobile devices, and QTI because is under IMS Question & Test Interoperability Specification (QTI). Finally, an experiment is presented in order to validate the methodology. The experiment shows a relationship between Grade Point Average (GPA) and the use of the QDI and the CRS Mobile QTI.

Keywords-Mobile-learning; Classroom Response Systems; Question Driven Instruction; Python Language.
Section II explains why Python as first programming language is recommended. In Section III, a brief explanation of the main functions of Mobile QTI as CRS is given. In Section IV, the relationship between the methodology Question Driven Instruction, formative assessment and the use of CRS is explained. In Section V, some questions used in an experiment are shown. In Section VI, a brief explanation of the experiment and the results are described. Finally, in Section VII, the conclusion and future work are presented.

II. PYTHON AS THE FIRST COMPUTER LANGUAGE

The training of engineers needs to develop logical thinking, which subsequently helps them to plan solutions, algorithms or procedures and also to create and solve problems in general. The development of logical thinking is achieved by learning a computer language, among other subjects. There are several computer languages, but few are recommended as the first language. In several universities, C++ or Java is used as a first language; however, Python is easier to use [16]. For example, the typical first program that every student takes is for screen display "Hello World!"

In C++ corresponds to:

```cpp
#include <iostream.h>
int main()
{
    cout << "Hello World!"; 
}
```

In Java to:

```java
public class HelloWorld
{
    public static void main(String[] args)
    {
        System.out.println("Hello World!");
    }
}
```

While Python is simply

```python
print("Hello World!")
```

In other words, while in C++ and Java, several statements and explanations are needed, Python uses only one sentence, easy to understand. Additionally, Python is interpreted and available in mobile devices, making it easy to use.

Figure 1 shows an exercise for learning Python lists using a mobile phone. A list of integers is filled and then several lines with asterisk ("*") according to the integer in the list is displayed. The number of asterisks on each line corresponds to the integer value of each item.

III. MOBILE QTI

The Mobile QTI is a web player for question under IMS-QTI Specification that can be used as a CRS. The question can be built with either the Web QTI or AquRate, both editors are under IMS QTI Specifications. The Web QTI is a web editor [19] and AquRate [20] need to be downloaded to use it. To develop Mobile QTI, Javascript, PHP and HTML5 were used. The users (teacher and students) need to be registered because they have different functions. After the teacher has launched the questions, the students answer and, in real-time, the answers are relayed to the teacher for inspection [18]. Figure 2 shows the main menu in a mobile device.

![Figure 1. Python program in a mobile phone with Android operating system.](image1)

Its availability on mobile devices allows students to practice Python on their own devices, anytime, anywhere.

![Figure 2. The Mobile QTI, a) Teacher’s view, b) Student’s view](image2)

The main menu for teachers shows the following options:

- Download Interaction (Cargar Interacción): The teachers download questions from his/her laptop or repository.
• **Create a Test (Crear Test):** The teacher creates a test with the questions previously stored in Mobile QTI. The teachers can then select who participates in the test and who doesn’t. In others words, a teacher can do several tests to different group of students.

• **Download Test (Cargar Test):** The teacher launches the test.

• **Results (Resultados):** Shows the results of each test per students and class.

• **List of Users (Lista Usuarios):** Shows all the users of Mobile QTI.

• **Administration (Administración):** For the management of questions, test and users.

Figure 3 shows a summary of the students’ answers on a class with four questions and ten students. The tick is for a correct answer, the cross for an incorrect answer and dash for an incomplete question. In case the teacher needs to do a detailed analysis, the summary can be exported to an Excel File. Also, the answers of each student can be seen.

The teacher needs to download one or several questions and then launch them to the students. For example, a teacher can launch question by question to a class or launch several questions at the same time (test). The teacher can see this live table for each question to know the progress of each student; very useful when you are lunching question by question to a class to know the students understanding. This way, the teacher can see the progress of the students at any time.

Eight types of question are supported by Mobile QTI:

1. **Choice:** The student selects one of several alternatives.
2. **Order:** The student order concepts according to a criteria.
3. **Associate:** The students associated concepts.
4. **Inline choice:** The students need to fill blanks with a word.
5. **Text entry:** The students need to fill blanks with a sentence.
6. **Hotspot:** The students select one of several images.
7. **Graphic order:** The student sort several marks in an image.
8. **Slider:** The students need to move slider between two points bound to the answer.

   The question type order is very useful in programming language. Typically in a question, several sentences are displayed and the student needs to order them correctly.

   Most of the CRSs support only multiple choice, true/false, and text entry, and do not work under any specification. For this reason, Mobile QTI was developed [1].

### IV. QUESTION DRIVEN INSTRUCTION

Active learning and the strengthening the four "centered learning" is possible with the help of Classroom Response System (CRS); however, this is only a technology and its effectiveness depends on the teacher and the methodology to be carried out.

The CRS, as any technology, can be used in many different ways, with varying degrees of impact on learning, for example with diagnostic tests, summative assessment class discussions, etc. However, the Question Driven Instruction (QDI) [2][13], tries to be an alternative to traditional "transmit and evaluate". In QDI the learning activity starts with a question and the periods between feedback should be very short, so that the teacher can monitor student’s progress, identify difficulties in learning of each student, and take decisions in order to make an effective class. This methodology is under the notion of agile teaching/learning methodology [9] and personalized learning [15].

Formative assessment is the focus of the QDI methodology and provides quick feedback for the student to “drive” their learning activities and teacher to “drive” their teaching strategies.
A teacher using QDI requires experience and a good knowledge of the subjects that they teach, especially in environments with students of differing levels and speeds of learning. In other words, the teacher needs to be continuously adapting. Many teachers, unconsciously, develop this methodology for smaller classes, but for larger classes is very difficult without the use of technology.

A typical class using QDI begins with a question (a traditional class begins with an exposition). It takes a few minutes for students to respond. Students respond using CRS and the teacher shows a graph of the students’ answers. Without disclosing the correct answer, the teacher asks for a volunteer looking to respond with their answer (whether correct or incorrect). The next step is to discuss each result without saying whether it is correct or incorrect. This way the teacher can analyses several related matters. Therefore, it is very important to design good questions in order to cover the learning objective. Also, it is possible to do more questions to explore the matter more profoundly. The teacher can finish with a summary of ideas from the different answers or present a slide to clarify the concepts discussed in the class. Figure 4 shows the different stages of the methodology.

![Figure 4. Cycle of the Question Driven Instruction methodology](image)

The cycle starts building and selecting questions according the learning objective, these questions are “launched” to students, the students answer by group or individually, according to the lesson plan, the answers are collected and a histogram with the answers of each student is displayed (the right answer is not shown) and the discussion starts. To have a profound discussion the questions must be very content rich. To start the discussion, the teacher asks for a volunteer (ideally with a wrong answer). The volunteer student then argues her/his answer, and then the rest of students discuss it, until the right answer is discovered. The cycle ends with a summary where all the possible answers are analysed.

The time must be sufficient so that most of the students can participate, and no so much as to lose the learning objective. Flexibility is very important. Some questions may be easily understood by some students whilst others may struggle. The teacher needs to adjust the teaching method according to time constraints and the learning objectives. This is the essence of the Agile Teaching. However, all learning material must be available for every student.

This methodology needs to be analysed according to the context, i.e., type of objectives and learning characteristics, for example if the objective is an individual skill, probably another methodology could be more appropriate.

### A. Type of questions

Before building or selecting questions, the teacher needs to have declared the learning objective. In general the objectives can be classified into content objectives, process objectives, and metacognitive objectives.

- **Content objectives**: with questions related to content, usually a brief discussion is enough. In programming languages, these types of question can be related to the syntax of a language. In this case, the cycle of QDI can be brief. However, they are very important in order to understand more advanced concepts.

- **Process objectives**: the questions of contents are oriented towards basic knowledge; the process question is oriented about the relationship of this basic knowledge. How are they related? i.e., the answers require a small analysis. The cycle QDI could need more time.

- **Metacognitive Objectives**: the metacognition, generally, relates to building knowledge based on the previous knowledge, e.g., solving news problems. These questions are usually reserved for summative assessments.

### V. QUESTION FOR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT IN PYTHON

To teach introduction to Python language, the contents are structured in four units of learning: a) simple statements, b) conditional statements, c) loop statements, and d) list. For each of these units of learning, the knowledge of syntaxes and semantics (content objectives), and how to use this statements (process objectives) are necessary. So, eight sets of questions were made: two learning objectives (contents and processes) by four units of learning. Each question was discussed with the teaching team, in order to have rich question.
A. Simple statements

The simple statements are related with the use of variables, data type, operators, and built-in function. Here, it is important to know the syntaxes, the semantic, and introduce the simple sequences, to solve small problems.

Figure 5a. Question of content for Python language. Associative question.

Figure 5a shows a content question and Figure 5b shows a process question for simple statements. Figure 5a, shows an associative question, where the students relate some function of Python (int(), input(), and print()) with their use.

Figure 5b. Question of process. Order question.

After knowing the concepts of variables, data type, and basics built-in functions, the next step is how to build a program in Python. Figure 5b, shows an example, where the student needs to order, several sentences that convert degree Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit.

B. Conditional statements

The conditional statements in Python are if, else and elif, and also these statements can be nested. Figure 6a shows a content question to identify the right use of these statements.

Figure 6a. Content question for statement if. Multiple choice question.

Figure 6b. Process question for if statement. Order question.

Here, the important point is that the student can recognise the right sequence, according to the data input and calculus.

C. Loop statements

The while and the for statements are studied. The first one needs a condition to repeat the loop, the second one needs an index in a range. Figure 7a shows an example of content question and Figure 7b an example of process question. The content questions are oriented to the syntaxes of the statements and the process questions oriented to the execution of the statements.

Figure 7a. Choice content question for while and loop statements.
D. Data Types: List

The lists are necessary as an introduction to structured data in Python. To start with lists, the students need to know some methods as `append()` and some functions as `len()`, and identify the list elements. The content questions are oriented to learn this basic terminology. After this, it is necessary to understand how to use a list, to do that, process questions are needed. Figure 8a shows a question oriented to learn the basic methods, functions and identify the elements.

Figure 8b, shows the sentences of a program that the students need to order, to obtain the biggest number and the position in the list.

VI. AN EXPERIMENT

The Mobile QTI and the QDI methodology were used with an experimental group to teach Python language in the Universidad Austral de Chile. In Chile, the Grade Point Average (GPA) ranges are from 1.0 up to 7.0 (with one decimal place). Table 1 shows the Chilean GPA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPA</th>
<th>% Achievement</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Honours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0-7.0</td>
<td>83% - 100%</td>
<td>Outstanding (7.0)</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0-5.9</td>
<td>66% - 82%</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Honours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0-4.9</td>
<td>50% - 65%</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>Passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0-3.9</td>
<td>33% - 49%</td>
<td>Less than Sufficient</td>
<td>Failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0-2.9</td>
<td>16% - 32%</td>
<td>Deficient</td>
<td>Failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0-1.9</td>
<td>0% - 15%</td>
<td>Very Deficient</td>
<td>Failed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contents are organised in three unit of learning, so, three summative assessments were considered (S1, S2, and S3). In the summative assessments, only problems to solve are presented (metacognitive objective). In S1 problems, simple and conditional statements are evaluated, in S2 problems loop statements are used. And S3 problems where the data type: list; including the loop, conditional and simple statements; are needed. Students write their solutions in pseudocode, Nassi–Shneiderman diagram (NSD) [21], and Python language. The assessments are at the same time in several classrooms. The answers made in paper and the lecturers review one by one.

The Mobile QTI and QDI were used only in the second unit of learning. So, the impact is possible to see in the second summative evaluation (S2). Table 2 shows the results in experimental group.

TABLE II. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of students: 20</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase of GPA respect</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students with grades over 4.0 (40%)</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
<td>13 (65%)</td>
<td>10 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase number of students with grades over 4.0 respect to S1</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The programming language is not easy to learn, especially for the beginners. For example, in the summative assessment (S1), only eight students had grades greater than or equal to 4.0. For the second unit of learning (S2), with Mobile QTI and QDI; the GPA increased from 3.5 to 4.0 (14.3%), and the students with grades greater than or equal to 4.0 increase from 8 to 13 (62.5%). However, the GPA for the last unit of learning (S3), decrease from 4.0 to 3.6.
and the students with grades greater than or equal to 4.0, also decrease from 13 to 10.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The programming language is difficult to learn for engineering students, with a GPA of just “Sufficient” in S2, and “Failed” for S1 and S3.

To define questions for content objectives and process objectives, a procedure is needed in order to cover most of the related material. Motivation also needs to be included.

Using CRS and QDI in the second unit of learning allows an increase of the GPA of S2, but, more importantly, it also increases the number of students with grades greater than or equal to 4.0 (from 45% to 65%).

The variance in the last summative assessment is three times the variance in S1 and S2 (6.1), because several students left the course, and it is important to consider this variable.

Designing effective questions that cover more contents and more learning processes is a big challenge. In fact, it is always possible to improve the questions and their answers. Designing effective questions is a dynamic process, because every course is different from another.

The complete course has 156 students divided in several groups, according to grade, where the professors and programming examples are different. So, it is not possible to consider the rest of the course as control group. In the previous semesters, the course was different, thus, it is also not possible to compare with the previous courses.

An increase in the number of students in the experimental group is necessary to have better conclusions.

An redesign of the experiment with one or more control groups is necessary to obtain more conclusive evidence.

A qualitative evaluation is also necessary, that can consider the relationship between the methodology, mobile devices, and the active engagement of the student in learning. Also, the qualitative evaluation must consider to find out how the students are thinking and solving problems.
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Abstract—Mobile location-based games, exploiting the unique capabilities of mobile devices, such as camera, GPS and compass, can have high learning potential. On one hand, they present a very attractive form of learning for modern students, even very young ones, who have already developed their skills in computer games and are very familiar with the use of mobile devices. On the other hand, location-based games provide a unique opportunity for education since they connect an area with a story, and their activities may result in social, experiential and situated learning. These characteristics can make them a powerful tool in a number of applications, including education, nature and museum exploration, city sightseeing, natural disasters awareness and prevention training. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of PlayLearn, a platform for the development and management of learning experiences in mobile location-based games, consisting of: (a) an authoring tool, supporting the creation and management of games, scenario editing, user interface customization and organization of gaming activities, and (b) a mobile application, compatible with most state-of-the-art mobile devices and platforms, supporting the play of games created by the authoring tool. Our implementation supports the Experience API, allowing the activities that happen as part of gaming (learning) experiences to be recorded, tracked and shared in a Learning Record Store.

Keywords—mobile educational games; location-based games; learning experiences; experiential learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Location-based services on mobile phones have become very popular in recent years. These services have been developed to provide location-based information and can be used to create games that exploit the geographical location of the user or other people. A so-called mobile location-based game [1] is a type of pervasive game in which the game-play evolves and progresses via a player’s location. Such games must provide some mechanism to allow the players report their location by some kind of localization technology like GPS. The difference between a video game and a location-based game focusing on the same story is that the later has a closer connection between game and reality.

In terms of the main objective, mobile location-based games may be categorized as games that are created for fun, for learning or for mixed objectives [2]. All these categories of games seem to have a higher learning potential. On one hand, they present a very attractive form of learning for modern students, even very young ones, who have already developed their skills in computer games and are very familiar with the use of mobile devices. On the other hand, location-based games provide a unique opportunity for education since they connect a geographic area or object with a story. The physical and cultural surroundings are an integral part of the game space, and the location of the gamers is a key aspect of the game-playing activity. By visiting the actual locations, the story becomes more authentic and leads to better educational results. Essentially, games of this kind allow the user to collect data from the real world and assign them to the game’s map. De Souza et al. [3] observed that these activities produce learning that is social, experiential and situated. The combination of informal learning and mobile outdoor games can be seen as a relevant arena for conducting novel learning activities that involve learners in different tasks including physical motion, problem solving, inquiry and collaboration [4].

Learning experiences are those events and activities from which we learn by experience and can identify, to a certain extent, what we have learned [5]. Different learners have different characteristics and preferences (e.g., learning style, educational level, background knowledge) affecting how learning experiences might be organized in terms activities and learning material to achieve certain goals. Experiential learning, according to Kolb [6], can exist without a teacher and relates solely to the meaning-making process of the individual’s direct experience. Knowledge is continuously gained through personal and environmental experiences.

The Experience API (xAPI) is an eLearning software specification that allows learning content and systems to interoperate in a manner that records and tracks all types of learning experiences [7]. Results of learning experiences are stored in a Learning Record Store (LRS), which may exist in a traditional Learning Management System (LMS), or on its own. xAPI does not require a learning experience to take place in any particular medium (mobile, desktop, tablet), offline or online, or in any particular system. By collecting and analyzing xAPI for a specific learner, a picture of the learner’s activities, achievements, competencies and interests can be created, drawing on experiences using multiple devices and activities [8]. Exposing data through the xAPI provides a means for interoperability and enables innovation of learning content, experiences, and systems [9].
The use of xAPI with mobile devices can leverage learning by enabling the capturing of activities from diverse learning experiences that exploit the capabilities of the mobile platform. This may lead to new kinds of learning experiences and a much wider adoption of mobile-based performance support [9]. For instance, if a learning design was predicated on students taking pictures of examples of a particular phenomenon, and then sharing and discussing these with other students, the xAPI enables the various activities to be recorded and tracked in an LRS in the form of activity streams. Later, the teacher could retrieve this information, initiate a discussion with the students in class, or even improve the learning design of the game according to the results to fit better the needs of the learners. These are only some of the many uses and benefits of adopting xAPI.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of PlayLearn, a platform for the management of learning experiences in mobile location-based games, consisting of: (a) an authoring tool, supporting creation and management of games, scenario editing, user interface customization and organization of gaming activities, and (b) a mobile application, compatible with most state-of-the-art mobile devices and platforms, supporting the play of games created by using the authoring tool. Our implementation supports the xAPI, allowing the activities that happen as part of gaming experiences to be recorded, tracked and shared.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the related work. Section III specifies the model for describing educational games. Section IV presents the architecture that has been designed and implemented, while Section V provides some insight on the implementation of the platform. Finally, Section VI summarizes the presented work and sketches some perspectives for future extensions.

II. RELATED WORK

Geocaching [10] is an outdoor treasure hunt activity where players try to find hidden caches using coordinates. Activities are supported by a desktop and mobile application, enabling the searching and previewing of geocaches, and providing basic navigational assistance. PlayLearn, on the other hand, supports a variety of gaming activities and allows the user to create and share his own game. Moreover, it provides the means to organize location-based events, offering an in depth gaming experience to the participants.

WHAIWHAI [11] is an interactive story based on a gaming platform and developed to offer a way of exploring the less touristic and unknown city places. Although games are customizable in terms of difficulty, time limit and number of players, WHAIWHAI is limited to exploration activities. On the contrary, PlayLearn provides tools for creating and playing various types of games, exploited under different contexts and targeting users of certain age groups.

Tourality [12] is a location-based game where the user’s goal is to visit several spots of certain interest. In multiplayer mode, the game focuses on time, requiring the user to maintain a high score and compete either by participating in a team or alone. Although it enhances competitiveness and cooperation, it focuses strictly to these characteristics leaving aside any in depth educational activity that a game may provide. Using PlayLearn, on the other hand, a user is able to create games consisted of a variety of educational activities. The player apart from visiting places, is able to browse educational material, answer riddles, perform metadata annotation tasks and search for hidden treasures.

AnswerTree [13] is a collaborative mobile location-based educational game designed to teach 8-12 year old players about trees and wildlife. The game is designed around collecting virtual information cards about notable trees by answering questions. Collaboration is encouraged by the fact that solutions to these questions are obtainable through sharing knowledge with other cardholders. Apart from this, AnswerTree is a static game targeting users of specific profile, interests and goals.

ARIS [14] is a platform for creating and playing mobile games, tours and interactive stories. Its authoring tool provides the ability to specify the game location and create quests, but lacks of functionality for organizing gaming events. Unlike PlayLearn’s authoring application, the game creator cannot customize the user interface of the game. Another important limitation is that ARIS game player application is designed as a mobile application available only for iPhones. On the contrary, we provide a native game player for the majority of mobile phone operating systems including iOS, Android and Windows. PlayLearn’s game player application is also available through the browser.

III. MODEL

The model for the creation of location-based educational games has been designed with flexibility and extensibility in mind, to be able to describe a variety of game types. Figure 1 presents the core model entities of PlayLearn.

The Users of the system are the game creators and the

Figure 1. PlayLearn core model
players. The Game class represents the games which can be created, managed and played by Users using PlayLearn. A Game has a goal and consists of several descriptive and presentation metadata, while it is possible for the creator to adapt its Presentation Layout (color set, icon set, fonts, language, logo). A Game consists of a sequence of Activities with certain objectives that have to be tackled by the player to support the game goal. Activities consist of Tasks which are considered as the actions to be performed in order to achieve the respective activities’ objectives. There are currently four types of Tasks:

- **Move**: the user needs to navigate in order to reach a specific destination.
- **Inspect**: the user has to read a document or any piece of Textual Information, view an image/video or listen to a sound (Multimedia Object).
- **Answer the Question**: the user should provide an answer for a given question. The type of question can be Multiple Choice, True–False, Text (the player should provide his answer in plain text), Hangman (the player needs to find a hidden word), and QR Code (the player should scan a pattern code, after searching for it in a specified location range).
- **Capture**: the user has to take a photo, or record a video/sound. The task may require the Annotation of the captured Multimedia Object with metadata.

The Multimedia Object class represents multimedia objects of type: video, image, text, and audio. Each type is depicted as a different class, holding its own descriptive attributes. The Audio class represents the multimedia objects of type sound. Optionally, it contains a GPS point specifying the location where it was recorded. The Image class represents the multimedia objects that are of type image. Optionally, it contains a GPS point with information about the location where it was captured, as well as other descriptive metadata. The Video class represents the multimedia objects that are of type video. Optionally, it contains a list of GPS points with information about the location where it was recorded, as well as any other information provided by the camera. The list of GPS points can be used to recreate the path that the user took for the duration of the capturing. Each User has a Portfolio that corresponds to a library with Multimedia Objects, which are used in games creation.

Games can be used for the organization of gaming Events, which can be created and shared by Users in order to promote gaming activities in certain locations. Each Event may refer to a specific game, location and date/time. Additionally, the list of the event participants can be either open or restricted to specific user groups. Since Games can be bounded to a specific place, such information along with game classification, target group, rating and difficulty can be used for game searching and filtering.

Figure 2 presents a simple game example for a visit of preliminary school pupils to a Botanical garden to explore olive trees, consisting of three activities corresponding to the pre-visit, visit and post-visit phases.

IV. ARCHITECTURE

Built as a web application, the system adopts the Rich Internet Application (RIA) principles, which promote the development of web applications as desktop applications, performing business logic operations both on the client and server side. The client side logic operates on the web server hosting the application. The Video class represents the multimedia objects that are of type video. Optionally, it contains a list of GPS points with information about the location where it was recorded, as well as any other information provided by the camera. The list of GPS points can be used to recreate the path that the user took for the duration of the capturing. Each User has a Portfolio that corresponds to a library with Multimedia Objects, which are used in games creation.

Figure 2 presents a simple game example for a visit to the Botanical garden.
mobile devices with different OS (Android, iOS, Windows) and a Web UI, which are used by the Learners to download and play the games created by the Authoring Tool during events organized by the Educators. The Game Authoring Tool and the Mobile Apps are supported by a number of services and repositories that are described in detail in the following paragraphs.

The overall system architecture is presented in Figure 4. For the development of the application we adopted several design patterns [15]. The use of well-established and documented design patterns speeds up the development process, since they provide reusable solutions to the most common software design problems [16][17]. The Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern [18][19] and the Observer pattern were used on the client side, and a multi-tier architecture was implemented on the server side, which are described in the following sections.

A. Server Side

The Server Side part of our platform adopts a multi-layered architectural pattern consisting of three basic layers (Figure 4): Service Layer, Business Logic Layer and Data Layer. This increases system’s maintainability, reusability of the components, scalability, robustness, and security.

The Service Layer controls the communication between the client-side logic and the server-side logic, by exposing a set of services (operations) to the client-side components [20]. These services comprise the middle-ware concealing the application business logic from the client and have been built as RESTful [21][22]. The basic system services are:

- **CRUD Services**, facilitating the creation, retrieval, update and deletion of games, events associated with games, and users.
- **External Access Services**, providing the means for the client side and external applications to use the data of the system.
- **Multimedia Access Services**, enabling access to the uploaded multimedia files and their thumbnails.
- **LRS Services**, facilitating the persistence of statements generated by the use of xAPI.

The Business Logic Layer, also known as Domain Layer, contains the business logic of the application and separates it from the Data Layer and the Service Layer. In more detail:

- The **Game Management Module** is responsible for the game management, as well as for the activity and task (de)composition in our system.
- The **Event Management Module** is responsible for the event management.
- The **Search Management Module** handles the search and filter queries posed on our dataset and delivers the obtained results to the appropriate component of the Service Layer.
- The **Multimedia Management Module** is responsible for managing the persistence and serving of multimedia files, as well as for performing basic metadata extraction and thumbnail generation.
- The **LRS Parser/Manipulator Module** is responsible for the persistence and accessing of gaming results that have been collected and obtained during a gaming activity.

The **Data Layer** accommodates external systems used to index and persist both data and multimedia files, such as:

- **Data Repository**, storing all the data of the system.
- **File Repository**, persisting multimedia files and thumbnails.
- **Learning Record Store**, archiving the collected results of gaming activities.

B. Client Side

The Client Side of PlayLearn application is responsible for the interaction with the user. It refers to both the authoring tool (web application) and the player application (mobile application). All the actions performed by an individual are handled by client side logic which undertakes the presentation of the information as well as the communication with the server. In order to achieve a high level of decoupling between the components forming the client logic, we adopted the Model View Controller (MVC) design pattern, as well as the Observer pattern. The use of MVC introduces the separation of the responsibilities for the visual display and the event handling behavior into different entities, named respectively, View and Controller.

The **Model** refers to the business objects which are being used by our system. When the system needs to present information about a business object, the client side requests the respective information from the server side using the services that the later exposes. Similarly, when an update on the Model needs to be persisted, the client side sends the updated Model to the server side, triggering the indexing and storage of the business objects by the appropriate modules and external systems.

The **Views** are responsible for the presentation of information in the user interface. Each view controls a number of widgets on the application’s graphical user interface. It consists of several handlers that are responsible for listening user actions, as well as HTML templates that define the presentation of the widgets.
The Controllers are the modules that respond to the user input and interact with the Views in order to perform any change on the user interface. Furthermore, they maintain the Model and change it appropriately. Every View has a dedicated Controller managing, handling and propagating any changes that are to be performed or have already been performed to the user interface. Moreover, there are several cases where a "composite" Controller manages a number of other Controllers in order to create complex widgets.

The Router is used for deep-linking URLs to controllers and views. It manages the URL of the client browsers, providing a different path to each distinct interface, without raising a browser event that will force a reload on the whole page. When the URL changes the Router analyzes the new path and handles the transition to the new View. This is performed using mappings between the different URLs supported in the system, the Controllers and the Views.

The Multilinguality Support module manages the translation of the user interface elements through the use of certain configuration files. The process is easily adaptable and the system can be extended to support any language with minimum effort. Currently the graphical user interfaces of the system have been translated in English and Greek.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

PlayLearn has been successfully implemented as described in previous sections. Its server side is based on Java and makes extensive use of the Spring Framework in order to tackle certain backend aspects like data access. For persistency storage, MongoDB is used. One of the reasons that led us to choose MongoDB is that most of our data does not conform to a rigid relational schema. Hence, we cannot bind it in the structure of a relational database and we need flexibility. Due to the fact that MongoDB allows us to store parts of our data in different forms with minor effort, our back end is considered compatible with LRS and xAPI.

Regarding the client side, both the game authoring tool and the player application are based on the latest web-application standards, rely on the JavaScript programming language and make extensive use of the AngularJS framework. Moreover, they have been created in order to match different user requirements, and thus their user interfaces are implemented differently in order to match the goals of their stakeholders. Apart from JavaScript, the user interface layout has been built using HTML5 and CSS3. The player application has been packaged as a native mobile application with the use of Phonegap, making it compatible with all the major mobile platforms. This allows our application to run without the need of internet access, or loading its source each time that the user accesses it. Additionally, the use of Apache Cordova allowed us to provide more functionality by using various native platform features that are otherwise unavailable to web applications.

Figure 5 presents the graphical user interface of the game authoring tool. Specifically, it shows the use of the scenario editor while the user creates a new task of type “Capture” to populate an already existing activity of a game named “Explore Olive Trees”. The left side of the user interface is used for presenting the game activity list, while the right side is used as the main working area for customizing activity tasks. The top bar is used for the main menu inspection, user interface customization (in terms of language and layout), and personal settings editing. Figure 6 presents the graphical user interface of the mobile application that was generated by the game authoring tool in Figure 5. The screenshot on the left side shows the preview presented to the user just before starting the game. It includes basic information such as the event, the game, the creator and the list of activities that need to be completed. On the other hand, the screenshot on the right has been taken during playing the game and shows an activity task of type “Move” requiring the user to use the map in order to navigate to a specific spot of interest.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of PlayLearn, a platform for the development and management of learning experiences in mobile location-based games. PlayLearn provides: (a) an authoring tool supporting the creation and management of
games, scenario editing, user interface customization and organization of gaming activities, and (b) a mobile application supporting the play of games created using the authoring tool. The player application is compatible with most state-of-the-art mobile devices/platforms, while both tools have been designed with flexibility and extensibility in mind. The underlying model supports a great variety of basic building blocks that can be exploited by a user in order to create a great range of complex and structured location-based gaming experiences. The activities that happen as part of these gaming (learning) experiences are recorded, tracked and shared in a LRS by supporting xAPI. Both applications have been evaluated for their usability through the use of pluralistic walkthroughs and extensive paper prototyping.

The work presented in this paper is part of the EVANDE project learning infrastructure. EVANDE (Enhancing Volunteer Awareness and education against Natural Disasters through E-learning) [23] is a European project co-funded under the Union Civil Protection Mechanism. It aims to create a new learning tool to educate and train civil protection volunteers and local authorities’ staff through identification of best practices and knowledge, develop a web platform and tools to host e-learning courses, games and training activities, as well as to organize and implement local-based dissemination and training actions. Promoting exploration with mobile location-based educational games is vital in teaching players about specific areas where a crisis can happen [24] and practicing on best practices to prevent and respond on the most effective manner benefiting the maximum from human and technical resources.

Our future work includes the following: (a) direct connection with repositories persisting observational data like GBIF, BioCASE and Natural Europe [25], in order to easily enrich the educational content of a game, (b) direct connection with well known cultural heritage repositories like Europeana [26], and (c) enabling the creation of observations during the play of a game [27], as well as their further dissemination to related repositories.
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Abstract—Recommender systems can provide effective means to support self-organization and networking in professional learning environments. In this paper, we leverage social network analysis (SNA) methods to improve interest-based recommendation in professional learning networks. We discuss two approaches for interest-based recommendation using SNA and compare them with conventional collaborative filtering (CF)-based recommendation methods. The user evaluation results based on the ResQue framework confirm that SNA-based CF recommendation outperform traditional CF methods in terms of coverage and thus can provide an effective solution to the sparsity and cold start problems in recommender systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, companies and researchers are starting to recognize relationships and intersections between the professional learning and knowledge management fields and to explore the potential and benefits of their integration [1]. Professional learning is no longer regarded as an external online training activity separate from the work flow, but rather as a learner-controlled evolving activity embedded directly into work processes [2]. Professional learning environments are characterized by self-organization and networking. There is a wide agreement that effective professional learning environments need to follow a learner-centric model that supports the self-directed learning process by surrounding the professional learner with the environment that matches her needs best. Moreover, there is a crucial need to adopt a learning model that fosters continuous networking and collaborative knowledge creation by enabling professional learners to network, collaborate, and actively participate in a continuous learning process. One concern with a learner-centric model is information overload. Professional learners are lifelong learners who continuously try to create and update their own knowledge environments where they can pull knowledge that meets their particular needs from a wide range of knowledge sources. This is a highly challenging task, given the abundance of information and the complexity of the new knowledge-intensive working and learning environments. It thus becomes crucial to examine some mechanisms that would help professional learners to cope with the information overload problem. This is where recommender systems can play a crucial role to foster self-directed professional learning [3].

Recommender Systems (RS) is an effective solution to deal with the information overload problem. RS track user’s actions and provide proper results by identifying information relevant to them, based on their individual interests and preferences. RS are important and successfully implemented in e-business applications. They assist people in different domains like bookshops, research papers, news and articles, web pages, movies, music, etc. In addition to the e-business applications, RS are increasingly being developed in the technology-enhanced learning (TEL) area. They offer a promising approach to facilitate both learning and teaching tasks, by identifying suitable learning resources from a potentially overwhelming variety of choices [4]. There is a large number of RS that have been deployed in TEL settings [5]. However, relatively little significant work around the application of RS in professional learning environments has been undertaken. Traditional RS need adaptation in order to meet the characteristics of professional learning environments. Professional learners rarely share the same or similar learning resources due to the fact that they follow their individual interests and preferences. Thus, recommendation in professional learning environments should rely on the interests of the professional learners and take into account the social networks in which they perform. In this paper, we explore the potentials of RS to support professional learning. We consider using the interest and network informations and incorporating them into traditional collaborative filtering recommendation methods in order to provide effective recommendation of collaborators in professional learning settings.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a review of the related work. Section 3 provides the details of the conducted case study. We then present the study evaluation results in Section 4. And finally, we summarize our findings and outline perspectives for future work in Section 5.

II. FUNDAMENTALS AND RELATED WORK

RSs are used to solve the information overload problem and provide a personalized recommendation. They are software tools and techniques providing a suggestion for items that the user might like by identifying information relevant to users [6]. The relevant information of the users are collected by tracking their actions and follow user’s profile in different environments. The first paper on collaborative filtering (CF), as one of the first recommendation techniques, published in the mid-1990s and since then this topic became popular for RS researchers in different fields [7]. One of the first implementation of RSs is Amazon’s RS which is used to recommend relevant products to the users [8]. Another early application that focused on numerical scores and mathematical treatment was Movielens [9].
Technically, RS are classified into three main classes, based on how recommendations are made, namely collaborative filtering (CF), content-based recommendation (CB), and hybrid recommendation [7]. We will focus further only on the CF recommendation techniques as they are the main interest for this paper.

There exists different types and techniques to provide recommendation by means of RSs. In this article, we focus on investigating the performance of memory-based CF, Trust-based CF and two types of SNA-based RS. In the following sections, background of these techniques are discussed.

A. Collaborative Filtering RS

In Collaborative filtering (CF) RS, the user will be recommended items that people with similar tastes and preferences liked in the past. CF RS have two primary tasks, first rating prediction in which they predict the rating of the target user for the target item [10]. The second one is Top-N recommendation in which they predict the top-N highest-rated items among the items not yet rated by the target user [10].

CF RS can be classified in two categories: memory-based and model-based CF techniques. Memory-based CF is a RS method that makes a prediction about interests of a user by collecting information from many other users. This information includes the list of favorites and their ratings. In the memory-based version, similar users or similar items are detected and missing ratings are predicted based on those. If the similarity is computed based on users, it is called user-based CF and if it is based on items, it is called item-based CF. User-based methods predict the rating $r_{u,i}$ of a user $u$ for an item $i$ using the ratings given to $i$ by other users who are most similar to $u$. These similar users are called nearest-neighbors and k-nearest-neighbors (k-NN) of $u$ are $k$ users with the highest similarity to $u$. There are different ways to calculate the correlation of users in memory-based CF such as Pearson, Cosine, Jaccard similarity. After computing the correlation between users and find k-NN neighbors of the user $u$, the prediction procedure starts. User-based CF algorithms can predict the rating of a user in an item that has not rated or recommend a list of items as top-N items.

Model-based CF is another type in CF RS. Algorithms based on this type learn a model by means of the collection of ratings and then make rating predictions. Memory-based CF algorithms are more popular than model-based versions as they are simple and do not have the complexity of the model-based algorithm. Furthermore, there are accurate when sufficient data is available. On the other hand, there are shortcomings for memory-based CF. These include [10]:

- **Cold start**: The cold-start problem refers to the problem of giving an accurate recommendation to a user who is new in the system. In user-based CF, it causes the problem with computing similarity between users, as some of them do not have any rating.
- **Sparsity**: The user-item matrix can be vast and sparse. The number of users who would have rated the same set of items would be quite less.
- **Scalability**: There can be millions of users in the database, memory-based CF system needs to compare the target user to all other users to find similar users.

Doing recommendation is computationally expensive in this case.

To overcome the limitations of traditional CF recommendation, some research has been done recently in trying to generate recommendations by harnessing the user’s social network information. Formally, these approaches introduced new type of RS, namely Trust-based CF and SNA-based RS.

B. Trust-Based RS

The trust has different meanings in different domains. In the field of RS, the trust-based approach assumes a trust network among users and makes recommendations based on the rating of the users that are directly or indirectly trusted by the active user. These approaches consider only the information provided by the user’s trusted neighbors [11]–[14]. One of the conventional approaches of trust-based RSs is using trust over CF approach [15]. Traditional CF RS find neighbors by computing the similarity between users. By involving social relationships to the CF, the neighbors of the active user can be selected by trust relations instead of similarity [15]. The number of these neighbors is dynamic for different users as they have a different number of trust relationships. The recommendation results of these methods show that the performance of traditional RSs can be improved by utilizing trust relations [16]. Moreover, using trust-based CF will solve the problem of scalability in memory-based CF by means of clustering. However, the cold start and sparsity problems are not addressed by means of this method. In fact, it is still hard to recommend items to users without or with fewer ratings.

C. SNA-Based RS

One of the ways to improve the performance of CF RS is using social network analysis (SNA) [17]. SNA explores relationships among entities of networks and analyzes their features. There are several metrics available for SNA. These metrics help to identify the important node in a given social graph such as: Degree, Betweenness, Closeness, Eigenvector [18]. SNA-based RS algorithms apply the social influence of the users on the procedure of recommendation to improve its accuracy. This technique has the ability to provide the recommendation for cold start users as long as they are connected to the social network. Several SNA-based RS approaches have been proposed in the literature [19]–[30]. In general, these approaches use social networks as the source of information to generate recommendations. However, none of these approaches build social networks based on the user’s interests.

In this paper, we focus on leveraging network and interest information to generate effective recommendation of collaborators in professional learning environments. As a proof of concept, we addressed in this work academic networks for two reasons. First, academic researchers are lifelong professional learners who continuously network for research purposes. Second, interests can be easily gathered from researchers’ publication activities. To note, however, that the concepts discussed in this paper are valid in other professional learning environments where it is possible to build interest-based social networks. We conducted a study to investigate SNA-based recommendation methods and compare their performance with both user-based CF and Trust-based CF.
A. PALM

This study was conducted based on a dataset generated within the PALM environment. PALM is a personal academic learner modeling service that combines the web, text, and interest mining techniques to create a learner model based on the collected publication information. It has three main tasks to do. First, mining interests of a researcher based on the researcher’s published papers. Second, assigning a score to each stored interest of the researcher. This score is assigned based on the level of researcher’s concern toward the subject. Third, storing publications of target researcher to identify co-authors in further steps. As a result, PALM provides a user-item matrix, where users are researchers around the world, items are research topics, and the scores show the levels of interest of the researchers in the topics. Additionally, since it finds publications of a researcher, co-authors of a particular researcher and information about them are also accessible [31].

The PALM dataset includes 754 researchers, 14,208 individual interests, and 40,674 publications. 169 of the stored researchers do not have any collected interests and can be seen as "cold start researchers". In this study, the minimum requirement to provide recommendations to the researchers is to have their co-authorship information.

B. Architecture and Implementation

The system architecture of the PALM recommender system is shown in Figure 1. As it can be seen, there are four primary components in this architecture. The first component is an application service with the core of Spring MVC [32]. Spring MVC has the responsibility of handling requests for recommendations. These requests are originated from an active researcher and are sent through RESTful services to Spring MVC. After that, Spring MVC starts to retrieve the required information by querying the PALM database based on the chosen recommendation method. The next step is sending a file that consists of the required information to the modules of the recommendation engine, namely Gephi Toolkit [33] and Apache Mahout [34]. The sent files have different contents based on the intended task. For the recommendation that applies user-based collaborative filtering, Mahout manages the whole recommendation procedure and sends the result back to Spring MVC. For SNA-based recommendations, Gephi computes the centrality measures and sends the result to the implemented services in Spring MVC for providing the final list of recommendations. These services are responsible for computing Jaccard similarity, add the result of SNA centrality measures to them, and offer a list of recommendation. Next, the outcome of recommendations is converted to JSON format by Spring MVC and is sent to the recommendation interface. The provided interface, as the fourth component, handles the task of visualizing recommendation data to the active researcher.

C. Recommendation Generation

In this study, we implemented four different CF recommendation algorithms: User-based CF, Trust-based CF and 2 different ways of SNA-based CF, as listed in Table I. In the following sections, we discuss the implementation of the proposed algorithms in some detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rec. No</th>
<th>Rec. Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>User-based CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trust-based CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SNA-based RS on Co-authorship Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SNA-based RS on Interest Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) User-based CF: This algorithm uses the entire user-item matrix of the PALM dataset to find similar users. To do recommendation, first a file that represents information about users and their associated preferences for items is created. In this file, each line has the format of "userID, itemID, value" that is assigned to a particular researcher. UserID means the ID of a researcher, itemID shows the interest ID that is saved in the PALM database and value means the score assigned the researcher’s interest. A service in Spring MVC is responsible for creating this file by a query to the MySQL database. To apply user-based CF for a researcher, the created file is used by Mahout to find 10 researchers who have similar interests with the active researcher. The recommended researchers are not from the list that the active researcher published a paper with them before.

2) Trust-based CF: In this algorithm, the trust information of co-authorship networks is used to implement trust-based CF recommendation. Here, researchers are clustered based on information of indirect co-authors in 2-depth co-authorship networks to identify the trust network of an active researcher. For a particular researcher, the first depth of the co-authorship network contains his direct co-authors and the second depth contains his indirect co-authors; i.e. the co-authors of his co-authors. To provide a recommendation based on this category, a file that represents information about indirect nodes in 2-depth co-authorship network of a particular researcher is created by a service in Spring MVC. This file represents information about researchers and their associated preferences for items in the same format "userID, itemID, value" as above. As compared to the user-based CF, only researchers from the trust network are listed in the file. This file builds the input for collaboration recommendation computation, which is done by Mahout. The recommendation of potential collaborators for an active researcher is then collected from the list of researchers who are in the second depth of the co-authorship network.

3) SNA-based RS on Co-authorship Network: The primary component of this algorithm is again the 2-depth co-authorship
network of the active researcher. Two elements affect the result of this recommendation method. One is the degree network centrality measure and the other one is Jaccard similarity. We combine these elements to recommend potential collaborators, as defined in the formula below. \( P(u, v) \) means the prediction value for recommending user \( v \) to the user \( u \).

\[
P(u, v) = C(v)_{\text{degree}} + \text{Sim}(u, v)_{\text{Jaccard}} \quad (1)
\]

The procedure of recommendation for this algorithm starts by creating a file. This file includes the information of the 2-depth co-authorship network of the active researcher. This file is saved in a CSV format, and each line of this file contains two elements that are separated by a comma: the researcher ID and ID pairs showing the co-authorship relation between two researchers. This file build the input for the SNA tool Gephi. By default, graphs that are imported to Gephi from a CSV file are directed graphs but the co-authorship networks are logically undirected networks as if two researchers published a paper with each other, both of them has a connection to each other. Therefore, before computing centrality measures based on the imported graph by Gephi, the undirected graph option is selected.

The second step in this algorithm is to compute centrality metrics using Gephi toolkit. The implemented centrality metrics algorithm in Gephi finds the result of degree centrality measure for each node in the graph. After that, the result is normalized and is saved for further computation. The normalization for the degree is computed as the degree value divided by the number of all nodes in the network minus one.

The third step is to compute Jaccard similarity between the interests of the active researcher and those of the other researchers in the graph. Cold start researchers have the Jaccard similarity of zero or very low with all the other researchers in the network. At the end, the result of Jaccard similarity is normalized and is saved for further computation.

The computed degree centrality and Jaccard values are computed for each node in the graph. The fourth step is to add these two elements together and compute an individual value for each node in the graph. The result is then sorted from highest to lowest value.

At the end, top ten researchers in this graph are listed for collaboration recommendation. This list should be new for the active researcher. Therefore, the recommended list should be checked with the list of direct co-authors before recommending. If someone from the co-author list exists, then this item is replaced with the next top rated researcher.

4) SNA-based RS on Interest Network: The primary component of this algorithm is the interest network. This network is created based on two aspects, co-authorship relationships and correlation between interests. To create an interest network, first, the 3-depth co-authorship network of the active researcher is built and all nodes in this graph are detected. After that, the five top interests of each node are picked. The interests that occur together for a researcher are then connected to each other to form the final interest graph. An example of such graph can be seen in Figure 2. The first step for recommendations in this algorithm is to create a file that contains information about relations between interests in the created interest network. Each line of this file has the structure of “interestID,interestID” reflecting two interests that occur together. The interest network is logically an undirected graph. Therefore, Gephi is set to realize two-way connections between nodes in this graph. In this algorithm, first, a list of interests based on degree centrality in interest network is computed. The first ten interests that have the highest degree values in the graph and that do belong to the actual interests of the active researcher are selected as potential interest list. The collaboration recommendation list is then selected from the indirect co-authors in the 3-depth co-authorship network of the active researcher based on the potential interest list. For each interest in the potential interest list, the indirect co-author who has the top score for this interest is recommended.

![Figure 2. Example of Interest Network](image)

IV. Evaluation Results

We conducted a user evaluation on the four recommendation methods, discussed in the previous sections. Eight users participated in this evaluation and all have a profile on PALM. The participants in this study are Ph.D. students, professors and researchers at RWTH Aachen University. All of them have published at least one research and thus have a co-authorship network.

A. Evaluation Methodology

A questionnaire is prepared to do user evaluation based on the ResQue (Recommender systems quality of user experience) framework for user-centric evaluation of recommender systems [35]. A wide variety of questionnaire statements are provided in the ResQue framework. Eight sample questions from the suggested questionnaire statements are selected. Researchers are asked to assign their answer based on 1-5 Likert scale while answering questions. In this Scale, "Strong disagree" means number 1 and "Strong agree" means number 5. The category of questions can be seen in the following list.

1) Ability to recommend: The system can provide a recommendation for me (Coverage). (Y/N)

2) Accuracy: In my opinion, the system can recommend to me 1-3 / 4-6 / 7-10 relevant Collaborators.
3) Relative accuracy: The recommendation I received better fits me than what I may receive from a colleague
4) Novelty: The collaborators recommended to me are novel and interesting
5) Diversity: The collaborators recommended to me are diverse
6) Context Compatibility: The collaborators recommended to me considered my personal interests.
7) Perceived usefulness: I feel supporting to find proper new collaborators with the help of recommender.
8) Attitudes: Overall, I am satisfied with the recommender.

B. Discussion of The Results

A summary of the average scores per question and per algorithm are given in Figure 3. The first question investigates the sparsity and cold start problems by measuring coverage. The result of coverage performance checks the possibility of providing a recommendation list, not the quality of recommended items.

The ranking of the examined algorithms based on coverage performance are presented in Figure 4. As it can be seen, SNA-based RS on co-authorship network and SNA-based RS on interest network have the highest coverage value and they could provide recommendations for most of the participants. These results show that the SNA-based RS methods can indeed provide a solution to the sparsity and cold start problems in CF RS.

The evaluation results of accuracy, relative accuracy, diversity, and usefulness show that the SNA-based RS algorithms perform better than the trust-based CF while, in novelty and context compatibility, they performed with almost the same results. Moreover, the results of this evaluation show that not all SNA-based RS algorithms perform better than user-based CF algorithm. They performed equally or worse in accuracy, relative accuracy, novelty and context compatibility. The user-based CF algorithm performed equally or better than trust-based CF algorithm in all aspects except coverage and attitude.

In the attitude factor, the users were asked to evaluate their level of satisfaction based on previously asked factors (see Figure 5). The result shows that in general the evaluators were satisfied with the algorithm SNA-based RS on interest network, more than the other algorithms. SNA-based RS on 2-depth co-authorship network was evaluated far better than CF and trust-based CF and a little lower than SNA-based RS on interest network. Moreover, it can be seen that the level of satisfaction provided with the Trust-based CF algorithm achieved a slightly better result than the CF algorithm.

Figure 5. Results of Q8 - Satisfaction with the Recommender System

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we addressed recommendation in professional learning settings. We incorporated the interest and network information and leveraged social network analysis (SNA) methods to deal with the sparsity and cold start problems in traditional collaborative filtering (CF) recommender systems. We conducted a study to investigate SNA-based recommendation methods and compare their performance with both user-based CF and Trust-based CF. The user evaluation results based on the ResQue framework confirmed that SNA-based CF recommendation outperform traditional CF methods in terms of coverage and thus can provide an effective solution to the sparsity and cold start problems. The evaluation further proved that using SNA metrics in recommender system could improve the performance better than using social networks as the source of trust information for CF.

While our early results are encouraging for generating effective recommendations in professional learning environments based on interest and network information, there are still a number of areas we would like to improve. This work focused on collaboration recommendation while other types of recommendation like interest recommendation can be explored as well. Moreover, an offline evaluation based on precision, recall and f-measure can be done and compared with the results of user evaluation. Additionally, in addition to degree centrality, we can investigate other types of network centrality metrics such as closeness, betweenness and eigenvector.
Furthermore, other types of networks, such as 3-depth co-authorship networks can be added as a source of information for trust-based and SNA-based CF recommendation.
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Abstract—The innovation of information technology has transformed the education world. Multimedia has been integrated into online classrooms in various ways. The use of multimedia could result in a positive impact on student’s learning experience. A master’s course offered exclusively online is redesigned to incorporate multimedia into course content, courses delivery, and assessments. The aim of this case study is to investigate the relationship between student’s satisfaction, as well as student’s learning outcomes, and the effectiveness of the multimedia-enhanced course. Student’s performance, student’s engagement, and student’s stratification show improvement in the redesigned course. The implications, limitations and further research are also discussed in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advance of the Internet, distance learning in the higher education has developed its popularity in the world [1]. The Internet has shortened the distances among people, while distance learning transforms the way education has been delivered and defined; this new way of interactive teaching uses the latest technologies to deliver the instructional materials to learners [2]. Thus, the geographical boundaries and scheduling conflicts are no longer the obstacles to learning. The paradigm has shifted to a learning environment that promotes learning through the interactivity feature of the technology [2][3][4].

The research described in this paper investigates the effectiveness of a multimedia-enhanced online course. A literature review on the impact of multimedia and learner-centered teaching will be presented. The research methodology, results, and discussion will be reviewed. Finally, implication, limitation, and further research will be examined.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Multimedia

Multimedia refers to the combinations of different types of media that appeal to more than one perceptual sense to convey information; the examples of media include sound, text, animation, audio, video, image, and mixes of all these objectives [1]. With the rapid development of telecommunication technology, multimedia has been increasingly used in education, especially in the online environment, as it provides the learners with an alternative means to acquire new knowledge. Four main benefits of multimedia have been attributed to better learning outcomes.

• Multimedia can help students with various learning styles learn better because multimedia instructional materials are more dynamic than text-oriented online classrooms [3][5].
• Multimedia can engage the learners to keep learning [3]. As an effective instructional tool, multimedia is playing an active role in education because the content delivery of multimedia is more vibrant and can draw the learners’ attentions better.
• The use of multimedia fosters deeper learning [3]. Multimedia instructional materials, indeed, help learners better comprehend key course ideas by stimulating learning at both cognitive and emotional levels—reaching a deeper learning.
• The multimedia tools help transform the traditional instructor-centered teaching toward learner-centered teaching [2][3].

B. Learner-Centered Teaching

In the learner-centered environment, students play an active role in the learning process. They are actively engaged in constructing new meaning within the context of their current knowledge and experience. When learners construct their acquired knowledge successfully, they tend to work in collaboration with others [6]. Learners share their commitments to learning and see collective learning as an imperative part of their educational experience. Learner-centered instructors also promote the development of a learning community to engage learners and provoke the learners’ critical thinking and problem-solving skills [3][6]. However, this approach can work well only for the mature and self-efficient learners [7].

III. CASE STUDY

An U. S. university offers the master’s program of healthcare administration exclusively online. The original courses relied solely on text, requiring a large amount of reading and writing. Such a course design may have a negative impact on students’ learning and satisfaction. In 2014, the author redesigned a healthcare administration course in the master’s program. The redesigned course has incorporated multimedia into course content, course delivery, assignments, and e-textbook. Assessing the effectiveness of
the redesigned course and student’s learning outcomes is needed to reflect the depth and breadth in instructional design principles. Thus, two research questions are raised: (1) How do multimedia instructional materials enhance student’s learning? (2) What are the relationships between multimedia instructional materials and student’s satisfaction? The purpose of this study is to examine the association between the effectiveness of this redesigned course and student’s satisfaction, as well as student’s learning outcome.

A. Research Methodology

The data were analyzed with a comparison between FY13-14 and FY14-15 courses. Simple comparative tests including analysis of variance (ANOVA) were performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software. Student achievement was evaluated by a 10 to15-page final research paper. Student engagement was measured by the number of posts and time spent per discussion board in the five selected discussion boards. Students’ satisfaction was investigated using the University’s standardized end-of-course evaluation survey.

B. Results and Discussions

1) Student Achievement: As shown in Figure 1, the mean score of the final research paper from the FY14-15 courses (n = 621) was 23.1, which is statistically higher (p < 0.001) than 22.3 of the FY13-14 courses (n = 695).

2) Student Engagement: Figure 2 exhibits a significant lower (p < 0.05) number of postings, 3.27, per discussion board in FY14-15 comparing to 3.39 in FY13-14. This might result from the impact of a new university policy. Two months after this revised course was implemented, the university changed its discussion board expectation for the instructors by reducing the required postings. Research studies have shown that instructor’s introduction affects the quantity of students’ posts in the discussion boards [8][9]. The result from this research study is in accordance with other research findings. Even though students in the FY14-15 courses posted fewer responses, they indeed spent significantly longer time reading their peers’ postings. Students in FY14-15 courses spent 158.2 minuter per discussion board in the five selected discussion boards comparing to 106.06 minutes in FY 13-14 courses (p < 0.001) displayed in Figure 3.

3) Student Satisfaction: Figure 4 shows students’ perception and feedback on the course in the 16-item end-of-course survey. The overall satisfaction score, 3.46, in the FY14-15 courses (n = 156) is higher than 3.38 in the FY13-14 courses (n = 134) (p < 0.05).

C. Conclusions and Implications

Despite the fact that students’ learning styles influence the outcomes of the collaborative learning [7], the findings from this study show positively on students’ performance, engagement, and satisfaction. The findings suggest that with the exponential development of multimedia technology, educators might integrate it into the course content and course delivery to engage learners in a deeper learning, as well as raise learners’ interest and satisfaction in the online environment. Educators might also take advantage of a wide variety of multimedia learning tools to improve the quality of online experience, foster a sense of community, and prepare learners to be lifelong learners with critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

D. Limitations

Several multimedia creations are used to enhance the course, and there is no way of knowing exactly which multimedia is responsible for the improvement. Additionally, there are potential confounding factors, such as student’s job status, student’s family issue, instructor’s profile, and instructor’s teaching style, all of which may interfere with students’ learning and objective evaluation on the course.

E. Future Research

The examination of the correlation between students’ attitudes about multimedia learning materials and their actual academic achievement is demanded. There is a need to investigate the relationship between the instructor’s teaching style and students’ achievement, students’ engagement, as well as students’ satisfaction. There is also a need to explore the association between the instructor’s profile, such as age, gender, race or ethnicity, and students’ achievement, students’ engagement and students’ satisfaction.
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Figure 1. Mean scores of final reach papers from FY13-14 and FY14-15 (p<0.0001).

Figure 2. Average numbers of posts per discussion board from FY13-14 and FY14-15 (p<0.05).
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Figure 4. Student satisfaction scores from FY13-14 and FY14-15.
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Abstract—This paper provides an in-depth literature review on situated learning and its conceptual model of cognitive apprenticeship and their influence on learning in an Information and Communication Technology (ICT) domain. These are used as epistemological basis to reflect on an intervention involving the translation of Wikipedia content into Oshikwanyama, an indigenous Namibian language in a high school context. This intervention follows a series of research works on ways to engage and integrate ICTs in African indigenous language classrooms. Cognitive apprenticeship principles provide participatory units of analysis which help to explicate the socially mediated learning process, in which all the elements co-contribute to learning in a community of practice using interactive multimedia such as the Internet. The paper argues that situated learning provides a useful theoretical and analytical lens through which a set of authentic activities – reflecting on the way knowledge is constructed and used in real life – can be explored in the classroom. Its key advantages seem to access to expert performances, modeling of the processes, providing learners with multiple roles and perspectives, supporting collaborative construction of knowledge through coaching and scaffolding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Learning environments are loaded with powerful digital devices connected to the Internet, which have revolutionized the way people interact, exchange messages, teach and learn. The web increasingly features “millions of web pages, site-archives, portals, databases and much more for ascertaining a kind of harvested-knowledge where learners can learn by themselves to construct knowledge” [1]. E-learning requires new skills, competencies and attitudes amongst teachers who are the designers and developers of classroom materials. This paper looks at the pertinence of situated learning theory [2], and its model of cognitive apprenticeship and its influence on ICT use in the language classroom.

This theoretical background follows a qualitative case study aiming to investigate the use of Wikipedia translation as an additional teaching and learning tool. The intention of this study is to represent the complexity of Wikipedia translation in an Oshikwanyama first language classroom, by providing an in-depth representation of online translation as a real-time activity and engaging learners in interactive and collaborative learning mediated by ICT. We concentrate on the impact that ICT tools have on learning, and the motivation Wikipedia translation has on learners to learn Oshikwanyama. The study involved 32 high school learners who were involved in a survey on the accessibility to and use of ICT devices in Oshikwanyama First Language (elml, 2012), a basic computer training for learner participants and finally the Online Wikipedia translation project.

Therefore, the main aim in exploring this theoretical framework is to try to situate eLearning in the Oshikwanyama classroom as ICT integration across the curriculum is stipulated in the Namibian ICT policy for education [3] which maintains that teachers must try and find contexts in which to integrate ICT and ensure that it makes sense to learners so that they appreciate a new mode of learning. This paper is divided into five sections. Section two reviews literature covering the ontological and epistemological frameworks of situated learning and the model of cognitive apprenticeship. Section three discusses the methodology of the study, and section four presents a critical discussion of the findings. The final section concludes the study.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review discusses situated learning framework based on its ontological perspectives and its model of cognitive apprenticeship and its influence on ICT integration in the classroom with respect to the use of Wikipedia translation.

i. Ontological and epistemological underpinnings

Situated learning stems from Vygotsky’s social development theory [4], [5], in which learning (including language learning) is viewed as “the appropriation of socially-derived forms of knowledge; which are constructed through the exchange between persons and social and cultural circumstances” [6]. “Situation” encompasses aspects of the physical, social and cultural environment, including communication with peers during the learning process [7]. In situated learning, knowledge and skills are created in contexts that reflect how knowledge is obtained and applied in everyday situations [3].

Situated learning maintains that “knowledge is not a static symbolic representation, ‘stored’ in the brain of an individual, it is situated, being a product of the activity,
context, and culture in which it is developed and used” [8].
Individuals, culture and languages are considered as a whole, co-existing as joint members of the knowledge construction community. ICT integration requires knowledge to be constructed through the interactions of the students within their corresponding socio-cultural environment. ICT tools that include the use of computers have the potential to alter and replace traditional forms of teaching and learning and serve as a vehicle for situated learning [9].

Lave [2], asserts that in situated learning, “knowledge is conceived as a set of tools stored in memory, carried around by individuals who take the tools and use them ... after which they are stored away again without change at any time during the process”. This relates well with the use of ICT tools in the language classroom. ICT may be used as an effective and attractive means of presentation, and more importantly, as a way to facilitate peer interaction in and out of the classroom. From the situated learning perspective, “integration of technology into instruction does not just mean to teach students how to use a piece of technological equipment or to teach students by drill and testing” [10]. It is rather a plan to use technological resources to assist students to construct meaningful knowledge by creating social, collaborative, inquiry-based activities and engage learners in critical and higher order thinking.

The computer plays a mediating role, providing a medium for linguistic and notational expression, especially in the language classroom [11]. ICT plays a significant role in enhancing social interactivity among learners and presenting information/ideas effectively for easy processing. This further means that ICT not only enables the transmission of the teacher’s understanding to the students, but it is a medium through which teachers and students’ understanding can be enhanced through social learning activities.

In proposing their model, Brown, Collins and Duguid [12] argue that meaningful learning will only take place if it is embedded in the social and physical context within which it is used. The core idea in situated learning is that learning is inherently social in nature [13]. This means that in situated learning, learning is shaped by the nature of the interactions among learners, the tools they use within these interactions, the activity itself, and the social context in which the activity takes place. These core ideas of situated learning are relevant for ICT use in the language classroom.

ii. Cognitive apprenticeship as a model for situated learning

Cognitive apprenticeship [14], [2], [3], is a model of learning based on the situated learning theory. This model is designed to “acculturate students into authentic practices by practitioners in their everyday work” [14]. In cognitive apprenticeship, learners collaborate with one another and their teacher to reach shared understandings. According to Lave [2], “Apprentices learn to think, argue, act and interact in increasingly knowledgeable ways with people who do something well, by doing it with them as legitimate, peripheral participants”. Apprenticeship is not just a process of internalizing knowledge and skills, it is the process of becoming a member in a community of practice [15].

In cognitive apprenticeship, (i) learning occurs naturally through activities, contexts and cultures, (ii) concepts taken from the natural contexts and applications are taught, and (iii) more “apprentice-like’ examples are presented [3]. This means that learning is seen as the notion of the apprentice observing the ‘community of practice’. A community of practice helps learners to participate in a legitimately peripheral way, which allows them to have a broad access to arenas of mature practice. As learning happens the involvement in the culture increases, the learners participate in what is called, a ‘legitimate peripheral anticipation’ [2], [3] which enables them to progressively gather the culture of the group and get the meaning of what it takes to be a member.

Lave and Wenger [3], adopted Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [5] in developing this model. According to Vygotsky, the ZPD refers to “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers”. Cognitive apprenticeship requires that a more experienced member of the community of practice is involved to plan and manage the learning situation [13]. This provides an opportunity for guided activities, which are offered in collaborative learning environments. A more knowledgeable other (the teacher or an experienced peer) and cultural artefacts (ICT tools and language) are regarded as important social components for communication.

The concept of cognitive apprenticeship can only promote understanding of the theories of teaching with ICT but it has little influence on the actual practice of using them in daily classroom teaching. Li and Ngan [16], claim that “teachers will never be competent in using ICT in teaching and learning if they are not given the opportunities to observe other more experienced teachers using ICT in teaching”. In an intervention conducted at a Namibian school, to use English Wikipedia translation in the Oshikwanyama first language classroom the teacher needs to be knowledgeable in carrying out online lessons, time managements and more especially if they want to complete the lesson objectives, and be aware of cultural artifacts such as the use of language and the Wikipedia translation toolkit.

Stages of cognitive apprenticeship

Five extended stages of cognitive apprenticeship are proposed by Brandt, Falmer and Buckmaster (1993) as cited in [13]. These are analyzed in sequential phases, in the figure below:
Modelling is one of the strong attributes of situated learning [1], [7]. Modelling assists learners in observing the activity performed by an experienced member of the community and cognitively to allow the experienced member to share knowledge with the inexperienced members [9].

Thus, in cognitive apprenticeship, a teacher models the expert strategies needed to execute the function effectively e.g. the teacher demonstrates how to use certain ICT tools such as the Internet to translate English Wikipedia content and how to use different strategies in translating from the source language to the target language and scaffolds learners throughout the activity. Scaffolding in cognitive apprenticeship, requires a modification of the learning context to suit the individual learner or situation [13]. Scaffolding is collaborative in nature, it requires the task to be located within the learner’s ZPD and gradual support of the learners’ competence is essential.

### Development of eLearning classroom environment for Situated Learning

Situated learning emphasizes the idea that “much of what is learned is specific to the situation in which it is learned” [3]. In cognitive apprenticeship, learning occurs while learners are working on tasks that are slightly more difficult than those they can manage independently, requiring the aid of their peers and instructors to succeed, [17], [18]. Therefore, situated learning can be considered experimental learning since learners learn by doing.

Integrating ICT in the first language classroom can be a daunting task for teachers. Teachers may struggle to decide on appropriate learning contexts, learning content and learning strategies to carry out online activities successfully. Situated learning may offer some of the most helpful strategies to deal with the effective development of learning situations.

Wikipedia translation is an activity grounded in everyday situations such as traditional translation with pen and paper in the language classroom, and the professional translation or localisation of the Internet content by professional translators. Thus, it is learning that could be transferred to other situations such as the Oshikwanyama language classroom using the English Wikipedia content. In this way, knowledge is transferred to similar situations, and learning becomes a result of a social process which is not separated from the world of action but exists in robust, complex, social environments made up of actors, actions and situations. Situated learning happens in a community of practice [3]. Thus, the situated cognitive use of technology could work best in complex situations that require transferring lower level skills to higher order thinking skills as there are many players (teachers and learners) that could contribute to the body of knowledge.

### III. METHODOLOGY

This case study was conducted in a northern Namibian school located in the Oshana region. The group that was involved in this research study comprised 32 learners (21 girls and 11 boys) who are, (1) Grade 12 Oshikwanyama First language learners, (2) doing both English Second Language and Oshikwanyama First Language on the Higher Level. The group was chosen because of their language proficiency, which was necessary to carry out the translation from English to Oshikwanyama. Although not all the participants speak Oshikwanyama as their mother tongue at home, they were all taught Oshikwanyama throughout their schooling (from grade 1 to grade 12). In addition, two language teachers at the school participated as co-observers and reviewers of the translated Wikipedia texts/pages on different occasions.

This Wikipedia translation project was conducted in a large, well-ventilated computer laboratory, which consisted of 32 computers and a printer. The data was created through the translation of Wikipedia pages. The respondents had an opportunity to translate Wikipedia content into Oshikwanyama First Language in groups of 3-4 members. This was also done in two stages. Firstly, the participants were given a two-day basic computer literacy course. Afterwards the Wikipedia translations were carried out on four consecutive days. The researcher as a participant observer facilitated the translation. Daily reflection questionnaires were given to the participants to reflect on daily translation activities and an in-depth focus group interviews were conducted at the end of the translation exercise for overall evaluation of the project.
IV. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the findings which a discussed based on the characteristics or elements of situated learning environments in which they were analyzed [19][20].

a. Authentic contexts

Situated learning attempts to promote learning within the nexus of activity, tools and culture through collaboration and social interaction [12]. A physical and conceptual structure of the classroom, which comprises different ICT media was needed to facilitate the translation activity and was presented for learners to explore. A Wikipedia account was opened for their group, which gives the participants a range of activities to choose from and which could be edited at a time convenient to the learner outside the classroom.

Although learning should be organized in authentic settings for learners to apply “abstract concepts and self-contained examples” [14], the participants were optimistic about translating Wikipedia content, thus concerns were raised about the area of the learning context (i.e. online material) versus the number of learners with computer knowledge or background. Conversely, some respondents felt that learning on Wikipedia was interesting because they would gain knowledge about working with online activities and they believed this would improve their performance.

The participants also observed that although Wikipedia might be a good platform for learning languages and translation activities in the classroom there were risks attached. Some participants asserted that Wikipedia is a free encyclopedia, and thus its content is not reliable because it might be full of inaccuracies. It has transpired that during the translation activity, some learners were not truthful with their translation because they omitted and deleted relevant information. The participating teachers commented that this is risky in the classroom context, if the translation is to become a classroom activity, this would lead to learners failing. They pointed out that, when using activities like Wikipedia translation, learners must be given strict rules and a thorough explanation on assessment procedures. The activities must be treated in the same manner as any other classroom activity.

Time management was one of the contextual key issues which the participants highlighted as a critical factor in learning with authentic content in an authentic context. The participants observed that doing a Wikipedia activity was time-consuming.

b. Authentic activities

Cognitive apprenticeship methods try to acculturate students into authentic practices through activity and social interaction in a way similar to that evident – and evidently successful – in craft apprenticeship [12]. This means that in innovative teaching such as web-based teaching, the focus is placed on problem-solving, deliberate attempts are made to generate meaning and show understanding of the nature of the activity. Authentic Wikipedia activities, which are readily available on the Wikipedia portal, were introduced to the learners. Learners opened a Wikipedia account in their groups, which enabled them to access a wide range of online articles in English that they could edit and translate into Oshikwanyama. Learners were given the autonomy to select the articles that they wanted to translate, although they were asked to look at articles within their own context (Namibia, African people, countries or villages and articles within their social circles (the country’s or continent’s celebrities). Thus, the activity required cooperative engagement in the task and sustained thinking over the process and strategies of translation, using ICT.

Although learners were given the freedom to choose any article they wanted to translate, some of them pronounced their dissatisfaction with authentic articles. Learners came across some of the articles that were social but not educational and unnecessarily long. Some of the articles chosen were written in advanced, complex languages, which many failed to translate adequately, and which led to the meaning being mistranslated and message distorted. The findings indicate that learners were concerned about the value the article added to their education and knowledge. Articles that were not deemed educational were a demotivating factor, which they translated just for the sake of finishing.

c. Expert performance

Wikipedia translation is a new phenomenon in an African first language classroom. As such, it needs to be guided through expert thinking and modelling in order to move learners from being less knowledgeable to more knowledgeable. Learners need to have access to the observations of real-life, real-time translation episodes being performed by the teacher or an experienced online translator.

This Wikipedia translation project followed a spiral of activities designed to ensure that learners understood what was required of them. First, the two-day basic computer literacy training introduced learners to key areas of focus, with skills such as basic keyboard use, Internet searching or browsing, and the Wikipedia portal itself. Thus the participants had an opportunity to work on the project surrounded by experts in languages and in ICT, who guided and supported them and in some cases demonstrated learning and decontextualised instruction and strategies for them.

d. Multiple roles and perspectives

Situated learning provides the students with a chance to generate their own solution paths in which they take on roles as creative members of the community, who discuss, reflect upon, evaluate and validate learning procedures through collaboration [12]. In this project, multiple perspectives were provided in different ways. One way was that learners were assigned to work in collaborative groups.
in which each learner brought his/her perspective, experience and understanding of using ICT skills and language skills to the group. Another perspective concerned ICT skills versus the language skills and translation strategies among the participants and lastly, the participants’ overall views on the Wikipedia translation process and the translation.

The whole design of the activity, the computers and Wikipedia itself brought in that natural curiosity of learners. Learners usually consult Wikipedia as a source of information on the Internet, or as an educational platform. This activity enabled them to search for and contribute to a wide range of knowledge collaboratively; in which the opportunity to share, debate, create or develop new knowledge was enhanced. Furthermore, learners got a chance to get different perspectives on ICT and languages from their peers. This enabled them to rely on the team’s efforts because the successful completion of the task depended on group cooperation, time management and the translations strategies used.

e. Collaborative learning

Collaborative learning is the process of students working in teams to pursue knowledge and learning [7]. In collaborative learning, information, ideas, and problem solving are actively shared among the team members. In situated learning, learners participate and become intimately involved with a culture of learning, interacting with the community and learning to understand and participate in its history, assumptions, and cultural values and rules [3]. In translating Wikipedia pages, heterogeneous groups were organized with learners given the freedom to choose their partners. To many, group work was a serious arena for knowledge building and co-contribution to the translation activity. One advantage was that the learners learnt by articulation and negotiation of meaning, by which they were able to let other group members feed them with the knowledge and then they combined that knowledge to make decisions on how to translate. Although, most of the learners enjoyed working in groups, some were not satisfied with their group performance. Individual preferences in the group, time wasting were some of the disadvantages that the participants alluded to.

f. Reflective learning

A situated learning environment would require students to reflect upon a much broader base of knowledge to solve their problems, and this can be done when the student is able to predict, hypothesize, and experiment to produce a solution [17]. The translation was designed based on authentic context and authentic activities that required learners to reflect on their experience and beyond. Learners were given a daily reflection task to note their views, feelings and think about their strengths and weaknesses. In addition, the interview conducted with them served as a reflective tool that enabled learners to look back at the activity they had just finished, and reflect upon learning languages, using ICT and the motivation from engaging in the Wikipedia translation exercise. Some learners were excited about the whole experience and the outcome of the translation, and wished that their parents or grandparents could see and read their translation, because although it was not a perfect translation, they wrote it in a way that anyone could understand the meaning. This meant that even though this was intended to be a classroom activity, learners were optimistic about the diverse knowledge and understanding that it could carry out there for other people to get information in their own indigenous languages.

g. Articulation of learning skills

Articulation is needed in situated learning in order to enable tacit knowledge to be made explicit [19]. This articulation is procedural in the ICT context such as the Wikipedia translation where tools are used to produce knowledge, and where a learner as a novice becomes an apprentice to learning. In this translation activity, learners were not only given an opportunity to interact with computers, they were also given a chance to interact with each other, and interact with the Wikipedia content that they were translating. These learners had the opportunity to view the task from different aspects and use different strategies to translate the sentences. The activity was designed in such a way that allowed learners to learn in a social situation through group work, where they discussed the translation and strategies and tackled the whole process collaboratively. Many students were able to draw from their individual experience (tacit knowledge) and use it to provide effective strategies. They alluded to the way they tackled translations, mostly focusing on the area of failure experienced in the previous sessions.

h. Coaching and scaffolding

Scaffolding learning advocates that people learn in a community of practice, where learning requires development through ZPD [2]. This means that learners and novice members of the community need teachers to provide different forms of support for learning, through intrinsic scaffolding and coaching [19]. Learners were allowed to work in collaborative groups where more experienced others could assist in the learning process. The presence of a facilitator, an experienced teacher of English and Oshikwanyama who has advanced ICT skills helped learners to comfortably engage with the online activity. The presence of an additional teacher also contributed to the success of the translation. Learners were able to consult and ask the meaning of the words that they totally failed to translate. In some cases, learners asked for clarity when it came to the spelling of words or using the website.

i. Authentic assessment of learning within the task

Assessment involves the process in which learning outcomes are assessed and evaluated. In teaching through
ICT integration, authentic assessment requires “student time and effort in collaboration with others and, as with authentic activities, requires complex, well-structured challenges that involve judgment and a full array of tasks within the assessment seamlessly integrated in the activity” [20]. During the translation, learners were involved in the process of error analysis in which they were asked to identify different errors. This helped learners to correct those errors immediately and choose the most suitable/closest terms. After learners finished with the translation, they were involved in retrospective assessment in which they were asked to read the passage (several groups 3 out of 8 read aloud for the whole class) and then compared it with the source text. In this way the whole group was given the opportunity to judge their translation, check for accuracy and its effectiveness in case it was decided that the Wikipedia translation process become part of Oshikwanyama curriculum.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provided a qualitative analysis of literature based situated learning and the model of cognitive practices through the lenses of eLearning and Language learning. The use of English Wikipedia translation into Oshikwanyama was explored. The review indicates that, as an educational platform, Wikipedia presents a good chance of involving learners as apprentices into new and practical learning in an authentic context using authentic content, collaboratively. The adoption of situated learning ensures the enculturation of beliefs and improved self-esteem of learners. Furthermore, situated learning widens the zone of proximal development (ZPD), helping learners to carry out an activity and achieve learning in an ICT integrated environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) has revolutionized the field of technology-enhanced learning (TEL). MOOCs enable a massive number of learners from all over the world to attend online courses irrespective of their social and academic backgrounds. MOOCs have been classified in different forms by researchers, including cMOOCs, xMOOCs [1]. cMOOCs allow the learners to build their own learning networks by using blogs, wikis, Twitter, Facebook and other social networking tools outside the confines of the learning platform [2]. Whereas xMOOCs follow a more institutional model, having pre-defined learning objectives e.g., Coursera, edX and Udacity. Apart from these sMOOCs and bMOOCs have also been introduced as variations of the MOOC platform with sMOOCs catering to a relatively smaller number of participants and bMOOCs combining the in-class and online learning activities to form a hybrid learning environment [1].

Irrespective of the classification, MOOCs require their stakeholders to address a number of challenges including and not limited to the role of university/teacher, plagiarism, certification, completion rates, innovating the learning model beyond traditional approaches and last but not the least assessment [3]. Assessment and Feedback are an integral part of the learning process and MOOCs are no different in this regard. However, in the case of MOOCs assessment presents a bottleneck issue due to the massiveness of the course participants and requires increased resources on part of the teachers. This limitation causes many MOOCs to use automated assessments. Peer assessment offers a scalable and cost effective way of providing assessment and feedback to a massive amount of learners where learners can be actively involved in the assessment processes [4]. A significant amount of research is directed towards exploring peer assessment in MOOCs discussing many issues such as the effective integration of peer assessment in MOOC platforms and the improvement of the peer assessment process.

It is evident that peer assessment is a viable assessment method in MOOCs hence, the need for scouting available systems and studies becomes paramount in importance as it could be beneficial for future developments as well as provide a good comparison of available tools. In this study, we look at the state of art in peer assessment in the MOOC era, perceived benefits and challenges of peer assessment. We also look at different tools for peer assessment and the manner in which they try to address the different challenges and drawbacks. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces peer assessment. Section III is a review of the related work. Section IV describes the research methodology and how we collected the research data. In Section V, we review and discuss the current research based on several dimensions. Section VI summarises the results of our findings. Section VII presents challenges and future perspectives in peer assessment. Finally, Section VIII gives a conclusion of the main findings of this paper.

II. PEER ASSESSMENT

In recent years, student assessments have shifted from the traditional testing of knowledge to a culture of learning assessments [5]. This culture of assessment encourages students to take an active part in the learning and assessment processes [5]. Peer assessment is the flag bearer in this new assessment culture. Peer assessment, is defined by Topping [6] as “an arrangement in which individuals consider the amount, level, value, worth, quality or success of the products or outcomes of learning of peers of similar status”.

Peer assessment has been leveraged in a wide range of subject domains over the years [7]. According to Somervell [8], at one end of the spectrum peer assessment may involve feedback of a qualitative nature or, at the other, may involve students in the actual marking process. This exercise may or may not entail previous agreements over criterion. It may involve the use of rating instruments, which may have been designed by others before the exercise, or designed by the user group to meet its particular needs. The use of peer assessment not only reduces the teacher workload; it also
brings many potential benefits to student learning. These benefits include a sense of ownership and autonomy, increased motivation, better learning and high level cognitive and discursive processing [7].

Despite these potential benefits, peer assessment still has not been able to have strong backing from either teachers or students. Both parties have pre-conceived notions of low reliability and validity on their minds when discussing peer assessment [9]. A number of possible factors have been identified for the lack of effectiveness of peer assessment in MOOCs including the scalability issue, diversity of reviewers, perceived lack of expertise, lack of transparency and fixed grading rubrics [10]. The aim of this paper is to examine the available literature and tools for peer assessment, provide a systematic analysis and provide a bigger picture of the research domain.

III. RELATED WORK

Peer assessment in MOOCs is still an emerging field, hence we did not find any research directly related to our work. Luxton-Reiley [11] made a systematic comparison of a number of online peer assessment tools in 2009, but the study was conducted with limited dimensions for comparing the tools. The study examined tools including legacy systems, and divided the tools in different categories; namely generic, domain specific and context specific. The study identifies the problem that majority of online tools have been used in computer science courses, and most of the tools could not be used outside the context in which they were developed. This context limitation prevents these tools from being widely adopted which gives rise to the need for more general-purpose tools. Luxton-Reiley also stressed the need to investigate the quality of the feedback provided by students [11].

IV. METHODOLOGY

The research methodology used for this study is divided in two parts; namely, identification of eligible studies followed by a cognitive mapping approach to find criterion for categorizing and analyzing peer assessment tools.

A. Identification of Eligible Studies

We applied the significant research method of identifying papers from internet resources in our study [12]. This method was carried out in two rounds. Firstly, we conducted a search in 7 major refereed academic databases. These include Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), JSTOR, ALT Open Access Repository, Google Scholar, PsychInfo, ACM publication, IEEExplorer, and Wiley Online Library. We used the keywords (and their plurals) “Peer Assessment”, “Peer Review”, “Assessment in MOOC”, and “Peer Assessment in MOOC”. As a result, 87 peer-reviewed papers were found. In the second round, we identified a set of selection criteria as follows:

1- Studies must focus on using peer assessment preferably in a MOOC setting.
2- Studies that focus on design of peer assessment systems or that detail the setting in which peer assessment should be carried out were included.

3- Studies focusing on peer assessment in a manual setting were excluded.
4- Tools older than 10 years have not been included in the study, however, tools having current support are included.

This resulted in a set of 48 research papers/studies on peer assessment in MOOCs and a list of 17 peer assessment tools. These tools include Peer Studio [13], Cloud Teaching Assistant System (CTAS) [14], IT Based Peer Assessment (ITPA) [15], Organic Peer Assessment [16], EduPCR4 [17], GRAASP Extension [18], Web-PA [19], SWoRD (Peerceptiv now) [20], Calibrated Peer Reviews (CPR) [21], Aropä [22], Web-SPA [23], Peer Scholar [24], Study Sync [25], Peer Grader [26] and L²P (Lehr und Lern Portal, RWTH Aachen) Peer Reviews [10]. We also took a look into some open systems that could be used in MOOCs as well, namely: TeamMates [27] and TurnItIn [28].

B. Cognitive Mapping Approach

Cognitive mapping is a method that enables researchers to classify and categorize things into several dimensions based on the research questions [29]. For the sake of our study, we scouted the literature to form a directed cognitive map for each study identifying main ideas that talked about peer assessment. These maps were later analyzed for distinct cluster of concepts, grouping similar terms and ideas. After analyzing the clusters, we were able to identify certain dimensions namely system design, efficiency and effectiveness (see figure 1) which were all part of the discussed peer assessment systems. These dimensions provide an easy and efficient way to assess different peer assessment tools/studies.

V. DISCUSSION

This section deals with the critical analysis of the peer assessment literature based on the cognitive mapping dimensions derived in the previous section. In order to capture the information gained from the literature analysis, we partitioned these three categories into ten sub-categories. For the critical discussion part, we discuss the way in which certain tools cater to different dimensions (if at all).

A. System Design

A lot of effort has been put into the design of peer assessment systems, design of certain features provided by the system and the manner in which they are implemented. Nearly 70% of the studies deal in one way or the other with system or a feature design in peer assessment. In the following sections, we discuss some key features of peer assessment systems and the way; different tools realize them.
1) **Anonymity:** Anonymity is a key feature that is to be kept in mind while designing any peer assessment system, as it safeguards the system against any type of bias (gender, nationality, friendship etc.) to play a factor in the assessment from peers. There are three levels of anonymity namely, single blind: assessor knows the assessee but the assessee has no idea of the assessor, double blind: both assessor and assessee are unaware of each other and finally no anonymity in which the identity of both the assessor and assessee are known to each other. Most of the systems reviewed in this study follow the principle of double blind reviews to remove bias, however TurnItIn [28] and Study Sync [25] only implement the single blind reviews.Whereas, organic peer assessment [16] has no mention of the feature at all.

2) **Delivery:** This feature entails the delivery mode of the review, whether it is delivered indirectly (as is the case in most of the MOOC courses), or directly face to face (could be a situation in a bMOOC). All the reviewed systems only support indirect feedback at the moment.

3) **Grading Weightage:** Almost two third of the reviewed systems assign a pre-defined weightage to the review from the peers in the overall grade. This means that the final grade is calculated by combining the grade from the peers and the instructor and assigning certain weightages to each of them.

**Channel:** Researchers believe that more reviews help the assessee to have multiple insights about their work and learn from them instead of a single point of view being forced upon them. All the reviewed systems provide multi-channel feedback support for the reviews. A study conducted at Stanford and University of California proposed a process of selecting an appropriate number of reviewers needed for each submission by making use of an automated system. Initially, the student grade is predicted by a machine learning algorithm which then estimates the confidence value. This value is used to determine the required number of peer graders [30]. This automated process aims at putting manageable load on peers by trying to reduce the number of peers required for each submission.

**Review Loop:** The purpose of this feature is to allow the students to work on their assignments in multiple iterations in order to improve the final product and have a better learning outcome. Although, researchers claim it to be a very important feature for any peer assessment tool, only a handful of the reviewed tools actually implement more than one review loops. These systems include PeerStudio [13], EduPCR4 [17], Peerceptiv [20], Aropä [22], Web-SPA [23] and Peer Grader [26]. Peer grader is unique in this respect as it allows for a communication channel between the author and the reviewer to help the authors improve their submissions [26].

4) **Collaboration:** Collaboration means the ability of the tool to allow students to form and work in small groups. Although many MOOC platforms make use of discussion forums and wikis to enable collaboration and idea sharing between the students, but we found that only three systems actually allow the students to form groups and submit their work in groups. Team mates [27] is an open source tool that allows the students to form smaller groups and submit their work. Also L2P Peer reviews [10], makes use of a separate module Group Workspace in their learning management system to manage student groups.

### B. Efficiency

In this section, we list the features that contribute to the overall efficiency of the system. These features allow the system to be more efficient for its users and help them get the most value out of the system.

1) **Feedback Timing:** Research has shown that the optimal timing of a feedback is early in the assessment process, as it gives the learners more time to react and improve. Peer Studio, proposes an effective way to reduce the review response time. The learners can submit their work any number of times for a peer review and get the review by reviewing the work of others. A study conducted on the usefulness of the system concludes that the students in the Fast Feedback condition did better than the No Early Feedback condition group. It also states that on average students scored higher by 4.4% of the assignment’s total grade, hence proving the usefulness of early feedback [13].

### C. Effectiveness

Several researchers in TEL have explored how to design effective peer assessment modules with a higher level of user satisfaction. We identified certain features that contribute to the effectiveness of the reviews provided by the peers, which are discussed in the following sections.

1) **Rubrics:** Rubrics provide a way to define flexible task specific questions that could include descriptions of each assessment item to achieve fair and consistent feedback for all course participants. Studies suggest that asking direct questions for the peers to answer, in order to assess the quality of someone’s work enables the reviewer to easily reflect on the quality of submitted work in a goal oriented manner [10]. Hence, a flexible rubric system becomes a must have feature for any good peer assessment system. In our study, we found that majority of the reviewed systems offer this feature in one way or the other with a notable exception of Peer Grader.

A variation of the use of rubrics is the way peer studio tool handles them. The tool allows the teachers to define rubrics and then enforces the students to answer these questions in a better way by using a technique they call scaffolding comments [13]. The system does this scaffolding by making use of short tips for writing comment below the comments box.

2) **Validation:** A number of studies have been carried out on the validation aspect of the reviews provided by peers, i.e., on methods to make sure that the feedback provided by the peers is valid and of a certain value. Luo et al. [7] conducted a study specifically on Coursera platform to evaluate the
validity of the reviews from peers. In their study they propose that increasing the number of reviewers and giving prior training to the reviewers are some techniques that could be used to bolster the validity of the reviews. Peerceptiv measures the validation of reviews to a submission by simply calculating the agreement rate between different reviewers. It takes score difference, consistency and the spread of scores into consideration for evaluating the validity of reviews [20].

3) **Reviewer Calibration:** Calibrated peer reviews (CPR) [21] along with some other studies carried out in MOOCs [31] propose a different method to achieve system effectiveness, namely, reviewer calibration. In this method, the reviewers are required to grade some sample solutions which have been pre-graded by the instructor to train them in the process of providing reviews.

4) **Reverse Reviews:** Another interesting method to verify the effectiveness of the reviews is to use the reverse review method. Peer Grader [26] and EduPCR4 [17] tools make use of this method to allow the original authors of the reviewed submissions to rate the reviews they received from their peers. The students can specify whether the review helped them in improving their submission, or was of a certain quality, or helped them understand the topic clearly. This review is then taken into consideration at the time of calculation of the final grade, so the peers who provided better reviews have a chance to better their assignment score.

VI. SUMMARY

Table I shows a summary of evaluation of different tools against the dimensions identified in Section IV. The table shows that nearly all the tools reviewed in our study follow a similar system design varying slightly based on the context in which they are used. The only major discrepancy in most tools is their inability to allow students to work in groups (for assignment submission and reviews). Another pattern emerging from studying the table is that more and more tools are giving weightage to the student reviews in the overall grade of the students. This means that the teachers have to be sure about the validity and quality of the student reviews, and the system has to provide features for its insurance. Another useful observation is the usage of assessment rubrics by the tools to help students in the review process. As identified by Yousef et al. [10] rubrics are an easy way to provide learners with task specific questions, allowing achievement of fair and consistent feedback for all course participants.

In the comparison for the validation, we mention all the tools for which a study has been conducted for the validation of peer reviews. It does not specify that the tool have some in-built validation mechanism for the reviews provided by peers. Table I also highlights an important trend in the field of peer assessment for MOOCs. It shows that most systems are moving on from the basic system design and looking for ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the system. This leads to the use of innovative ways to ensure the quality of reviews, and a focus to find ways on improving the overall user experience and learning.

VII. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE VISION

MOOCs with their large number of participants pose a challenge when it comes to assessment and feedback, and peer assessment offers a viable solution to the problem. However, peer assessment itself faces a number of challenges including scalability, reliability, quality and validation. A number of studies have focused on overcoming these limitations, as outlined in the previous section but there is still a lot of room for improvement.

The challenges faced by peer assessment are inherent from the challenges of open assessment in general, and the field of learning analytics offers a number of techniques to overcome these challenges. In this section, we try to offer some solutions from the field of learning analytics, which could be used to overcome some peer assessment challenges.

1) **Scalability:** The massive number of participants in the MOOC courses requires the feedback provided to students to be scalable as well. This requires the use of certain measures to decrease the time required by the teacher to provide useful feedback to the student submissions. Although peer assessment tries to lessen the teacher’s burden but still the teacher has to be in the loop to ensure quality feedback. To overcome this issue of scalability, we could make use of clustering techniques. We could cluster similar submissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>System Design</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Studio [13]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTAS [14]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPA [15]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic PA [16]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EduPCR4 [17]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRASSP extension [18]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-PA [19]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iWDO/Peerceptiv [20]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPR [21]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aropol [22]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-SPA [23]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Scholar [24]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Sync [25]</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Grader [26]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/P Peer Reviews [10]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Mates [27]</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnitin [28]</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>InDirect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
together and in case of peer assessment, the similar reviews (including rubric answers) could be clustered together to form a single unit. The teacher could easily grade the clusters, in turn saving valuable time.

Another solution to the problem of scalability could be the use of word clouds by extracting important parameters from the submitted work of students. This could help the teacher by providing an overview of the submission and giving a fair idea about the contents. Hence, a teacher could decide if the submission requires in depth review or they could grade based on the provided information.

2) **Reviewer Credibility/Reliability:** There have been cases identified in peer assessment studies, where students don’t take the process of reviewing others work seriously. This leads to invalid reviews and casts a doubt over the credibility of the reviews being provided to students. In this scenario, the teacher must be in the loop to ensure valid reviews. One solution to this could be to rate the reviewers using the reverse review method. This way we could identify possible bad reviewers and screen them out for further reviews or they could be urged to provide better reviews.

3) **Validity:** We have already seen the usage of calibration to improve the validity of the reviews. Raman and Joachims make use of a statistical method in their study to ensure the validity of the reviews. They use Bayesian ordinal peer grading to form an aggregated ordering for all the submissions in a course room. The difference in ranking from different peers is also taken into account to ensure the effectiveness and validity of reviews [32]. Another approach could be the use of automated assessment, as is the case in automatic essay grading systems. The system takes into account the grade from one human reviewer and the automated assessment grade. If the difference in grades from both sources is greater than a certain threshold, then the system asks for an additional review from a human grader [33]. This technique could be applied to the peer reviews, and if the disagreement between the review from peer and the automated assessment is significant, the system could mark the submission for grading by the teacher or ask for a review from some other peer as well.

4) **Quality:** Rubrics provide an easy way of improving the quality of the reviews [10]. The peer assessment system could enhance this by providing a way for the teacher to specify common mistakes that students make, so that the reviewer could look for these and in turn improve review quality.

5) **System Configuration:** Another improvement to the peer assessment tools could be to allow the user to configure different settings from a central location rather than making it a part of system design. Majority of peer assessment systems in use today have pre-defined configuration in features like anonymity, review loops, grading weightage etc. These pre-configured settings make it difficult for the tool to be used in a more generic way and in different contexts. Hence, a tool that allows its users to configure all these settings could be a lot more useful across different domains and have a higher acceptance rate from users across the glo.

**VIII. Conclusion**

Peer assessment is a rich and powerful assessment method used in technology-enhanced learning (TEL) to improve learning outcomes as well as learner satisfaction. In this paper, we analysed the research on peer assessment published in the MOOC era, and the tools that could be used to provide peer assessment capabilities in a MOOC. A cognitive mapping approach was used to map the selected studies on peer assessment into three main dimensions namely, system design, efficiency and effectiveness. The following is a summary of the main findings in our study as well as aspects of peer assessment that need further research, according to each dimension.

**A. System Design**

The analysis of the peer assessment research showed that majority of the systems are designed on similar lines to each other, differing in only a small number of features or the way these features are implemented. Despite these possible differences in implementation, the general idea for different system features remains the same across different tools. However, several features concerning system design need a better acceptance across these tools: (1) Collaboration: The tools should allow the students to work in a collaborative environment and submit their assignments and even review in groups. (2) Review Loops: In our opinion, all peer assessment tools should provide at least double review loops to give students more chances of improvement and in doing so we leverage the peer assessment model in a better way to achieve positive results.

**B. Efficiency**

Studies have established the positive effect of timely feedback on student performance but the assessment tools are lagging far behind in this regard. In our opinion, tools should focus on efficient ways to decrease feedback time, and focus on more innovations to make the process more efficient.

**C. Effectiveness**

Several methods are being used in peer assessment to increase effectiveness of the reviews and in turn the learners’ satisfaction with peer assessment. Although, rubrics, reviewer calibration and reverse reviews are good ideas to improve the effectiveness of the reviews; more research has to be put into measuring the validity of the reviews provided by peers. Future research needs to find new ways to record validity of reviews and improvements to this validity. The systematic comparison also reveals certain patterns and trends across the analysed tools. It points out the fact that most tools are quite similar in system design, and the way they carry out the peer assessment process. The difference arises in the way the apply validation and effectiveness techniques to the peer reviews. The study also highlights the
shift in focus from basic system design to innovative ways of improving the quality and effectiveness of the reviews provided by peers.

The study concludes with providing a list of open challenges in the peer assessment process/systems and proposes certain techniques that could be applied to address these challenges. The proposed solutions include a number of techniques from the field of learning analytics including statistics, visualizations, and data mining techniques that could prove useful in improving the peer assessment process/tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have changed our way of performing tasks in diverse domains such as economy, health, and higher education. This change affects even the way we live [1]. Still, the effectiveness of the ICT is not maximal due to the lack of efficient Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design. Several studies have emerged in the persuasive technologies science to address limitations of the HMI design. These studies resulted in numerous findings, constructs, methods and models, addressing problems related to persuasion and behavior or attitude changes. Persuasive technologies have a potential to revolutionize the Education [2-6]. Thus, we target in our Kids Smart Mobile School (KSMS) project, in collaboration with our industrial partner DATAWIND Inc. [36], to propose a low-cost solution for school access problems using mobile and persuasive technologies. The first target population of KSMS is the rural area in India.

In the rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we discuss the background of our research and our research project context. In Section III, we define our research question and originality. Section IV presents a summarized review of research studies and findings addressing the two main issues related to education (i.e., motivation and engagement) in primary and secondary school. Next, I Section V, we present an overview of relevant works in persuasive technologies for education, and then conclude the paper with a summarizing synthesis and a discussion of future perspectives.

II. BACKGROUND

Adapting and using ICT for education is a current problem, particularly in developing countries. In Africa, for example, there have been numerous initiatives that target ICT for education. The list includes: use of tablets in colleges in Niger as a tool/medium for education, use of mobile phones in continuing training of primary teachers in Madagascar, etc. Unfortunately, there are still children in the world without access to school (primary and secondary). This situation is due to various reasons such as economy, social behavior, family structure, geographic condition, racial discrimination, and gender disparity [7]. Ardt et al. [7] highlight that gender disparities are critical in Bangladesh. They discussed that three million children between six and ten years (5% of children age of primary school) have never attended school. Ardt et al. [7] conclude that this situation is because those children are poor, from remote rural areas, without homes or, even from minority tribes. Kim et al. and Kim, P.H. [8, 9] discussed similar situations among indigenous of South America, seasonal or itinerant workers. They indicate that, among the underserved population in Latin America, a large number of the indigenous children are the poorest ones who hardly have access to formal school. Similarly, Achoka et al.[10] conclude that the failure in the access of young Kenyan children to primary education is due to poverty, inequality in gender and regional disparities.

Nowadays, around 124 million children and teenagers, between the ages of 6 and 15 years, have either never started school or have dropped out, according to UNESCO Institute.
of Statistics (UIS) [11]. The UIS discusses in a recent report that the main problem is (directly or indirectly) the lack of school access in rural and/or urban regions [11]. The UIS report also concludes that we can no longer rely only on ‘usual’ strategies based on more teachers, classrooms and textbooks. Thus, our KSMS project is an attempt to provide innovative education approaches. KSMS was defined in partnership between LICEF research center and his industrial partner DATAWIND. In the next section, we present a relevant state of the art of research studies related to the KSMS project.

III. RELEVANT WORKS

There exist a number of relevant research studies that focus on technological learning system to compensate the absence of school or teacher. Kam et al. [12] studied designing E-Learning Games for Rural Children in India. Kam et al. project’s challenge was to design e-learning games that are both educational and pleasurable for their target learners. These children have limited familiarity with technology. Kam et al. [12] proposed the “receptive-practice-activation cycle” to be used as the conceptual model for designs. Another challenge was to design a balanced solution between fun and self-learning for rural children. Thus, those challenges gave high consideration to local environment and contextual information of the target learners.

EuroPLOT is another relevant project to compensate for the absence of school or teacher [13]. The project’s team has developed Persuasive Learning and Technologies (PLOTs) and has evaluated them in four real-world case studies. The project covers different teaching scenarios of university education, adult learning in industry, informal learning at a museum, literature studies, and language learning. EuroPLOT explores to what extent persuasive learning objects and technologies could militate (simulate and alleviate) the functions of a persuasive teacher. The framework was designed based on Fogg’s definition of CAPTOLOGY [14], and integrated the RAMP model (Relatedness, Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose) proposed by Marczewski [15] to enable engagement in the learning process. The learning diffusion strategies adopted in the EUROPLOT had diverse challenges. Indeed, the researchers and designers involved in the project had the challenge to deliver the teacher with the text, but at the same time to invest this teacher presence in the text with stronger persuasive power for learning.

Similar projects aiming at diffusing learning throughout technology and gaming environment have been undertaken. Plass et al. [16] present a research study that aims at designing a game (i.e., FactorReactor) to help practicing and automating arithmetic skills. The goal is to increase arithmetic fluency in middle-school-age students. Plass et al. argue that competitiveness increases in-game learning, whereas collaboration decreases performance during the experimental play session. They discuss that competition and collaboration elicit greater situational interest and enjoyment, and invoke a stronger mastery goal orientation. They conclude that, collaboration results in stronger intention and motivation to play the game again and to recommend it to others.

Similarly, Lerkkanen et al. [17] examined the extent to which teaching practices observed in kindergarten classrooms predict children’s interest in reading and mathematics. They conclude that girls are more motivated than boys in reading. On the other hand, boys perform better than girls in tasks involving number sequences. Lerkkanen et al. [17] argue that for the observed teaching practices, the more child-centered and the less teacher-directed they are, the higher reading motivation is among children. Similarly, Hirvonen et al. [18] examined the developmental dynamics of task-avoidant behavior and math performance from kindergarten to Grade 4. They studied math performance and task-avoidant behavior development in tandem. Hirvonen et al. [18] argue that an increase in task-avoidant behavior is related to less improvement in math performance, and high initial level of task-avoidant behavior predicted less improvement and slower improvement in math later on.

To conclude, there is yet no research study that focuses on a technological learning system to compensate for the absence of school or teacher. Few existing studies focus on either complementing existing learning provided by standard schools, or on bringing new alternative learning (distant or hybrid) that always include teacher or tutor interaction with final learners. In the next section, we present our research project and research question, and then discuss our vision of persuasive technologies in KSMS.

IV. KSMS PROJECT

KSMS’s main goal is to create a learning system on mobile devices that will be adapted for individual self-learning. KSMS project targets particularly children in developing countries without access to teachers or school. Three main objectives are defined for KSMS project:
I. To provide autonomous learning for part of the elementary and/or secondary curriculum, with content definition and learning strategies adapted to a mobile device apps environment.
II. To design an educational game application based on serious game architecture to support learning contents.
III. To integrate persuasive design and HCI multimodal interaction design in the learning process. The main goal is to make the system more adaptive and more context-aware. This will allow guiding and impacting the learner’s behavior, by helping him/her to control
his/her own learning and to be continuously motivated to learn.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the third objective. More precisely, we intend to answer the following research questions: (i) How persuasive technologies can help stimulate pupil motivation and perseverance? (ii) At what extent should the targeted system consider contextual persuasion in order to ensure a learner centered strategy and an efficient self-determined education?

The KSMS project originality comes from the fact that the system is fully automated and will represent a unique source of learning for the target population. In other words, the final system will not be a complement to an existing learning system, such as school, classroom, learning resource or teacher. Instead, KSMS aims at providing all those components in an integrated architecture that can ensure the efficiency and the effectiveness of learning for the target population that is supposed to have limited or no access to teacher or school.

The third objective of KSMS project, which is the focus of this paper, is expected to compensate the absence of the school and the teacher. By persuasive learning, we refer to learning that is designed using persuasive technologies to impact the learner’s engagement and ability to control his own learning. KSMS project is designed to integrate persuasive system design models and methods with the latest findings in education science field related to engagement and perseverance. Thus, the target solution is designed considering the autonomous fact of the learning provided, and also the challenge to ensure an equivalent quality of learning to Indian government standard as defined by the Central Board of Secondary Education in its international version.

We discuss next some definitions of motivation, its classes, and what factors can help to monitor and manage motivation and engagement in learning.

V. LEARNING MOTIVATION

Motivation refers to “the choices people make as to what experiences or goals they will approach or avoid, and the degree of effort they will exert in that respect” [19]. Motivation is viewed as highly unpredictable and changeable, being subject to divers influences [20]. In education, there is a consensus that motivational messages impact student motivation level and have a positive influence on their class performance.

The term “Motivation to learn” is defined by Marshall, H. [21] as the meaningfulness, value, and benefits of academic tasks to the learner regardless of whether or not they are intrinsically interesting. According to Brophy, J. [22], motivation to learn is a competence acquired through general experience, but stimulated most directly through modeling, communication of expectations, and direct instruction or socialization by significant others (especially parents and teachers).

Motivation can be Intrinsic or extrinsic. Extrinsic motivation is doing or not doing something because of external benefits or consequences (i.e., reward or punishment) [23]. An “Extrinsically” motivated student performs "in order to" obtain rewards or avoid punishments external to the activity itself, such as grades, stickers, or teacher approval [24]. They also perform because of pressure, reward, incentive, among other external reasons [25].

Intrinsic motivation is basically self-motivation [26]. This internal motivation involves values [27] and is frequently linked with achievement [28]. A student who is “Intrinsically” motivated undertakes an activity "for its own sake, for the enjoyment it provides, the learning it permits, or the feelings of accomplishment it evokes” [29].

Condry, J. et al. [30] discuss that, when students were confronted with complex intellectual tasks, those with an intrinsic orientation used more logical information-gathering and decision-making strategies than did students who were extrinsically oriented. Students with an intrinsic orientation also tend to prefer tasks that are moderately challenging, whereas extrinsically oriented students gravitate toward tasks that are low in degree of difficulty. Extrinsically oriented students are inclined to put forth the minimal amount of effort necessary to get the maximal reward [24].

Numerous researches have been undertaken in order to monitor and manage student motivation. Keller, J.M. [31] introduced the ARCS model as a method for improving the motivational appeal of instructional materials and is based on four dimensions of motivation. These dimensions were derived from a synthesis of research on human motivation and are known as ARCS: Attention (A), Relevance (R), Confidence (C), and Satisfaction (S). ARCS model focuses on using motivational messages that are intended to enhance faculty-student interaction, which leads to enhancing student motivation [32]. Ciampa, K. [24] argues that the list of elements that make an activity both intrinsically and extrinsically motivating for a learner include: challenge, curiosity (cognitive & sensitive), control, cooperation, competition and recognition.

Moreover, Bobis, J., et al. [33] propose a model for mathematics instruction to enhance student motivation and engagement. Part of their research questions were: What teaching strategies might motivate middle-grade students to engage more in mathematics? Bobis et al. proposed an upgraded version of Martin, A.’s motivation wheel framework [34], by conceptualizing the wheel into adaptive, impeding, and maladaptive dimensions. Their framework allows educators to identify a set of common factors. Those factors underpin in particular student’s motivation and engagement. The motivation wheel also allows to identify what aspects need to be targeted for intervention. From another perspective, Fogg [14] introduced principal motivators for designing behavior change in the Fogg
Behavior Model (FBM): (1) Pleasure vs. Pain, (2) Hope vs. Fear, and (3) Social Acceptance vs. Rejection.

After discussing motivation in this section, we present next relevant research studies to KSMS and persuasive education.

VI. PERSUASIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR EDUCATION

We argue that persuasive technologies and persuasive design can be efficiently integrated in self-learning systems. We believe that persuasive technologies have to be considered in all aspects of the target learning system. Therefore, we propose to integrate persuasive design and persuasive technologies in a framework of three layers. Following is a description of the framework and the guidelines we adopted on each layer (Figure 1):

1) Learning Structure: in this layer we consider the ease of use for the KSMS proposed system, as well as the ease of registration and subscription to all proposed pedagogical activities. We also take into consideration the impact of celebration, and the success/failure perception to ensure an efficient motivating roadmap for the proposed learning progress structure. Thus, the learning progress will be designed to consider small achievable goals. To those goals, specific behaviors are defined as target behavior for the persuasive strategies or component to integrate or include in the solution. The challenge is then to guide and help the final user – the learner, to continuously feel successful by achieving a sequence of small goals that lead to the defined target one.

2) Learning Medium & Infrastructure: at this layer, we are adapting the learning scenario, content and medium to learner context information gathered throughout used devices. The main design driver at this layer is ensuring reduction and facilitating the interaction with KSMS. In this layer, we integrate the ARCS model to ensure user engagement in using the KSMS learning system, and also in keeping focused on the learning goals to progress in his/her learning. We also enhance the context awareness in order to propose content and learning scenarios that match more the real world of the learner. Some technical constraints and limitations make the social learning difficult to occur. In fact, the bandwidth is limited in the provided mobile network using 2G technology. We adapted the solution to use data collected by devices to create virtual classroom or network using 2G technology. We adapted the solution to use the GPS data to retrieve information about the environment (sunny, raining, culture, known products, etc.), and then map it in the context so we can give examples of raining vocabulary when it is raining, for example. Other sensors and technologies are considered, especially Bluetooth and ad-hoc Wi-Fi, to stimulate social learning even when there is no Internet connection. Moreover, when a kid is well performing in a task, he will be prompted to share his knowledge with neighbor kids having problems to perform that task. In this way, the intent will be not only stimulating the teacher role (and by the way this is a way to replace the ordinary teacher), but we also give the first well performing pupil to identify and control his own learning.

We base our persuasive design mainly on FBM. We consider different classes of behaviors regarding the three layers. To build strategies for bringing the learner to target behavior, we monitor his ability, motivation and trigger. This principle is applied either for behaviors related to the use of KSMS, to the learning engagement and perseverance or to the target skills defined in the target curriculum. We then use Behavior Wizard methodology to implement the persuasion strategy [35], by defining the behavior state transition and mapping it to the proposed grid. Fogg, B. and Hreha, J. [35] proposed fifteen cells in his BehaviorWizard: five columns for behaviors types (New behavior, Familiar behavior, increasing behavior, decreasing behavior and stop behavior), and 3 rows for behavior frequency (DOT: one time, SNAP: period of time, PATH: from now on). We use the BehaviorWizard to design the transition path of behaviors after breaking them down into a combination of small and more specific ones.

In this section, we presented an overview of the persuasive design integration to KSMS persuasive learning system. A synthesis of guidelines and fundamentals adopted in designing persuasive technologies that will be embedded in the target mobile learning system KSMS.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

ICT and persuasive technologies can contribute significantly to resolve the school’s access problem. We presented throughout this paper our vision on delivering education to where there is no access to school and teachers, taking advantage of persuasive technologies. This activity is part of the KSMS project presented in the paper. We also discussed the persuasive design framework and guidelines we adopted for KSMS. We are working on tuning the framework and finalizing the implementation of the defined
solution before evaluating the results with the industrial partner in real settings. DATAWIND has partnered with the Indian government, as well as other countries, to begin providing its low-cost tablets to an estimated number of 220 million kids, especially those suffering from a school access problem.
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Abstract— As the Ambient Intelligence (AmI) paradigm emerges and develops, applications in education are attracting increasing attention. For maximum educational efficiency, extensiveness and adaptation to the needs of their users, AmI systems in education need to be easily programmable. Considering that their users are primarily non-computer professionals, giving them the ability to program those environments is a task difficult by itself, as those environments are of high architectural and computational complexity. In addition, it is of high importance that those environments work as expected, making the testing and the validation of their behavioral aspects a crucial part of the development process. In this paper, we propose AmITest, a framework that effectively allows the testing and the validation of behavioral programs written by users in a simple, yet direct and effective way. AmITest is part of a complete end-user development suite named AmIClass, which allows the effective programming of AmI educational environments by non-computer professionals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As Information Technology evolves, the traditional interaction paradigm where humans are just the operators of stationary machines is revolutionized by the concepts of Ambient Intelligence [1] and Pervasive Computing [2] that introduce innovative ecosystems in which humans are surrounded by ubiquitous technological artifacts (e.g., sensors, actuators, smart devices, etc.) and computational units, that enrich their environment in a smart, transparent and unobtrusive way. In such environments (i.e., AmI Environments), ubiquitous artifacts can reason, collaborate and interact proactively in order to improve the quality of life of humans, by satisfying their needs and offering assistance in their daily activities.

The list of the application domains whose users could be benefited by such intelligent environments is rather endless, ranging from the automation of repetitive tasks (i.e., daily routines) in order to offer more spare time to their inhabitants for other activities, to improving the overall quality of life of specific groups of people (e.g., people with disabilities, elderly, etc.) by assisting them with their daily activities. Such a domain with promising potentials is the domain of education, particularly regarding the concept of Just-in-Time Learning [3] (i.e., the provision of learning material at the right time, the right place and the appropriate format).

An Intelligent environment that promotes learning by offering to its users educational material when and where they are ready to espouse knowledge the most, based on the current task at hand and the available technological artifacts that could be used in order to make the information as easily adoptable as possible (e.g., sensors, actuators, interactive devices, etc.), is called a Smart Learning Environment (SLE) [4].

A key requirement of SLEs is that their behavior and interaction policies need to be easily programmed by their end-users, who most likely will not be computer professionals. In this respect, Leonidis et al. [5] have proposed AmIClass, a framework for end-user visual programming aiming primarily to users that are non-computer professionals. An important aspect is that such environments are of high architectural and computational complexity. Therefore, not only programming is a challenging task, but also the proper testing and validation of the behavior of those environments is of utmost importance. Towards such objective, this paper proposes the AmITest Framework, a testing framework for AmI environments, with its main focus on SLEs.

AmITest aims to support the users that define the behavior of the SLE (i.e., SLE programmers), rather than the end-users of the SLEs themselves (e.g., teachers, students, school principals, etc.). The programming expertise of AmITest users however may vary greatly ranging from motivated teachers who want to modify the intelligent environment they work into, to experienced IT professionals who determine in detail the behavior of the environment and the contained learning facilities. To accommodate both groups, while considering that the majority of the target users will not be experts, AmITest makes the testing process as straightforward as possible, by offering a visual programming tool for the end-users to define their tests. The AmITest framework is a novel part of the AmIClass Framework [5] that provides testing capabilities using the dynamic scripting language of AmIClass in order to test the artifacts of the SLE being tested as subject.

The AmITest framework is mainly constituted of two main components: (1) The ClassScript Testing Agents, a framework for testing and validating the behavior of SLEs
defined in an imperative domain-specific language named ClassScript and (2) The Tests Management and Deployment Suite, a suite that facilitates end-users to visually program a number of tests regarding the AmI environment behavior using a building block-based Graphical User Interface (GUI). These components interoperate in order to provide the best programming options to the end-users so that they can configure parts of the behavior of the system (e.g., articulate user input for a certain scenario, transcript the behavior of a fictional user, etc.) and validate whether the intended behavior meets the original expectation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes relevant approaches to the AmITest framework. Section III outlines the requirements that should be met to apply successful testing of a SLE. Section IV describes the implementation details. Section V presents a proof-of-concept scenario. Section VI focuses on the biggest challenges met in order for AmITest to do efficient testing, and Section VII concludes the paper by discussing the current status of the framework and discussing a list of potential improvements and additions.

II. RELATED WORK

AmITest focuses on the creation of tests that aim to validate the behavior of an SLE. The behavior itself is defined in AmIClass using the ClassScript language [5], a dynamic, untyped language used specifically for the definition of the behavior of particular artifacts inside an SLE, and macroscopically, the behavior of the SLE as a whole [5]. AmITest introduces a library that enables testing of ClassScript. AmITest is based on similar testing frameworks for untyped languages, and in particular on two testing frameworks for the JavaScript programming language [6], Jasmine [7] and QUnit [8].

As aforementioned, non-computer professionals will mainly be asked to program and test the behavior of an SLE, thus mechanisms that facilitate programming by such users with little or no experience are supplied, including visual tools that can be easily learnt and used in order to design programs and validation tests [9]. This paradigm is effectively used in order to provide programming capabilities to systems that target non-professional users in various systems with diverse objectives. AmIClass [5] enables the definition of the behavior of SLEs via visual programming even by novice users (e.g., teachers). Scratch [10] is a visual programming environment primarily targeted to users in ages between 8 and 16 years old, with limited to none programming experience, that aims to teach them programming while working on meaningful projects such as animated stories and games via a visual programming editor. Virtuoso [11] is a visual tool for creating educational games aiming primarily non-professional users, based on Valve’s game engine. TouchDevelop [12] is a system for developing applications directly from a mobile device through the cloud using a custom visual editor that adapts its functionality based on the knowledge and programming skills of its user. App Inventor [13] is a platform from MIT which provides a web-based visual programming tool for designing mobile applications online. Automator [14] is a visual scheduling tool providing capabilities of repetitive automation tasks in the Mac OSX platform.

All the aforementioned systems facilitate programming of various kinds to users with very little or no programming experience via employing the visual programming paradigm. However, only AmIClass targets AmI environments where common testing techniques (i.e., Unit Testing) may not suffice as most of them lack the necessary testing and validation mechanisms to allow the verification of the behavior of the programs by their end-users. AmITest aims to address those pitfalls as it not only supports testing of the behavior of an SLE, but also offers both visual and script editing facilities to accommodate users with different levels of expertise. Consequently, any user will be able to program her own test cases and test the behavior of the SLE easily. Text-based scripting support for end-user programmers is inspired by many well-established incarnations in the domain of electronic games development, with languages such as Lua [15] and JavaScript [6] having played an important role in the widespread adoption of extensible game engines (such as Unity [16]), and even further, to the introduction of games that players can freely customize (e.g., the game “Second Life” offered the Linden Scripting Language [17] through which players were able to create in-game elements).

III. FRAMEWORK REQUIREMENTS

Considering that SLEs are complex systems with a considerable number of collaborating artifacts composing them, it is necessary to validate the behavior of each artifact individually, but also the SLE behavior as a whole. In order for the proposed system to efficiently test the functionality of each individual artifact and the behavior of the SLE as a whole, each artifact should have installed a lightweight service, the ClassScript Testing Agent (CTA), which facilitates the orchestrator of the testing operations done in the artifacts, and works as the delegate of the Tests Management and Deployment Suite (TMDS), which is responsible for the definition of the testing actions on each artifact. The CTAs practically a service communicating with the Service Mediator Agent of the AmIClass framework and is responsible for the installation, deployment and execution of the test scripts on that artifact.

Each artifact should also implement a lightweight Application Programming Interface (API) called ISchoolArtifact in order to allow the system execute certain operations necessary for testing, such as requesting the form of the information provided from each artifact (i.e., the information schema), accessing that information to determine the status of the artifact, etc.,

As aforementioned, artifacts of an SLE interoperate with each other in a distributed manner [18], as they are different remote sub-systems that coexist inside the SLE. To satisfy the increased communication needs stemming from both the “normal” SLE operation and the testing purposes, the proprietary FAmINE middleware [19] was used. The ISchoolArtifact interface is defined as a FAmINE component and via that interface the distributed systems can communicate with each other.
Finally, since the testing framework will be a part of the AmIClass Framework, each artifact should meet the requirements of AmIClass as described in [5].

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The AmITest system is an integral part of the AmIClass suite, thus it follows a similar architectural structure from an engineering perspective. The AmITest framework consists of: (1) the delegate ClassScript Testing Agents (CTA), which get installed on every artifact and are responsible for the installation and local execution of the testing scripts, and (2) a master web-based suite, the Tests Management and Deployment Suite (TMDS), responsible for the creation, overview and management of the testing procedure. The overall architecture is depicted in Fig. 1 below.
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In Addition, CTA is responsible for managing any locally installed scripts (i.e., update, delete). Before its initial execution, each script is cached locally to minimize its startup time since for every subsequent execution there will be no need to retrieve it from the main repository. The CTA also ensures that the local version is always the latest one, thus on any update it replaces the old version with the new.

The Standard Development Kit (SDK) of AmITest is a native library of the AmIClass framework – part of the language implementation, and the test scripts of the AmITest framework are ClassScript language scripts. Therefore, they are executed by the installed AmIClass interpreter without any modifications. The SDK consists of three specialty-purposed APIs: the Artifacts API, the Invoker API and the Tester API.

The Artifacts API handles the information retrieval of the data structures and the actual data of an artifact. Upon launch, it loads the information schema of the underlying artifact, and then periodically collects any data used from the test scripts to validate its behavior and provides them to the Tests Management and Deployment Suite for updating the artifact’s overview, enabling test editing, and for logging purposes. Its objective is two-fold: (1) provide the server-side TMDS with information that will assist and enhance the development process of the end-users, and (2) retrieve and use the artifacts data for assertions checking when validating the behavior of a component or of the SLE as a whole.

The Invoker API let programmers schedule valid invocations of a function or triggering of events, in order to check whether the correct behavior has been applied based on the respective “expectations” (i.e., assertions) of the artifact(s) of the SLE. Considering that the Invoker API will mainly focus on the invocation of asynchronous functions, a mechanism that address any dirty object instances existence has been considered. The Invoker API is designed and implemented based on the Promises pattern. A Promise is a pattern which represents the result of an asynchronous, long running and potentially, but not necessarily, complete operation, using an object instance which represents the promised result of the operation. This concept is common on asynchronous programming, and various frameworks implement it for both typed and untyped programming languages, such as C++ Promises [20] and Javascript Promises [21].

The Tester API is responsible for the evaluation of any assertions, named Expectations, relevant to that artifact or the overall SLE. The most common use of Expectations is in combination with Promises, in order to apply checks on the data of one or more artifacts within an SLE: considering that the testing process is an asynchronous task by itself, artifact-specific promises are used to ensure that expectation checking on the artifacts will be performed when the objects are in a ready, clean state and not before. Such an example is depicted in Fig. 2; when all the necessary events are handled by the respective components -the promises are satisfied-, only then the expectations will be evaluated. The Tester API offers a variety of checking options, such as numerical and string checking, shallow and deep object equality comparison, regex checking, etc.

All the components of a CTA are orchestrated effectively via the Main Agent Controller, which orchestrates all the
components aforementioned for a proper functionality. The controller is responsible to enable all the components required for any actions needed to be done, such as script installation, script execution, server briefing about the scripts and the artifact status etc.
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Figure 2. Flow of Information across core SLE (blue boxes) and AmITest (green boxes) components

A. The Tests Management and Deployment Suite

The Tests Management and Deployment Suite (TMDS) is responsible for the management of all the testing scripts that exist in the SLE. The suite has two main components: the ClassScript Integrated Development Environment (CIDE) and the Management Suite (MS). CIDE is an environment for the development of the scripts that define the behavior of the artifact (i.e., its business logic) and testing scripts that will validate it. MS is a Graphical Suite that facilitates the overview, remote installation, supervision and execution of any testing scripts and consists of the following components: the Application Controller, the Graphical User Interface, the Database Manager, the Logger and the Communications Manager.

The Application Controller is the main controller of the server-side application, which orchestrates all the operations of every component with respect to the testing procedure. The Graphical User Interface is the main Graphical Component of the system, and consists of the Test Scripts Editor and the Overviewer components.

The Test Scripts Editor provides the end-users with an environment where they can create new scripts from scratch or edit existing ones, either visually or via textual scripting since both modes are interoperable. In Visual Editing Mode, the end-user can create and/or modify existing tests using a visual tool of building blocks (based on a Google’s Blockly project [22]), as depicted in Fig. 3. This mode is more suitable for users with very little or no programming experience giving them the capability of creating effective test scripts. This tool will eventually generate valid ClassScript code (as shown in Fig. 4) and any artifact will be able to execute it directly using its installed ClassScript interpreter. In Scripting Mode, the end-user can write the tests for the application directly in the ClassScript language, using an integrated WYSIWYG text editor. This mode increases the expressiveness of the scripting tests, it is considered to be more difficult for novice users, but more powerful for users with some programming experience. The system though attempts to assist the end-user programming as much as possible, providing auto-completion capabilities along with syntax highlighting capabilities.

The Overviewer is the graphical tool that presents the overview of the Artifacts and the Scripts existing in the SLE. In particular, apart from their aggregated statistics, for each SLE it provides an overview of the installed, deployed and/or currently executing behavioral and testing scripts. This component also consists of two smaller components, the Artifacts Overviewer, responsible for the overview and management, from a testing perspective, of the various artifacts present in an SLE (e.g., activation and deactivation of facilities) and the Scripts Overviewer, responsible for the overview and the management of the scripts installed in the main repository, or cached locally in every artifact. The end-users can use this component in order to install more scripts on each artifact, but also to monitor a script’s execution, its outcomes or even interact with it in real-time (e.g., inspect its status, breakpoint or stop it etc.).

![Definition of a test using AmITest Visual Editor](image)

Figure 3. Definition of a test using AmITest Visual Editor

TMDS also contains the Database Manager component for the manipulation of the database operations regarding the test scripts and any relevant information about them (e.g., logging information, information schema, history, etc.). This component is responsible for all the Create-Read-Update-Delete (CRUD) operations of the Database Management System (DBMS) held in the server where the application is installed. The Logger is a component responsible for managing the logging operations, and works in close collaboration with the Database Manager component.
Finally, the suite contains the Communications Manager, a component for the two-way communication between the artifacts and the Suite on the server. This component receives all the data needed in order to inform the Suite Graphical User Interface, logging data, scripts data, etc., and propagates any commands to the artifacts including user-oriented commands (e.g., resulting from the interacting with the Suite, such as new scripts installations, scripts executions on an artifact, etc.) or system-oriented commands (e.g., predefined reaction of a fictional user to a certain event, etc.).

V. PROOF OF CONCEPT

A. Test Case Scenario

AmISchool [23] is an ambient educational test bed which consists of a number of artifacts: four touch-enabled AmIDesks [24][25], an interactive teacher workstation, a large projection screen, a Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) controller, lights control system, a sophisticated vision-based user tracking system [26] and various AmI-oriented learning applications [23][27][28]. It employs the ClassScript framework [5] in order to enable the definition of learning plans (i.e., scripts) that control its behavior by the teachers themselves, thus it provides the context for our test case scenario.

Mrs. Smith is a 42-years old history teacher, with very limited programming experience mostly related to formulas creation in a spreadsheets processor to calculate her students grades, who teaches the 5th grade in that school. After a few unsuccessful attempts, she has managed to define and validate the general behavior of the classroom both in terms of physical conditions and privacy; she has created scripts that instruct: (1) the classroom to automatically turn on the lights when students are present and control the room’s temperature to maximize students’ convenience, (2) the AmIDesks to initiate the login procedure when a student is sitting in front of them and show the contents of her presentation if the relevant application is on the foreground on her workstation.

Today, she wants to use for the first time the available Student Attention Monitoring and Intervention system, which in case of inattention can actively intervene, thus she needs program eventually validate a simple intervention that will aim to motivate a distracted student. Therefore, she instructs the vision component to track the gaze of each individual student and notify the teacher if inattention is detected. Upon notification, she wants to be able to either virtually poke that student or activate a quick educational mini-game to regain attention and increase interest for participation.

B. SLE Behavior Programming and Testing

The SLE behavior is defined using the ClassScript’s visual editor, while the AmITest framework facilitates its simulation and validation via the Tests Management and Deployment Suite. In order for Mrs. Smith to validate the behavior described above, she can use the AmITest framework in order to simulate the actions of virtual students in order to and validate if the SLE performs as expected. For that to be achieved, firstly she defines two auxiliary testing blocks (i.e., functions), one that checks whether the teacher’s workstation displays a notification when inattention is detected and another that validates that whenever the teacher launches a mini-game in a student’s desk, then that game is the only active application (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 present those functions in the user-friendly visual format and the automatically generated ClassScript code respectively). Afterwards, she creates a virtual student, in order to simulate a student distraction behavior for SLE behavior validation purposes. This virtual student will simulate a distraction after a few seconds in order to trigger the overall detection and reaction process, as depicted in Figure 2.

Upon programming of the classroom’s behavior and the testing methodology, Mrs. Smith launches the validation process. She uses the TMDS component of the AmITest framework to create an instance of that test and execute it right away in order to check whether or not the SLE behaves as expected.

VI. CHALLENGES

One of the most challenging issues in order to perform testing operations is the complexity of the system; there is a considerable number of distributed, interoperating components, applying operations asynchronously between their operations most of the time, but also acting asynchronously between each other. Considering the artifacts as isolated units and testing them that way would be incorrect, as there is a high level of dependency between the artifacts.

What we attempted though was focusing mainly on isolating and performing assertions on the values of the artifacts, thus practically checking all the individual components operated as expected. For instance, if a student gets distracted during a lecture, then the teacher should be offered the opportunity to motivate her to participate. In order to validate that these operations function as intended, one could observe the situation of the class, something that it
is not possible in a simulation scenario. On the other hand, this observation could be done via value checking of all the affected artifacts. Therefore a complete test would assert that: (1) the status of the teacher’s workstation would change from “classroom overview”, to “inattentive detected” and eventually to “mini-game launched” and (2) the AmIDesk of the distracted student would disable interaction with every application but the mini-game initiated by the teacher.

To support such tests, we have implemented a sophisticated monitoring mechanism through which we ensure that value checking (i.e., Expectations) is performed only after the necessary handling actions have completed (i.e., Promises).

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has described a testing suite for Smart Learning Environments in order to check the validity of operations programmed by end users in a Smart Learning Environment. The suite aims primarily at non-programming professional users, and supports testing via scripting and Visual Programming. Even though well-established user-friendly visualization techniques have been currently applied (e.g., Blockly), following the iterative approach of the User-Centered Design (UCD) process [29], both educators and experienced developers of AmI services will be actively involved in the design process of the visual tools, through preliminary evaluation sessions and participatory design sessions, to maximize their usability for both groups. Whereas, upon the release of version 1.0 of AmITest, we plan to conduct an extensive in-vivo full-scale evaluation experiment both with HCI experts and educators in order to examine and improve the usability of the AmITest editing facilities.

Finally, as regards our future plans for the overall framework, we have already laid the foundations to extend its application to support testing, in a scalable and effective way, in other domains beyond its initial target domain (i.e., SLEs), such as Smart Homes, Technologically-enhanced Cultural Monuments, Smart Cities, etc.
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Abstract- In this paper, we advance the results of a study on the use of smartphone functions in the permanent training of primary-school teachers supported by photo-elicitation processes. The study began in January 2015 and will end in December 2017. Three teachers participated from the primary schools Jaime Vera in Madrid and La Paloma in Azuqueca de Henares (Guadalajara), Spain. To date, the smartphone functions used for photo elicitation by these teachers to reflect on difficulties in their practice include: taking photos of classroom situations that are judged difficult by teachers; viewing these photos; recording an audio track of sessions reflecting on the content of these images; playing back the recorded audio tracks to transcribe their content and identify the theories and beliefs on which participating teachers’ decisions are based and, finally, storing all this information in the cloud (Dropbox, Drive, at the rest).
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I. INTRODUCTION

We begin this section by explaining two conceptual elements. Both are essential to understand the functionality of the phones in teacher training. These are: the reflection on own practice, and photo-elicitation as a means of signification.

A. Reflecting on teaching practice

Extensive theorising exists on the value of professionals’ critical reflection on their own practice in order to improve their work [3] [6]. Teachers can be helped to improve their work once they are aware of their beliefs, theories, attitudes, values and so on. To do so, teachers must be “forced” to make these explicit. This occurs because they are questioned about what they do, and this is achieved by reflecting on his practice as a teacher. This reflection is included and is one of the three moments of a loop or cycle of Action Research [2]. Each is made up of a procedure consisting of the three following phases:

1- Planning the teaching or specifying within a document the aims, cultural content, materials and so on that the teachers are going to work on or will need over a period of time.

2- Executing the plan and recording certain moments of it. The plan must be followed and information must be recorded on what occurred during the process. Because it is difficult to reflect on the action while it is taking place, reflection has to take place afterward. To avoid forgetting things or missing relevant details the action must be recorded.

What technological tools are needed to help teachers record their actions and reflect upon them? Those whose primary function is producing information; in other words, audio recorders and cameras that can be found on one of the current digital hybrid devices: smartphones. We propose that mainly teachers should follow this procedure, taking photos of those moments so that later, outside the classroom, they can verbally analyse the content. Therefore, we focus on the languages of verbal and photographic representation.

3- Analysing, questioning, discussing and reflecting on what happened. After having carried out the plan, one must reflect on the value of what took place; we encapsulate it using photo elicitation, for which it is also necessary to use the information reproduction functions that all digital hybrid devices contain. The result of this phase leads to new knowledge on the decisions taken, on the whys or wherefores of the latter and consequently new knowledge of the theories, beliefs and so on that underlie them.

This generated knowledge gradually enriches or improves the work plan for the following action inquiry loop and consequently enhances the teacher-tutor’s training.
B. Photo elicitation as a means of reflection

Eliciting means drawing something out of oneself, arousing an experience, establishing a bridge between the past and the present using a photo [1] [4]. It consists of capturing an image so as to describe it later. Several procedures exist in the field of education: one is that directed by the teacher and the photos she or he takes; another, when students take the pictures, and finally, a mixed procedure in which everybody takes photos. This means the photos are taken by users to be screened later so users can describe what they represent and explain what they have experienced.

In this sense, we consider that photo elicitation is a good procedure for understanding the tangible and intangible aspects of human beings’ lives – in our case, the three primary school teachers who aim to improve their teaching practice. At the point of reflection within the action inquiry loops, photos taken by the participants are shown (in our case, only the teachers) on different teaching moments as a base document on which to question, query or wonder about some aspect of the content depicted. This is how we have used one of the underused action inquiry procedures called observational and narrative, McKerman said: that an underdeveloped resource in the conduct of curriculum action inquiry is the use of the still photograph [5].

In Section 2, we explain the objectives and the methodology that we followed. Finally, in Section 3, we present the conclusion and future work.

II. THE AIMS AND RESEARCH METHOD

This research has two objectives:

a) Identify the functions required on a smartphone in the training of primary teachers based on photo elicitation processes.

b) Know whether the photo-elicitation sessions help teachers change their teaching practice.

The data needed to achieve the above aims are being gathered through a supported discussion group in two session types we call photo elicitation and audio reflection.

Photo elicitation sessions. These are held every two weeks. During this time, the teachers take photos of events, tasks, dilemmas, conflicts, behaviours and so on that they consider most relevant and interesting in the life of their classroom and other spaces in the center. After each fourteen-day period, the above-mentioned meeting takes place. It lasts about 75 minutes with each teacher separately and takes place when they have some free time during the school day in their respective schools. To do so, the photos taken by each teacher are shown and the teacher, the research group members and student representatives comment on the reasons that led her or him to take each photo. Next, the other group members formulate questions or doubts on the content of the images and the reasons provided by the teacher and students, either on the decision taken at a specific classroom moment, or on the tasks undertaken by students, etcetera.

Audio reflection sessions. An audio recording is being made of the photo elicitation sessions with a two-fold research purpose. Firstly, to analyze each teacher’s statements and respond to the questions posed in the first aim of the project, regarding the different uses of the smartphone. Secondly, to codify and create the information provided in the photo elicitation session to be used in the second aim. As stated in the summary above, the discussion group which conducted this reflection consists of the teacher who is the center of the training process, the members of the research team who were present during the prior photo elicitation session, and some students when they appear in the photos. The parents gave permission to use the photos in which their children appeared as long as such use was confined to teaching and research purposes.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Regarding the first aim, the smartphone functions that the three teachers used are:

- Taking photos of classroom situations the teachers considered complex and conflictive, such as dilemmas, difficulties emerging from the students and so on.
- Storing photos in the cloud (Dropbox, Drive, at the rest).
- Viewing those photos in the photo elicitation sessions with the aid of a projector.
- Recording audio files of the reflection sessions on the content of the images projected.
- Storing the audio files in the cloud (Dropbox, Drive, at the rest).
- Playing the recorded audio files to transcribe their content and identify the theories and beliefs that lie behind the decisions of the participating teachers.
- Reading the transcriptions for the analysis of theories, beliefs, attitudes and so on, on which the teachers base their behaviours and decisions, and communicate such analyses so that the teachers are aware of them, can reflect on their value and consequently decide whether they should change any of the latter.

Concerning the study’s second aim, based on the results as of late November 2015, it can be stated that teachers are changing the way they design and approach teaching situations. This is because, according to the analysis of the transcriptions of the photo elicitation sessions, the teachers are becoming aware that they base their actions and decisions on five different aspects of their person:

- Theories: rational ideas or arguments, with a scientific basis.
- Beliefs: ideas or arguments with no scientific basis.
- Attitudes: forms or kinds of willingness to do or respond to something.
- Habits: routines they use in certain situations.
- Emotions: feelings about a situation that guide decisions.

The teachers have shown a disposition to change once they become aware that the above five components influence their motivations and decisions, both to improve the school tasks in the classroom and to address the personal difficulties of their students.

Finally, we should indicate that all of the smartphone functions that the teaching staff required in the discussion or photo elicitation processes (those that take place when viewing the image of a photo taken by the teacher and projected on-screen) were used to record moments in the classroom, to bring some quietness to the educational practice in order to slow down the analytical processes. These pauses made it possible to describe and interpret the content reported by the participating teachers, allowing them to reflect and comment on their theories, beliefs, attitudes, habits and emotions so that, once aware of them, the teachers uncovered those that are incongruous with their idea of education or unsuitable for working with that unique and unrepeatable group of students in a specific context.

In the future, we want to deepen the possibilities for smartphones to locate, select and project a part or element of a photograph. We think that the analysis of these details of an image can help teachers to evoke their theories and beliefs. Also, we want to use smartphones to store and play music during sessions photoelicitación. We think that both, the projection of detail and background music, can improve the evocation of the beliefs and emotions that have promoted the decisions taken in their classrooms.
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